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ABSTRACT
A study of existentialism in Spain reveals an unmis
takable Christian interpretation as revealed by the crea
tive works of the principal figures, and by their own selfanalysis and judgment.

A personal philosophy of existence

has been espoused with success and surpassing influence by
the four Spaniards whose works and ideas are examined here.
The purpose of this study is to examine existentialism as a
philosophy and dramatic art form both in Europe generally
and in Spain specifically.

Perhaps the most important dis

tinction among all existentialists is the Christian aspect
which differentiates the Spaniards from those influenced by
Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Sartre.
Miguel de Unamuno is, in this writer's view, a firstgeneration existentialist, a fervent Christian who empha
sized intuition and emotion, and who traced existentialism
to Christ and Don Quijote.

An admirer of the Dane,

Kierkegaard, Unamuno made the quest for eternal life,
through authentic individualism,
activity of his life.

the central passion and

He gave existentialism in Spain its

quixotic, Christian identity, and appropriately named the
tragic existentialist an agonist.
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Jose Ortega y Gasset is presented as a secondgeneration Spanish existentialist, a more rational, dis
ciplined, and orthodox scholar whose defense of authentic
individualism is rooted in history and oriented to the
uniqueness of man as a being both rational and vital.

His

impact is due to the combined effect of his ideas, sweeping
vision, and rare combination of intellectual precision and
eloquent style.
Antonio Buero Vallejo is, in this writer's view, a
third-generation existentialist, an artist shaped by war,
whose work is a direct interpretation of Spain's Christian
existentialism in action.

He dramatizes the recurrent

human problems and conflicts which attest to the timeless
aspects of human existence.

He draws upon history and

vital reason as suggested by Ortega, while his central
character is an Unamunian agonist.

Buero Vallejo's exis

tentialism is a mirror held up to the private citizen, an
external view of oneself that demands authentic, remedial
action.
Alfonso Sastre's work reveals the latest developments
in Spanish existentialism.

He represents the young, post

war generation and reflects existentialism's coming of age
in today‘s.youth.
tialism:

His presentation of.collective existen

conscience, awareness of freedom, commitment to

action, and desire for increased responsibility, helps the
audience to understand the rebellion of world youth.
vi

The

trend from personal to collective existentialism is unmis
takable.

His ideas and techniques are greatly influenced

by non-Spaniards, and he has more in common with his own
generation throughout the world than he does with the older
generation in Spain.

Like the other Spaniards mentioned

here, Sastre has a Christian and national commitment.

Com

pared with them, his ideas are less subtle, his art more
savage, and his goals more specific.
The four Spaniards considered here are different
expressions of the same theme, each representing a stage in
the development of existentialism in Spain, each a dominant
force in its evolution.

To relate these four to each

other, and the four as a group to the European existential
movement in general,

is the primary purpose of this study.

In doing so it is revealed that the Spanish existentialist
is, like all others, a self-appointed conscience for others
but, unlike the European atheist, the Spaniard makes moral
judgments deductively as well as inductively, and he is
motivated by imperatives which might be described as Chris
tian, national,

social, and quixotic.

Unamuno, the man of

intuitive passion, Ortega, the man of historical reason,
Buero the man of artistic compassion, and Sastre the artist
as activist, all respond authentically to the same motivat
ing ideas.

This study deals with these ideas as essentials

to an understanding of Spain's Christian existentialism.

vii

INTRODUCTION
Existentialism is a personal philosophy of existence,
the basic tenet of which is the conviction that existence
precedes essence, that man proceeds from the subjective.
Existentialism is so generally accepted now, and the term
applied so liberally, that the precise meaning is lost to
many of those who use it casually.

It is a personal

philosophy of existence and as such varies according to
the individuals who profess it.

This philosophic movement

began as an outgrowth of anxiety resulting from the indus
trial and social revolution begun in the nineteenth century
and still in progress today.

Intellectuals have become

increasingly concerned with the preservation of individual
identification and freedom in a world that is growing more
complex and impersonal.
What are some of the factors which caused the per
sonal, philosophical reaction known as existentialism?
Since the end of the eighteenth century the Western world
has experienced rapid growth and progress, leading to dis
location and disorientation of the individual, as well as
to dissatisfaction with the traditional beliefs and rules
that cannot solve pressing problems.

As the historian

Schapiro points out, modern history is of comparatively

recent origin.

Modern society with its industrial complex,

representative government, and scientific orientation, is
the result of changes made over a century and a half.

In

spite of individual geniuses and men of action, the life of
the common man in Europe at the end of the eighteenth cen
tury did not vary greatly from that of his ancestors in the
late Middle Age s> and the masses were illiterate.
The French Revolution brought with it radical prin
ciples such as democracy, nationalism, and intellectual,
economic, and religious freedom*- -Revolutions in agricul
ture and industry introduced new methods and machines as
advancements in transportation, communication and the
factory system further compounded change and the capacity
for innovation.

The nineteenth century witnessed both

revolution and reaction in France, restoration in France,
Germany, and Spain, and political,

social, and religious

reform in England.
The twentieth century advanced reforms previously
begun in industry, labor, and education, but technological
progress raced ahead of social and political reform.

The

Russian Revolution, two World Wars, and countless smaller
armed conflicts have resulted in new dictatorships and
democratically oriented governments.

Reform continued

through economic necessity for peace, through education,
rapid communication, and transportation, all of which
emphasized people rather than power, and individuals rather
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than masses.

The immensity and complexity of modern

society has fragmented humanity and made it difficult for
the individual to find support in traditional beliefs and
methods.

Inevitably, he has been forced to ask and answer

the important questions himself.

His new freedom and

increased responsibility have destroyed the time-honored
excuses and made no allowances for self-deception.

The

existentialist is one who felt he had to create his own
identity and fulfill or fail the goals which he set for
himself.

Existentialism thus has been the personal philos

ophy which has best described the plight and promise of the
individual in our modern, impersonal society.
The purpose of this study is to examine existentialism
both as philosophy and dramatic art form, in Europe gen
erally and in Spain particularly.

The Introduction out

lines the background from which existentialism emerged, and
the intention and expository outline followed in the study.
Part A of Chapter I deals with important intellectuals who
espoused existentialism in different parts of Europe:
Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Sartre.

Part B of

Chapter I deals briefly with existential dramatists and
novelists in Europe.

The playwrights are categorized,

according to preferred format and technique, as members of
the theater of ideas,
theater of the absurd.

the theater of imagination,

or the

All are influenced by existential

ism and are primarily concerned with the individual’s

search for survival, identity, and self-expression.

The

essential characters in their works always feel oppressed
and react as individuals, always participating in the
result which seals their fate.
Perhaps the most important distinction among existen
tialists is the one which differentiates Europeans in gen
eral, particularly those influenced by Sartre, and the
Spanish existentialists discussed in Chapters II, III, IV,
and V of this work.
Chapter II deals with Miguel de Unamuno who admired
Kierkegaard and espoused Christian, quixotic existentialism
\

in Spain.

Chapter III presents the second-generation

Spanish philosopher of existence, Jose Ortega y Gasset.
Chapter IV is concerned with one whom this writer believes
is a third-generation or World War II existentialist, the
dramatist Antonio Buero Vallejo.

Chapter V is devoted to

a fourth-generation existentialist, Alfonso Sastre, whose
work reflects the ideas and collective activism of today's
existential youth.

The presentation of the existentialist

views of these Spanish writers is followed with conclusions
evolved from this study.
It appears that the first-generation existentialist
was rebellious, unprofessional,
irrational.

intuitive, emotional, and

The second-generation consisted of disciplined

philosophers who sought to legitimize a philosophy of
existence by grounding it in history and authenticating its
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claim to special relevance in the twentieth century.

The

third-generation existentialist is a product of the World
Wars and resultant human problems recorded in this century.
Continuing conflicts, made more immediate by instant com
munication networks, have engendered fear of annihilation
at the same time that new technology has accelerated both
the strains on social institutions and the disorientation
of the individual.

The third generation has expressed

itself through art, mainly drama and the novel, to urge
compassion and personal, authentic action.

The fourth

generation has collectivized the existential ethic.

The

alienated now form groups for mutual protection, under
standing, and for the collective power to force change.
The existential catch-phrases now are "do your own thing,"
"tell it like it is," attack the "system" or "establish
ment," and "power."

Youthful existentialists have more in

common with their generation throughout the world than they
do with the older generation within their respective coun
tries.

The most expressive art forms are still the drama

and the novel, but the plastic arts and music now also play
Important roles.

The alienated individual has formed a

disaffected generation.
Spanish existentialists adhere to an unorthodox Chris
tianity which has on it the particular stamp of their cul
tural heritage.

Christian existentialists everywhere,
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however, share a deductive as well as inductive approach to
living as individuals.

These existentialists assert the

validity of certain external truths which exist indepen
dently of man.

They say that these truths are guidelines

for his behavior but that the individual is capable of
rejecting them.

Man should accept the guidelines, however,

because certain actions are better than others and reason
is valid only insofar as it is expressed in the action of
living.

A man cannot be understood as an object, in

O r t e g a ’s view, because an object is not human and cannot be
human.

Sartre disagrees asserting that man is both object,

the "in-itself"

(en-soi) and striving toward something, or

the "for-itself” (pour-soi).

The atheistic total separa

tion of object and vital function is necessary to demon
strate that no God is at work.

The Christian view of man

is that he is a synthesis of physical and spiritual real
ity, that is, immaterial consciousness acting in and
through physical existence, over a determined period of
time.

The Christian existentialist in this way deduces

certain truths which present themselves to his conscious
ness at the same time that he inductively formulates the
truths arising from his circumstance and experience.

All

existentialists, however, agree that man, whatever the
source of his motivating ideas, proceeds to define himself
through action.

He is what he does.

The atheistic exis

tentialist is inductive; he grows outward and upward from
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himself and admits of no external, objective truths or
influences.

Ortega in his El tema de nuestro tiempo noted

the categorical imperatives denied by atheists.

He said

that thought must seek truth, that the will is directed
toward goodness, and that emotion is oriented toward
beauty.

The Christian sees an example in the life and

teachings of Christ which might be interpreted loosely as
the means justifying the end.
scribed by Christ,
immortality.

Man acts, in the way pre

so as to earn or to be worthy of

The atheist, convinced that there is no God

or immortality, asserts that he alone must decide upon his
earthly goal and use whatever means are necessary to
achieve it.

The end justifies the means if man accepts the

responsibility for his deeds, and if he acts in good faith,
that is, according to his convictions.
The Spanish existentialists are Christian but they are
a group apart also because of the national considerations
which unite them.

Their Christianity is Spanish, that is,

quixotic and mystic.

Ortega advises the assimilation of

national history so that the desired growth and development
will rise from deep, half-hidden roots.

Ortega and Unamuno

led the return to Don Quijote in the search for the essen
tial Spanish spirit and its activating idealism.
referring to the mystics,

Unamuno,

spoke of the muero porque no

muero and the dolor sabroso, and advocated a spiritual
regeneration like that which inspired the conquistadores.
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the counterreformers and St. Ignatius Loyola.

Buero Val

lejo advocates the locura of Don Quijote and the mystics as
the idealism which not only stirs men to idealistic action
but encourages compassionate love and tolerance.

Sastre

demonstrates love of God and love of man along with other
Christian precepts such as love and honor for one's par
ents.

Also present in his work is the strong Christian

ethic of self-sacrifice and the sacrifice of one's loved
ones in pursuit of the Christian ideal.
The Spaniards are thus Christian, national, and social
in their demonstration of a philosophy of existence.

They

share a common desire to stimulate, to vitalize the spirit,
will, and intellect of their people.

They actively seek

freedom of belief and expression, and this entails opposi
tion to those traditional Spanish ideas and institutions
which inhibit individualism and the full development of the
nation's human resources.

Spanish existentialism is, in

comparison to that of Europe in general, more passionate,
active, objective, intuitive, flexible, vigorous, and com
passionate.

A philosophy of existence, for the Spanish

existentialists,

is not escapist, and is not political.

They are not concerned with self-defense, self-pity, or
evasion of reality, but instead-stress intense individual
ism to achieve victory over-self and injustice.

For Spain

it is Quixotism rather than Marxism, spiritual idealism
rather than dialectic materialism, which cause the Spaniard
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to claim a purpose to life and a right to immortality.

The

individual must so live, in Unamuno's view, that it would
be an injustice if he were deprived of eternal life.

All

of this requires the "leap of faith" described by Kierke
gaard who, like Unamuno, was passionately Christian, indi
vidualistic, rebellious,

and egoistic.

Passion was the key

word for them just as historical reason has been the key
word for the next generation of philosophers, scholars,
teachers, and writers such as Ortega and Heidegger.

These

were followed by postwar artists, notably dramatists and
novelists, who presented their own interpretation of exis
tential life.

Unamuno, and particularly Ortega, referred

to life as a drama in which each man portrays himself
spontaneously.

This is the technique employed by Buero,

Sartre, and Camus.

As in life, every existential play and

novel has oppressive characters or elements against which
the agonist struggles in pursuit of understanding, expres
sion, and determination of self.
therefore spiritual tragedy.

Existential life is

CHAPTER I
THE BACKGROUND OP EXISTENTIALISM IN EUROPE
A.

Philosophy

Existentialism is an outgrowth of the anxiety exhib
ited. by a number of nineteenth and twentieth century intel
lectuals preoccupied with personal existence in a world
rapidly becoming more complex and impersonal.

Soren

Kierkegaard (1813-1855) is one of these.
Kierkegaard's life and works prompt many to call him
the first modern existentialist or the prototype existen
tialist.

Saying that men do not know what it means to

really exist, he chooses to rebel against the existant
religious, social, and academic orders.

He is a Christian

moralist who feels, unlike many fellow Christians,
uprooted,
world.

lost, and in need of a haven from the chaotic

Kierkegaard accepts frustration and insecurity and

is not tempted by wealth and fame.

His penchant for

enigma, obscurity, and deception is revealed by pseudonyms:
Victor Eremita, Johannes de Silentio, Constantine Constantius, William Afham, Johannes Climacus.
In all, he has written forty-three moral and philo
sophical works marked by contrasts, contradictions, and
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polemic.

A few details of his life are pertinent to an

understanding of these works.
Kierkegaard was the youngest of seven children born to
a poor family in Copenhagen, Denmark.
ment was one of strict,

The family environ

somber, orthodox Lutheranism, and

he was later to recall that he had never been a child, had
\

never been young and carefree.

Intelligent and witty when

a schoolboy, his personality was reflective, independent,
and argumentative.

In 18^0, the young Dane passed the

theological examination for entrance to the seminary, in
the following year gave his first sermon, and began to
write profusely about the philosophy of existence.
Kierkegaard gives special emphasis and new meaning to
the term existence, his views opposing modern philosophers
from Descartes to Hegel.

He changes the Cartesian Cogito

ergo sum to Sum ergo cogito. thus rejecting abstract con
sciousness in favor of the individual spirit.

His thesis

is that a man cannot be born a Christian but has to become
one by choice and will, by living religion subjectively,
and being transformed by it.

His philosophy of existence

is therefore not formalized or systematized.

Each man must

decide whether he will forget and waste his uniqueness or
concentrate mind and energy on self-revelation.

An indi

vidual can be one thing or another in life but should
always be the genuine expression of his inner self.
man can achieve this but the goal must be realized

Every
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constantly.

More important than making the correct choices

in life is the need for passion and sincerity which convert
even error to profitable use in the future.

The true indi

vidual suffers isolation and anguish and has a tendency to
despair because of self-insufficiency, but he still must
act to express his will ethically and authentically.
For Kierkegaard the ethical man is both unique and
universal in that his inner striving is balanced by exter
nal action which expresses his unique contribution to soci
ety.

The soul yearns for the assurance of eternity,

immortality, but it finds nothing.

The Christian is thus

called upon to make a leap of faith, a leap beyond reason,
to the acceptance of the Incarnation of Christ and redemp
tion of man.

Blind faith requires great exertion of the

will and for this reason Kierkegaard maintains that one
cannot be a Christian until he knows what it is to exist as
an individual.

This is the obligation of every man:

to

know himself as a synthesis of finite and infinite, of
energy and idea, of freedom and necessity.

This synthesis

is a living, conscious, striving force.
Man had to be more than a cog in the wheel of produc
tion because his uniqueness should not be dulled by con
formity to the will of the masses.

"To battle against

princes and popes is easy compared with struggling against
the masses, the tyranny of equality, against the grin of
shallowness, nonsense, baseness and bestiality."*

He hated
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the thought of levelling individuals:
The levelling process is not the action of
an individual but the work of reflection in
the hands of an abstract power.
It is
therefore possible to calculate the law
governing it in the same way that one cal
culates the diagonal in a parallelogram of
forces.
The individual who levels down is
himself engulfed in the process and so on,
and while he seems to know selfishly what
he is doing one can only say for people en
masse that they know not what they do.
. . . A demon is called up over whom no
individual has any power. . . . Enthusiasm
may end in disaster, but levelling is eo
ipso the destruction of the individual.
. . . It can only be stopped by the individ
ual attaining in his loneliness the courage
and dauntlessness of a religious man answerable to God.^
Man's proper goal is God, and one must be willing to
sacrifice everyone and everything to give Him absolute duty
and love.

The Dane substantiates this view with the gospel

of Luke 1^:26:

"If any man cometh unto me and hateth not

his own father and mother and wife and children and breth
ren and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be
my disciple."

Kierkegaard interprets hate here to imply

the contrast between love for man and God, and the primacy
of the latter.
The Dane cites three spheres of existence:

esthetic,

ethical, and religious, and says that man is free to choose
his own standards and to organize his life accordingly.
Since one's personal goal should be God, the wayward man
lives in dread.

In his Concent of Dread (18^), Kierke

gaard describes dread as a "sympathetic antipathy and an

antipathetic sympathy," and as a "desire for what one
dreads . . .

an alien power which captivates . . . with a

sweet apprehension."

In The Sickness Unto Death (18^9)>

he speaks of this anxiety as despair, as a sickness unto
death resulting from man's attempt to withdraw from the God
to whom he is bound by his nature.

Life without God is

therefore existential despair, and the time is coming when
man, in search of the Absolute, will have to start not with
doubt but with despair.

Sartre later advocates a similar

renewal after despair but the renewal,

for Sartre, takes

place in a world without God.
Kierkegaard discusses heroism by contrasting the
tragic hero with what he refers to as the knight of faith.
The first is quick to fight, easily defeated, and he
responds to duty and follows blindly,
ized in the universal.

secure and dehuman

Such a man sacrifices his individ

uality to become part of the masses while the knight of
faith renounces the masses to become a true individual.
The existentialist might be called mad, as was Don Quijote,
because he cannot make himself intelligible to others.

He

is satisfied to go through life misunderstood, as a witness
to authentic individualism, living his own life so as to
exhaust his potential in the quest for God.

Though a non

conformist he does not try to be different but only to be
himself.

Kierkegaard does not consider the world absurd or
unintelligible, but sees it as a force working for God.

In

his view God exists without becoming, because He is not a
being in time.

Man is the only existential being.

God did

enter the world as Christ, the "mad" God, and has returned
to lose Himself in God.

One's faith is the only bridge

between man and God; it is the motivating and synthesizing
force which leads to immortality.

Christ as man is the

perfect existentialist, the proper example for all men.
Each individual with a philosophy of existence must,
according to Kierkegaard, proceed despite errors and
obstacles toward self-improvement and Christian renewal on
the road to faith and his proper goal:

God in eternity.

Friedrich Nietzsche (18^4-1900)
The German philosopher Nietzsche closes out the exis
tential century begun by Kierkegaard.

Collins, in his

excellent critical study of existentialism,3 advises that
both men shared certain ideas which, nascent in Kierke
gaard, come to maturity in Nietzsche.
Nietzsche advises the individual to surpass himself,
to release his genius and power.

He castigates Christian

ity because its laws restrain great men, and because it
postulates God as creator and goal of man.

The German

philosopher maintains that God is dead and Christianity is
an artificial restraint of an individual's freedom.
Nietzsche has only contempt for the masses who merely serve
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to support men of
the

genius.

Men are by nature unequal and

few great men must not be held back, but ought to rise

to the surface of society, seize every initiative, and then
dictate to their inferiors.

He accepts as fact inequal

ities of intelligence, physique, and of social class, and
admits of no God to restrain exceptional men with the norms
of ordinary people.
Nietzsche further suggests to the elite that belief in
God can be maintained and encouraged for the masses as a
means to control and exploit them.

Writing about the

pioneers of the future, Nietzsche says:
. . . a more manly and warlike age is com
mencing, . . . the age which will carry
heroism into knowledge, and wage war for the
sake of ideas and their consequences . . .
many pioneers are now needed, . . . men
silent, solitary and resolute, who know how
to be content and persistent in- invisible
activity . . . men more imperilled, more
productive, more happy. . . . The secret of
realizing productivity and enjoying exis
tence is to live in danger!
Build your
cities on the slopes of Vesuvius! . . .
Live in war with your equals and with your
selves!
Be robbers and spoilers . . . as
long as ye cannot be rulers and possessors.
. . . Knowledge means to rule and possess,
and you with her.^
Nietzsche's philosophy of existence is characterized
by

its opposition to abstract speculation, to

complacency, and,

pretense and

above all, by its exclusion of God.

Martin Heidegger (1889-

)

Heidegger was born in Messkirch in Germany's Black
Forest,

in 1889.

A Roman Catholic, he became familiar at
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an early age with Thomistic philosophy.

His early formal

training in Philosophy was received in the Neo-Kantian
school of Windelband and Rickert where individuality and
values were considered in their relationships.
His first lecture as a teacher dealt with the concept
of time in historical studies, which pointed the way to his
masterwork Zein und Zeit (Being and Time), the first part
of which was published in 1927.

His close contact with

Edmund Husserl, founder of phenomenology, at the University
of Freiburg, helped develop Heidegger's method of inter
preting philosophy from a historical context.

In 1929, he

succeeded to Husserl's Chair of Philosophy at Freiburg and
published three works shortly thereafter which are impor
tant to existential philosophy:

Kant und das Problem der

Metaphvsik (Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics), Vom Wesen
des Grundes (On the Essence of Cause), and Was ist Metaphysik? (What Is Metaphysics? ).
Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics gives a new inter
pretation of Kant's work:

Kritik der reinen Vernunft

(Critique of Pure Reason. 1781), and alludes to Heidegger's
own Being and Time, in a continuing effort to lay a founda
tion for metaphysics.

The second work, On the Essence of

Cause (or Ground). is an essay dedicated to Husserl in
which Heidegger discusses the problem of transcendence as
the nature of cause, and analyzes the concepts of the
"world," "Being-in-the-worId," and the three kinds of cause

rooted in transcendence.

The third work, "What Is Meta

physics? ." is important to existentialists particularly
because of its treatment of nothingness and b o r e d o m . ^

He

denies being an existentialist, but the fact is, Heidegger
must be considered along with other existentialists because
he is the important link between Kierkegaard and the post
World War II existentialist philosophers.

Sartre borrows

liberally from Heidegger and is quick to acknowledge his
leadership.

In addition, Brunner, Bultmann, and Tillich

advance Protestant theology along lines influenced by
Heidegger.

Nietzsche and Husserl are the important influ

ences on Heidegger and Nietzsche is considered the key
factor in Heidegger's support of Nazism during the Hitler
years in Germany.
Heidegger's concern with existence is one aspect of
his primary interest, which is Being.

Existence serves as

an introduction to ontology since man's experience with
Being is the being of man and all the things which man is
able to comprehend.

Man exists uniquely, despite his

objective existence as a thing, and this uniqueness becomes
apparent to him through anguish when he comes to a con
frontation with Nothingness.

Heidegger's Nothingness is

not a void or vacuum but is full of possibility not real
ized and never to be completely realized.

Ultimately,

Being disappears into this Nothingness, because it is
apparently meant to suggest the mere negation of
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all-encompassing Being.
Man in the world is disoriented because, though alive
and rational, he remains incapable of discovering a reason
for his brief existence.

In devising his own goals he

creates, actively, his own essence and proceeds from his
existence rather than to it as viewed by Hegel and the
classical philosophers.

The central problem for man is

death, the point where freedom, choice, decision, and free
will are extinguished.

One must bow to the inevitability

of death but his brief life is not a vain pursuit because
it traces a short trajectory toward transcendence.

It is

not clear if Heidegger equates transcendence with God but
it is, in any case, an eternal state beyond man and to
which man by nature is inclined.

The world is alien to man

and in it he is outside of himself; his main function or
drive is to go beyond himself into the future, to project
himself, and to make that projection a reality by giving
substance to his possibilities.

The past is a factor

insofar as heredity and environment condition or restrict
him.

Man's choices are not infinite in number but he has

all of the choices within the world in which he finds him
self, and the future is limited only by death, which is the
end of all possibilities.
An individual lives continually and simultaneously in
the past, present, and future, according to Heidegger, and
the present is more than the mere meeting place of past and
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present since man is drawn to the future, and his expecta
tions always precede his present state of inadequacy and
discontent.

Man is always in a state of anguish and emer

gence for, each individual is of the world and concretely
in the world.

Faith is the will and decision by which an

individual shapes his future in the world, and this crea
tive will is not directly related to God, religion, or
ethics.

Although the philosopher frequently uses personal

terms like fear, dread, death, and care; these are not
directed toward ethical ends but to ontological analysis.
Heidegger has repudiated comparisons between his work
and that of Sartre,^ saying that the basic difference
arises from Sartre's anthropocentric view of human con
sciousness and freedom.

Respected critics, including

Alfred Delp (Tragic Existence. 1935) and Alphonse
De Waelhen (The Philosophy of Martin Heidegger. 19^2),
agree with Maximilian Beck that Heidegger's idealism of the
will, fundamental atheism, nihilism, tragic temporality,
and creative construction of the world, make Heidegger the
forerunner and pattern for Sartre.

Heidegger, however,

denies this on the basis that his views in Being and Time
are followed by a postscript warning that they are not
definitive and conclusive.
Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-

)

Sartre is a disciple of Heidegger and one of the few
avowed early existentialists.

The man and his philosophy
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are one; all of his work, philosophic and literary, reveals
his state of mind.
Sartre's philosophy, like his political and social
ideas, is as much the product of his environment as of
detached reflection.

This philosophy is based on freedom,

insecurity, and pessimism, and it leads to imperatives of
remedial action.

It is, in Sartre's case, one man's

approach to life and it bears the stamp of his personality.
He has proposed no formal, objective system; the man and
his philosophy are unique.
A few details of his life are pertinent since existen
tialism and experience are so closely related.

Sartre was

born in Paris to an upper-middle-class family and raised in
his maternal grandfather's house because his own father
died when Sartre was two years old.

When he was eleven,

his mother remarried, and the family moved to La Rochelle
where for the first time he received formal schooling.
Desan tells us? that young Sartre, no longer the center of
attraction in his grandfather's home and forced to compete
with larger, stronger boys who did not need or even like
him, became an alien in that youthful society.
quently the family returned to Paris.

Subse

Sartre passed the

baccalaureat. the licence and the agregation. subsequently
taught philosophy on the lvc^e level, and then studied
phenomenology under Husserl in Germany.

In Paris, at the

start of the World War II, he was drafted again into the
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Medical Corps, was captured the following year, and then
given an early release because he had been a noncombatant
and in ill health.

His unhappy childhood, combined with

the disillusionment of seeing Prance defeated and occupied,
is believed to have soured his personality and made him
overly sensitive to his own physical vulnerability.

His

literary characters have reflected his experience, philoso
phy, and personal problems.
Sartre's philosophy follows from the statement that
existence precedes essence in man because no God exists to
say what purpose man shall serve.

Cast into the world, one

chooses his own essence or function, and he is at all times
a self-made man.

Birth is an accidental boundary of life,

and death an inevitable conclusion to it, but the life
between the boundaries is free of any rules or guidelines
except those chosen for observance by each individual.

In

creating himself man creates the world and must therefore
accept responsibility for action,

the anguish of freedom,

and the isolation of his individuality.

If a man lives

according to his philosophy, he is said to be in good
faith, but it is his normal condition to be in some degree
of bad faith at all times, despite conscious vigilance.
For Sartre, it is the individual human consciousness which
determines the nature of things and is the center around
which everything is arranged in perspective.®

If the indi

vidual is not consciously authentic, he is acting in bad
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faith and is therefore a coward.

Sartre recognizes man's

natural tendency toward an eternal God, and he considers
this quest valid, but vain, because God does not exist and
man's life is therefore a useless passion.

It then follows

that religion unjustly restricts man's freedom, and the
concepts of sin, remorse, and repentance are imaginary and
invalid.

The ethical consequence of atheism is that there

can be no excuse for the past and no justification for the
future.

Past differs from future only in that all possi

bility is closed to the past and open to the future.
Sartre rejects Freud's concepts of ego, id, and super
ego,

in favor of psychic unity, that is, he discounts the

role

of the subconscious by asserting that the censor knows

what

it is suppressing and why.

patient

Freud's view is that a

is often powerless over the struggle going on

within him.
Sartre's importance is not owed to original philo
sophic thought as both his admirers and critics seem to
agree.

His views on being, commitment, decision, dread,

and death are themes borrowed from Kierkegaard and Heideg
ger.

The suppression of passion by the will, the idea of

total freedom, and the God-is-dead concept are well-known
themes from Nietzsche.
borrowed from Hegel.

The en-soi and pour-soi ideas were
Sartre's assimilation, adaptation,

and popularization of borrowed themes, however, does not
mitigate his importance to the existential movement.

His

zk
aversion to objective moral standards and defense of
repressive Marxist-socialism may weaken his claim to human
ism, but it does not invalidate his claim for existential
ism, that it encourages man to unify his life and ideas so
that he deceives no one, least of all himself.

That is the

primary purpose of a philosophy of existence, and the goal
of all existentialists.
B.

Drama

European existential drama has been frequently cate
gorized as the theater of ideas, the theater of imagina
tion, or the theater of the absurd, depending on the
dramatist's preoccupation with the presentation of thesis
or highly individualized stylistics.

The theater of the

absurd is characterized by the absence of clearly-stated
ideas and by ambiguity which attends implied ideas.

Absurd

drama may even have nonsense as its prime message.
Existential drama, in general, is a quest for truth,
be it an insight into emerging reality or rediscovery of
hidden, disguised truth.

The dramatists question accepted

beliefs and practices and search for themes to which only
the individual can respond in a personal way.

Georges

Duhamel defines the modern artist as:
celui qui nous seconde dans la connaissance
et I 1expression de cette partie de notre
vie qui semble, au premier abord, incom
municable. 9
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Prom deep within man the dramatist must release:
tous ces monstres que dech&ine la confes
sion, ... parce que tout humain qui n'est
pas double a l ’interieur par un sourd-muet
est la trappe par laquelle le mal inonde
le monde.iO
The theater of ideas followed and reacted against
naturalism and expressionism.

Conditioned by Freudian

psychoanalysis and the effects of the two World Wars, the
authors proposed ideologies which responded to grave
social, economic, and political conditions of the time.
Man, determined by environment in naturalistic drama, was
replaced by the self-conscious sceptic and rebel in exis
tential drama.

The existential playwright thus forced the

individual to examine his conscience and way of life, and
challenged him to solve his present dilemma in a personal
i

way.

There was no escape from decision and action, and

man was forced to learn the anguish of his newly-discovered
freedom and responsibility.

The primary purpose of the

theater of ideas was to permit the social dramatist to
demonstrate the validity of existential beliefs occasioned
by the two World Wars, the Russian Revolution, the Spanish
Civil War, and the disintegration of the European classstructured system.

Revolutionaries and anarchists in this

way demonstrated the capacity of individuals to affect the
fate of a nation with a single bomb or bullet.

One

extremist was able to exchange his life for a Crown Prince,
a Mahatma Gandhi, or a President Kennedy, merely by
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choosing to act and to accept the consequences.

The

dramatists espoused different theses and solutions, as can
be seen in the following discussion.
Luigi Pirandello (1867-1936), Italian professor and
writer, won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 193^*

Pes

simism is the dominant mood as he demonstrates that realityperceived by any one individual is a personal interpreta
tion.

Any view of life is a partial one tinted with illu

sion.

Lies are erected by man to insulate him from unbear

able suffering,

to defend him from tragedy, and to permit

him to go on living.

Inwardly one preserves conflicting

realities but outwardly he must resort to deceits if he is
to survive.

A brilliant dramatist, Pirandello also wrote

novels, short stories, essays, poetry, and, as May points
o u t ; ^ he was an exceptionally gifted painter.
Pirandello wrote over two hundred novelle. most of the
stories dealing with Sicilian peasants or petty bourgeois
life in Italy or New York City.

The mood ranges from

comedy to tragedy with the latter predominating,
simism underlies all his work.

for pes

It is a pessimism laced

with humor tending to the grotesque.

He seems most con

cerned with individual personality, identity, and human
reality, presenting problems of escape through illusion and
self-deceit, and mainly, the problem of survival.
More than half of Pirandello's fifty plays are
dramatized versions of the novelle. the plays revealing the
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type of humor immortalized by Cervantes in Don Quiiote: the
laughter is not cruel but a means of drawing the audience
to the seriousness of what appears ridiculous.

His impor

tant plays Include Lumle di Sicilia (Sicilian Limes). Cosl
k (iL® l k pare) (So It Is /if You Think S o 7 ), Sei nersonaggi
in cerca d'autore (Six Characters in Search of an Author),
and Enrico IV (Henry I V ).
Bertolt Brecht (1898-1956) was born in Germany and
rebelled at an early age against the middle-class
respectability of his parents.

His creative period paral

lels the years of turmoil in Germany between the World
Wars.

A pacifist, Marxist, and pessimist, his theater

tends to didactic,

impersonal, communist propaganda, but it

incorporates a great many important technical and creative
elements.

Brecht's theater deals with collective man in a

social, economic, and political environment.

Ideas pre

dominate over individuals and logic, as well as human
nature, is distorted in order to achieve the powerful
dramatic effect which supports his thesis.
way to imperatives of existential action.

Ideologies give
Trommeln in der

Nacht (Drums in the Night. 1922) is the story of a returned
soldier who finds war profiteers living in luxury and one
of them about to marry his fiancee.

He wins the girl back,

avoids participation in an incipient revolution, and voices
his disgust with violence, upheaval, and futility.

Mutter

Courage und ihre Kinder (Mother Courage and Her Children.
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19^ 1 ) presents an old woman camp-follower who survives bypeddling to the soldiers,

thus living on the filth and

foulness of war.

Both sons and her daughter die victims of

war and soldiers,

but still she sings ribald songs and per

severes for, as she says, the dog may die but the fleas
live on.

Other well-known plays include Mann ist Mann (Man

Is M a n . 1927); Die heilige Johanna der Schlachthofe (St.
Joan of the Stockyards. 1932); Der gute Mensch von Sezuan
(The Good Woman of Setz uan. 19^2); and Der kaukaslsche
Kreidekreis (The Caucasian Chalk Circle. 19^7).
Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-

) expresses the main point

of his drama Les Mouches (The Plies. 19^3) when he has
Orestes inform the corrupt Jupiter that the latter may be
the god of stones

and stars but not of men,

has created men to be

free.

He speaks again

inasmuch as he
through

Orestes when the latter asks the god, Zeus, why he,
Orestes, should deny the people the despair inside him,
particularly since human life begins on the far side of
despair.

The existential Orestes murders his mother and

stepfather both for revenge and to free his countrymen from
the bondage of religion.
crime he then leaves,

Accepting responsibility for the

drawing the furies of hell after him.

Huis Clos (No E x i t . 1 9 ^ )

describes intellectual and emo

tional frustration, with an existential frame of reference,
as three characters come together in a cycle of eternal
frustration.

Sartre's theme,

that hell is other people, is
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demonstrated here as each character is shown to love and
need one person who, in turn, despises him and loves the
third person.

Existence and personal need are hopelessly

at odds, and there is nothing to do but accept the absurd
ity and go on living.

Les Mains sales (Soiled Hands. 19^8)

is the story of a young communist who murders his leader as
instructed and is then confused because jealousy appears to
cloud the authenticity of his motivation.

Morts sans

sepultures (Unburied D e a d . 19^6) deals with wartime pris
oners in a Paris jail.

To prevent the Vichy police from

obtaining information, one man kills himself, the others
strangle a weak man who might talk, a third is killed for
refusing to talk, and two others are killed after giving
false information.

The play demonstrates the power of the

will and the primacy of existential integrity over life.
Other important plays include Le Diable et le Bon Dleu (The
Devil and the Good L o r d . 1951) and Les Seauestres d*Altona
(The Condemned of Altona. 1959)*

Each play conveys the

facts of existential life as seen by the author.

Drama

serves philosophy because the characters are designed to
illustrate aspects of it.
Albert Camus (1913-1960) like Sartre appears to have
acquired his philosophy of existence through grim personal
experience.

He was born in Algeria and never knew the

father who died a soldier fighting for Prance.

His mother

was deaf and illiterate, and his grandmother was a harsh,
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dominating woman suffering from terminal cancer.

He

learned that life was brief and too often painful.

The

youth and early manhood of Camus was marked by poverty,
illness, frustration, the struggle for a university educa
tion, the study of philosophy, and resistance to the Nazi
regime in Prance.
of survival.

One had to choose to live and his method

Camus' existentialism places individual life

and love above all.

He opposes Marxism because it condones

repression of personal freedoms, concentration camps,
purges, and crimes against innocent individuals for the
good of the state.

Given the human situation:

human

needs, drives, and ideals in an absurd world; his position
is that one must either make the best of life or commit
suicide, and the latter course is a coward's way out.

The

individual should seek a full life through love, compas
sion, integrity, and service.

Life is conquered only by

accepting its unavoidable burdens and bearing them volun
tarily.

Conquest of oneself is demonstrated by conscious,

positive living.

Rebellion, for Camus, must be personal

and restrained since one is responsible for his actions and
should avoid harming others, whatever the motive.

Dis

cussing the Marquis de Sade,-^ he rejects the pursuit of
evil as a virtue, in marked contrast to Sartre's support of
"Saint Genet."

His Caligula (19^5)> written in 1938, tells

how the young emperor acts when he perceives that the world
is absurd.

He barbarously humiliates nobles, violates
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wives, and desecrates the gods.

When he disregards

Cherea's warning against absolute, uncompromising freedom,
the nobles are forced to murder him for the common good.
Le Malentendu (The Misunderstanding. 19^*0 deals with the
return of a wealthy son who conceals his true name in order
to surprise his family later.

He is murdered and robbed by

his mother and sister who then discover his identity.

The

mother commits suicide while his sister goes to tell his
wife and then leaves to kill herself.

The blame is placed

on the son by his sister who sees his deceit as the begin
ning of their misfortune.

The wife prays to God but Camus

makes it clear that God has no answer.

L'Etat de siege

(State of Siege. 19^8 ) is an allegorical play in which
existential youth sacrifices itself to save the nation.
Les Justes (The Just O n e s . 19^9) is an argument for compas
sion even among anarchists and revolutionists.
Camus demonstrates in his drama that life is brief and
something to be enjoyed whenever possible.

Deceit and

cruelty are self-defeating and destructive of others.
Jean Anouilh (1910-

) is a prolific dramatist who

classifies his plays with such descriptive terms as noires.
r oses. brillantes. and grinpantes.

His theater is one of

both ideas and imagination, and it usually involves the
attempt by an isolated, alienated hero to achieve salvation
or acceptance by the world.

L^ermine

(The Ermine. 1931)

deals with the efforts of a poor man to marry an heiress

despite opposition by her guardian, a rich old Duchess.

He

murders the meddling woman, accepts the punishment, and
hopes thus to appeal to the girl as well as to find peace
in death.

Eurvdice (19*4*1) presents Orphee as a poor

traveling musician who is united with Eurydice after death.
Antigone (19*4-2) treats the daughter of Oedipus and defiant
niece of Creon, the King.

She is uncompromising in her

determination to bury her brother, a traitor, against the
law.

She accepts responsibility, even death, and scorns

reason and compromise.

Other plays include:

Borneo et

Jeanette (19*4*5); L'Alouette (The Lark. 1953); Jezabel. La
Sauvage (Jezabel. the Savage: 193*0; and Pauvre Bitos ou Le
Diner de T^tes (Poor Bitos o r . The Dinner of Heads).
The dramatists of the existential theater of imagina
tion incorporate many nuances into their plays:

art,

poetry, music, chorus, modern dance, ballet, pantomine,
symbolism,
effects.

surrealism, mystery, madness, and special scenic
A few men remarkable for their imagination and

artistry are Claudel, Giraudoux, Cocteau, and Garcfa Lorca.
For Claudel Christianity is the motivating force of moral
istic plays.

Life is temporal and superficial, his theater

proclaims, and man therefore must think of compassion,
self-sacrifice, and religious renewal in preparation for
eternal life.
quality,

His plays, which often have a strong poetic

include Tgte d'or (Head of Gold. 1889) and Partage

de midi (Break of Noon. 1905).

The characters are often
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mechanical types representing a virtue, vice, or one par
ticular point of view.

There is also much spectacle which

includes ballet.
Jean Giraudoux (1882-19^*0, novelist and playwright,
contrasts ancient and modern morality,

stressing self-

determination, congeniality, compassion, fidelity in mar
riage, existential commitment to daily life, and the diffi
culty of maintaining high ideals.

Weaving good and evil,

reality and imagination, he presents unique characters,
poetic speech, and much activity to establish his thesis.
His stylish technique has been described as precieux exis
tentialism.1^

The plays include Amphitryon 38 (1929),

which shows how a mortal wife overcomes the will and wisdom
of a god in order to remain faithful to her husband;
Judith (1931) deals with the biblical story of the Jewess
who saves her people by killing the Pagan invader Holofer
nes after a night of love; Ondine (1939) about a sea nymph;
and La Guerre de Troie n 1aura pas (The Tro.lan War Will Not
Take P lace. 1935) about the personalities and events lead
ing to the Trojan war.
Jean Cocteau (1892-

) created stage spectacles by

employing effects perhaps best compared to the films of
Federico Fellini.

His loosely-structured plays offered a

mixture of ideas, puns, circus performers, a ballet troupe,
musicians, singers, dancers, animals, and sound effects.

3**
Later existential works were realistic and his total drama
suggested the complexity of life.

His plea was for hon

esty, tolerance, and understanding of the individual.
Plays Included La. Machine infernale (The Infernal Machine,
193*0. which interpreted the Oedipus legend.
Federico Garcfa Lorca (1899-1936) was a poet,
dramatist, musician, and painter.

The drama, like his

poetry, is marked by creative imagination, a keen sense of
the tragic and dramatic, and lyricism of language.

He

demonstrates the spiritual-sensual ambivalence of Spaniards
and reveals how frustration from oppression results in
tragedy for the indomitable individual.

His themes are

death, the impossibility of love, hatred, vengeance, and
frustration.

The central characters are implacable and

self-destructive in response to a passion which is both
personal and suppressed.

Bodas de sanere (1933) is a

poetic tragedy in which only one character is named, and it
is his passionate will and action which triggers the
expected response from the others.

He interrupts a gypsy

wedding, flees with the bride, and then dies in a duel with
the groom.

Poetry, music, song, and the appearance of

Death and the Moon as characters, all enhance this lyric
existential tragedy.

Yerma (193*0 is a more realistic

tragedy; but it, too, has such a strong lyric quality that
it could be done in mime, modern dance, or ballet.

The

heroine, the author makes clear in the final scene, is
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almost a personification of frustrated fertility.
weak,

Her

selfish, and cynical husband does not want children

and therefore avoids sexual relations.

An old woman sug

gests that Yerma might sleep with the woman's son; it would
be like a glass of water for someone thirsty.

Yerma

responds by comparing her sexual thirst to a dry field
large enough to contain a thousand pair of oxen, a drought
that a glass of water could not satisfy.

Yerma strangles

her impotent husband Juan moments later, destroying with
him her hoped-for son.

La casa de Bernarda Alba (1936) is

another poetic tragedy of suppressed sexual passion which
bursts into the open and once again ends in death.

The

play appears to be realistic but the story is slight and
intended only to sustain the tragic mood and to justify the
fateful conclusion.
the blinding,

The language is lyric in describing

sun-drenched white walls which symbolize both

the oppression of virginity and the heat of the daughters'
suppressed passion.
implacable.

The girls are desperate and the mother

Adela rebels and then commits suicide while

her mother Bernarda reasserts her iron-willed determination
to keep the girls locked up.
not fantasies.

The three tragedies above are

It is the lyric dialogue, the use of lyric,

music, symbolism, and allegory which validates their desig
nation as imaginative theater.

As£ que pasen cinco anos

(1931) is a surrealistic drama in which time breaks down to
permit multi-dimensional activity.

Garcfa Lorca's characters are not generally known as
existential but they have a definite claim to this classi1 Ll
fication, as Borel demonstrates. ^

Each agonist knowingly

sacrifices everything in pursuit of a personal yet impos
sible goal, rebelling against the life imposed by others,
no matter what the consequences are.

Tragedy is the

appropriate form to express the conflict between the will
of the existential idealist in pursuit of his dream within
an oppressive environment.
The theater of the absurd combines ideas with imagina
tion but the ideas are vague, ambiguous, and nihilistic,
inasmuch as the drama rejects life and positive action.

It

communicates the negative extremity of man's condition:
pessimism, despair, frustration, boredom, inactivity,
dehumanization.

The plays encourage intellectual specula

tion and emotional catharsis.

The view of the world is not

a rational one.
Minimal personality, plot, action,

cogent dialogue,

set design, or other, conventional dramatic features are
presented.
humor,

Since meaningful dialogue and plot are lacking,

irony, and both words and incidents chosen for their

shock value are intended to compensate.

The best-known

dramatists of the avant-garde write in French, but several
Spaniards are equally important.
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Eugene Ionesco (1912-

) is Rumanian by birth.

His

plays include La Cantatrice chauve (The Bald Soprano. 1950)
and La Lepon (The Lesson. 1951)» both one-act plays, Les
Chaises (The Chairs. 1952), and Rhinoceros (1959).
Rhinoceros is based on the short story of the same
name, published in 1957.

The author says of this work:

Rhinoceros est sans doute une piece
anti-nazie raais elle est aussi, surtout,
une piece contre les hysteries collectives
et les epidemies qui se cachent sous le
couvert de la raison et des id£es mais qui
n'en sont pas moins de graves maladies col
lectives dont les ideologies ne sont que
les alibis ... .15
The play has a simple story which develops into a
tragi-comedy employing the hallucination that men are
becoming rhinoceroses as a result of the herd instinct.
The hero is a weak, bored, nonconformist who is saved the
fate of the others solely because he is a unique individual
and wants to retain his identity.

The hero, Berenger, is

at first a borderline social outcast because of his bad
habits and undisciplined life.

As the play progresses he

continues to escape the metamorphosis which claims his
friends, associates, and the general public.

Even Daisy,

the girl he thinks he loves, turns into a beast.
the end, Berenger takes his stand as a man:
(II ^se retourne face au mur^du fond ou sont
fixees les tetes des rhinoceros, tout en
criant:)
'•Contre tout le monde, je me defendrai,
contre tout le monde, je me defendrai!
Je

Alone at
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suis le dernier homme, je le resterai
jusqu'au bout!
Je ne capitule pas!"16

Samuel Beckett (1906Irish by birth.

), novelist and dramatist, is

His plays include En attendant Godot

(Waiting for Godot. 1953)*

£e partie (Endgame,

1957),

and Acte sans paroles (Action Without Wo r d s . 1957)*
Beckett achieved fame with En attendant Godot. a play
that deals with two apparent tramps waiting on a country
road for Godot.

The two men pass the time in idle conver

sation that is, of course not idle, but immensely sugges
tive of man's isolation,
and boredom.

anxiety, pessimism, frustration,

They are probably waiting for death and the

answer from Godot. perhaps God, alluded to briefly, but
cogently, in the following dialogue:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:
Estragon:
Vladimir:

Qu'est-ce qu'on lui a demande au juste?
Tu n'^tais pas 1&?
Je n'ai pas fait attention.
Eh bien. ... Rien de bien precis.
Une sorte de priere.
Voil&.
Une vague supplique.
Si tu veux.
x
Et qu'a-t-il repondu?
Qu'il verrait.
Qu'il ne pouvait rien promettre.
Qu'il lui fallait reflechir.*7

Two other lost men appear, one rich and domineering,
the other, his servant,

tied to him by a rope.

The charac

ters have no apparent purpose beyond passing the time while
waiting for Godot.

A brief flirtation with suicide by

Vladimir and Estragon fails, as does everything else in
life.

There is no substantive beginning, middle, or end.
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Vladimir and Estragon conclude the play as they began it,
indecisive and unhappy but persistent in their wait and
search for Godot.
The Spaniards
In the first quarter of this century, Bamon Marfa del
Valle-Inclan (1866-1936) introduced renovating factors into
the theater and novel, notably the esperpento.

This fore

shadowed Enrique Jardiel Poncela's (1901-1952) humorous
treatment of deformed reality, and Miguel Mihura's
(1905-

) ironic satire of the individual's struggle

against modern civilization.
Valle-Inclan1s theory of the esperpento appears in his
Luces de bohemia, when Max Estrella explains to Don Latino
that Goya invented it, and that it results when classical
heroes pass before concave mirrors.

Max says that the

tragic sense of Spanish life can only be revealed through
a systematically deformed esthetic.

Ricardo Domenech

explains the method:
En tanto que metodo, el esperpento consiste
... en que una realidad que es^por sf misma
esperp^ntica, aparezca tanto mas esperpentica
en la medida en que se exagera, se abulta,
sistematicamente, cuanto en ella hay de
grotesco e irrisorio.
Subyace aquf, como
puede verse, una negacion radical del
naturalismo, cuyo principio es presentar^la
realidad tal como aparece, y una afilacion—
aunque no especffica— a las corrientes
expresionistas en general.
El esperpento
descoyunta, si es que puede decirse asi, la
realidad; trastorna por completo la imagen
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aparente que tenemos de su estructura y de su
dinamica, precisamente para mejor mostramos
como son, c6mo es la realidad. ... Esta imagen
esperpentica de la realidad nos obliga a una
toma de conciencia:
la conciencia de que
vivimos una realidad esperpentica, la con
ciencia de que son grotescos unos valores
generales en los que se fundamenta la realidad
concreta que nos rodea.18
The modern Spanish tradition of the absurd in drama,
as revealed in the works of Valle-Inclan, Jardiel Poncela
and Mihura is clearly connected to the existential tradi
tion:
... detras de las figuras de ficcion, guinolescas
e insolitas; detras de los cintajos multicolores
de la farsa, del lenguaje trabajado y teatralmente tan eficaz; detras de la teorfa del esper
pento y de estas obras ejemplares, laten— con
fuerza y energia— dos grandes aspiraciones
espanolas— la justicia social y la libertad.1?
Valle-Inclan's dramatic works include the trilogy
Comedias barbaras. Luces de bohemia. Los cuernos de Don
Friolera. and La hi.1a del capitan.
Enrique Jardiel Poncela, a novelist as well as
dramatist, is most famous for his intellectual, disoriented
view of the world.

Of the man and his humorous, socially

perceptive drama, Valbuena Prat says:
Tras su vision caricatural del mundo posromantico en Angelina, o el honor de un briga
dier. en que alternan lo original y lo tosco,
ha llegado al mundo escenico del puro truco
y disparate de ingenio, como un pirandellismo
de humor, y una creacion poeticoburlesca, en
sus obras mas caracterfsticas, como Elofsa
esta deba.io de un almendro con la ingeniosa
concepci<5n de la locura de la familia Briones— ,
Los ladrones somos gente honrada. Madre (el
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drama padre), Blanca por fuera % rosa por
dentro. o Los habltantes de la casa deshabitada. En trampolln sobre lsTTSgica y
el "buen sentido", juega Jardiel su maravillosa y entretenida comedia del disparate y
el humor, entrando en, ella elementos
humanos e incluso poeticos.20
Miguel Mihura Santos, an outstanding dramatic satir
ist, is known also as a professional prose humorist, art
ist, cinema scriptwriter, and director of two humorous
reviews.

His dramatic works include:

Ni pobre ni rico

sino todo lo contrario (1943) in collaboration with "Tono"
Antonio de Lara, El caso de la mu.jer asesinadita (1946) in
collaboration with Alvaro de Laiglesia, Tres sombreros de
copa (1952), A media luz los tres (1953)> Sublime decision
(1955), Mi adorado Juan (1956), Carlota (1957), Melocoton
en Alm^bar (1958). Maribel % la Extrana Familia (1959)., and
El chalet de Madame Renard (1961).
Mihura gives an important insight into his character
ization and drama as a whole when he says of his characters
in Tres sombreros de copa:
Todo sus personages estan siempre un
poco en la luna, un poco sin darse cuenta de
las cosas, un poco azorados. ... Y esto les
hace decir esas cosas tan bobas que decimos
todos cuando nos deaconcertamos y cuando,
prjecisamente, quisieramos decir las cosas
mas trascendentales ... .2^Gomez Figueras says of the same extraordinary charac
ters :
Personages escogidos con extraordinaria
habilidad, desdoblados alegremente hacia el
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mundo de la risa y de la sonrisa, personages
a los que se les cambio por unas horas el
rostro y se les coloco la verdadera, fntima
expresion, y se les metieron en los bolsillos,
trasformados en objetos reales, los pensamientos escondidos, los deseos extranos, las
ambiclones que los desvelaban; personages
sumergidos en el ambiente grotesco que
mereclan, vistos por el cristal de aumento
de Mihura, ... . Todos con el alma abierta,
con el corazon en la mano, diciendonos la
verdad en un clima estupendo /en7 el hotel
modesto de Don Rosario, espejo de los duenos
de hotel.22
Despite their professional pessimism, ironic or
humorous, the absurdists in Prance and Spain provide posi
tive insights into the human condition which encourage the
audience to reflect on the significance

of lifeand the

need for communication, compassion, and

relevancein our

chaotic world.
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CHAPTER II
MIGUEL DE UNAMUNO
A.

The Man
The archetype Spanish existentialist Miguel de Unamuno

y Jugo was a Basque born in Bilbao in 1846.

Married, and

the father of nine children, he achieved fame as a literary
philosopher, novelist, essayist, poet, dramatist, profes
sor, Rector of the University of Salamanca and, above all,
as the interpreter of the Spanish soul and conscience.

His

themes involved the existential man in relation to God,
Spain, and self-determination.

The bulk of his writings

are contained in the sixteen-volume set of his Obras completas.
Julian Marfas comments on the timely appearance of
Unamuno:
En un momento en que apenas habfa en nuestro
pafs vestigios de filosoffa, y casi de vida
intelectual, ejercio un influjo profundo,
vivo, violento, como entonces era menester,
hecho de calor m£s aun que de luz, sobre las
mentes espanolas; y mientras creaba ese clima
fertil, del cual heraos beneficiado todos,
anticipaba perspicazmente lo que habfa de ser
la filosoffa de las generaciones inmediatas,
la que el mismo no podfa en rigor hacer, pero
cuya necesidad le fue natente, tal vez antes
que a nadie en Europa.1
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Marfas points out that Unamuno, although a oatedratico
of Greek, never wrote a book, essay, or monograph on his
specialty.

His essays were both literary and philosophic,

and his works did not fit comfortably into the usual liter
ary categories.

Marfas tells us:

Cuando Unamuno sigue escribiendo novelas, estas
son de tal modo, inusitadas e inauditas que el
mismo prefer!ra lJLamarlas nivolas. ... A los
cuarenta y tres anos publica su primer libro
de poesfa:
unos versos muy raros, que la
gente no sabe siquiera leer; no tienen musicalidad, en pleno reinado de Ruben y del
modernismo; no son tarapoco una supervivencia
del xix. ... Mas tarde aun, estrena alguna
obra teatral, el publico esta de acuerdo en
que aquello no es teatro. Y cuando escribe
largos libros doctfsiraos, llenos de citas en
l a t m y griego, en aleman y en ingles, nadie
se decide a tomarlos como filosoffa o ciencia;
6l mismo dice que acaso no sea aquello sino
poesfa o fantasmagorfa, mitologfa en todo caso.2
Unamuno's ideas and emotions overflowed genre, con
tent, and style.

He was not bound by rules and did not

compromise because his intention was to arouse, not to
entertain.

As Ferrater Mora tells us:

Unamuno ... considera como la mision principal y
fundamental de la voz y de la palabra:
excitar,
remover las almas para alejar de ellas todos los
cuervos que las acechan^ para conjurarlas a que
se despierten de su sueno con el fin de sumirse
en otro sueno mas sustancial y duradero:
en el
sueno de lo eterno ... lleva la excitaci(fn a sus
ultimas consecuencias y hace de e l l a ^ m ^ s bien
que del conocimiento humano o la ensenanza, casi
la dnica finalidad de sus palabras ... y se
dirige a la vida concrete, lo que procede de
hombres de carne y hueso ... .3
The high points of Unamuno's public life include his
appointment to be Rector of the University of Salamanca

^7
in 1901, a position which he lost in 191^, because of his
anti-German views.

In 1924-, after denouncing the dictator

ship of Primo de Rivera, he was exiled to Puerteventura in
the Canary Islands.

He escaped to Prance and lived first

in Paris and then in the French Basque town of Hendaye
until the fall of the dictatorship and his triumphant
return to Spain,

in 1930.^

With the declaration of the

Republic in 1931 > be was honored as a living legend.

He

turned against the Republic, however, when he believed it
was giving way to anarchy.

He gave initial approval to the

Franco rebellion but later denounced the fascist military
leadership and was placed under house arrest just before
his death on New Year’s Eve,

1936.

Unamuno, Marfas tells us, was always anxious to return
to Salamanca after his visits to Madrid, despite the obvi
ous cultural attraction of the capital, and the fact that
Don Miguel had attended the University of Madrid.

He

remained provincial in his tastes and habits while his
intellectual activity ranged over the world:
... Y la manifiesta preferencia de Unamuno por
los pensadores y poetas ingleses y alemanes, y
aun escandinavos, italianos y portugueses,
sobre los franceses, terminaba de acentuar su
multiple rareza. Esta extraneza de Unamuno
era, ademas, buscada y querida por Don Miguel.
Como ejemplar tfpico de su momento historico,
hace profesion de originalidad.5
Originality was a step in the direction of identity, a
concept of great importance to Unamuno and the group of
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intellectuals at the turn of the century, mostly writers,
now known as the "Generation of 1898."

Proclaiming their

own individuality, they sought to identify the problems of
Spain and the reasons for her lost greatness.

The Spanish-

American War and the consequential awareness of the lost
empire contributed to a greater acceptance of the ideas
offered by the Generation.

All recognized the need for

change and expressed their disgust over the mediocrity,
corruption, and decadence they saw about them.

They looked

for the lost spirit, the soul of Spain, so as to launch the
nation anew.

The message had to be translated into indi

vidual and personal conscience of his people, a symbol of
moral strength in thought, word, emotion, and action.
B.

His Philosophy
Unamuno's existentialism is expressed in a soliloquy,

a dialogue with himself, which reveals the nature and
extent of his internal conflict.

Marfas believes that one

must go to Spinoza to seek the basis for Unamuno's thought:
Toda cosa, dice Spinoza, en cuanto es, tiende
a perseverar en su ser y ese conato, que no
es sino la esencia actual de la cosa, envuelve
un tiempo indefinido; en el hombre, ese conato
es consciente; no solo tiende el hombre a per
severar en su ser, sino que lo sabe; ese
apetito consciente se llama deseo— cupiditas— ,
y para Spinoza es la esencia misma del hombre.
Para Unamuno, que recoge estas ideas, su pre
tension es justamente esa: perseverar en su
ser indefinidamente, 110 morirse nunca del todo,
eternizarste. Este afan de perduraciOn constituye el nucleo de la pretension de Unamuno.6
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Marias cites three quotations from Unamuno to prove
his contention regarding the nucleus of Don Miguel's
thought:
— "La cuestidn humana— escribe en su ensayo
Soledad. en 1905— es la cuestion de saber qu£
habrd de ser de mi conciencia, de la tuya, de
la del otro y de la de todos, despu^s de que
cada uno de nosotros se muera."
Y en 1912,
el ^capitulo II de su libro Del sentimiento
tragico de la vida. dice Unamuno:
" <£Por
que quiero saber de donde vengo y adtfnde voy,
de donde viene y ad<£nde va lo que me rodea y
que significa todo esto? Porque no quiero
morirme del todo, y quiero saber si he de
morirme o no definitivamente.
Y si no muero,
<5 que ser^ de m f ? ; y si muero, ya nada tiene
sentido. Por ultimo, en el capftulo vii del
mismo libro escribe:
'Ser es obrar y solo
existe lo que obra, lo activo, y en cuanto
obra.1”7
Without regard for chronology, Paul Ilie draws paral
lels with other great existentialists to give a more bal
anced view of Unamuno's philosophy:
He demonstrated that the rational mind'shat
ters the foundation of Christian values, as
did Dostoyevsky; he suggested that man's will
dictates to the imperative of moral Judgments,
as did Nietzsche; his need for God resulted
in agonistic faith, as in Kierkegaard; the
fear of death revealed to him the most authen
tic feature of existence as in Heidegger; his
self-realization consisted of acting upon the
world, as in Sartre.®
Essentially Unamuno's Christian existentialism views
man

thrown into a world not fully explained by reason and,

by nature, he longs for the
eternal.
as action.

source of life and yearns to be

He must act for nonaction will define man as well
The only answer for man is to act positively,
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to impress his identity on society, to live with urgency
because life is measured by value, not length.

A man must

be authentic, active, and brave enough to stand against the
world with only his truth.

Christ shows the way.

bear his life like the Cross and carry it alone.

Man must
If Christ

is not a liar, then man is capable of a leap of faith which
ends in eternal life.

Unamuno is Christian, Spanish, a

personal conscience for his people, and a modern Quijote in
search of the impossible dream:

to know God.

There is no question but that death was, for Unamuno,
the most terrible barrier confronting man.

Reason and

feeling cause him to question his brief existence and to
challenge the despair which always threatens to engulf him.
He yearns for faith in God and eternal life, but his reason
gives him no peace or certainty.

Don Miguel is the proto

type of all his agonistic heroes, a spiritual and philo
sophical Don Quijote living in the twentieth century.

Like

Kierkegaard, whom he greatly admired, Unamuno feels that
faith is not merely something handed down.

It must be

reexamined and reaffirmed by any man who would discover it
anew and pay the price in spiritual crisis.

Authentic

living is thus synonymous with suffering, passion, con
flict, and tragedy.
pendent, personal.

His approach is nonpolitical, inde
The discomfort of Unamuno prods others

out of indifference for he cuts through complacency and the
lies, compromises,

laws, and institutions which support
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complacency.

Like Christ, Unamuno feels that the authentic

man must carry his cross or reject effort as a means to
improvement.
C.

His Essays
In Unamuno's view, the Spanish existentialist has a

national character besides his individual one, and the
national spirit flows from Castile.

The Castilian spirit

is ironic or tragic, sometimes both, but it is always dis
tinct in the human drama.

In the second essay of En torno

al casticismo (1895)> Unamuno reveals the climate of
Castilla to be the forge from which character and person
ality emerged in sufficient strength to conquer much of the
known world in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
Allf dentro vive una casta de complexion seca,
dura y sarmentosa, tostada por el sol y curtida
por el fr£o, una casta de hombres sobriog,
producto de una larga seleccion por las heladas
de crudfsimos inviernos y una serie de pernurias
periodicas, hechos a la inclemencia del cielo y
a la pobreza de la vida . . . .
Es calmoso en sus
movimientos, en su conversacion pausada y grave
y con una flema que le hace parecer a un rey
destronado. ... La socarronerfa es el castizo
humorismo castellano, un huinorismo grave y
reposado sentencioso y flematico. ... De
ordinario suele ser silencioso y taciturno.9
Madrllenos. in turn, are to be recognized by "... esa seca
rigidez, dura, recortada, lenta y tenaz ... ."10
less,
Estos hombres tienen un alma viva ... . Esa
alma de sus almas, el espfritu de su casta,
hubo un tiempo en que conmovio al mundo y lo

Neverthe
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deslumbro con sus rel^mpagos, y en las
erupciones de su fe levanto m o n t a n a s . H
This native spirit was shackled, Unamuno felt, by
overemphasis of the past and acquiescence to the present
and by narrow rigidity when facing the future.

In the

essay, En torno al casticismo. Unamuno criticized isola
tion, clericalism, and nationalism that was too conserva
tive.

In five articles he sought to reaffirm the authen

tic, underlying ideas which had made Spain great.

Spain

gave freely of itself in its greatness, and it must be
willing to learn from nations that are doing great things
in the present century.

Spain is being challenged, he

felt, to awake from its siesta of complacency and formal
ism.

He attacked the stagnation revealed by vulgarity,

egotism, and pseudo culture.

A few years after the publi

cation of this essay, the Spanish-American War added empha
sis and urgency to Unamuno’s words with the result that the
Generation of 1898 began to affect the status quo.

Unamuno

advocated a purification of Spanish ideas and concerted
effort toward established goals.

He was not a modernist, a

disciple of progress and the new technology.

He was

against the idea of awakening the masses to a progress with
which they could not cope.

This attitude is clearly

revealed in two essays published in 1898:
oatriotismo and La vida es sueno.

La crisis del

He advocates genuine

patriotism, as opposed to aggressive nationalism, and
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defends the right of the masses to lead simple, existen
tial lives sustained by their firm, uncomplicated faith.
Increasingly, he advocates Spanish solutions to Spanish-,
problems, or existential life on the national level,
because Spanish individuality has unique features which
must be recognized and accepted:
La individualidad dice mas bien respecto a
nuestros lfmites hacia fuera, presenta nuestra
finitud; la personalidad se refiere principalmente a nuestros lfmites o mejor no limites,
hacia adentro, presenta nuestra infinitud. ...
Mi idea es^que el espanol tiene, por regia
general, mas individualidad que personalidad;
que^la fuerza con que se afirma frente a los
demas, y la energia con que se crea dogmas y
se encierra en ellos, no corresponde a la
riqueza de su contenido espiritual intimo,
'que rara vez peca de complejo.^2
The vigor with which the Spaniard presents himself
to the world is not a reflection of spiritual depth, in
Unamuno's view:
Este violento individualismo, acompanado de
un> escasfsimo personalismo, de una gran
pobreza de personalidad, es lo que acaso
explica mucha parte de nuestra historia.
Explica la intensfsima^sed de inmortalidad
individual que el espanol abrasa, sed que
se oculta en eso que llaman nuestro culto
a la muerte.13
This longing for immortality is the endeavor of man to per
sist in his own being into infinity, through conscious
effort.
Unamuno makes much of the Cain complex in his exis
tential writings.

The underlying cause for this is his

belief that a dichotomy exists among Spaniards.

The

5^
traditional Spaniard is an Abelite, a shepherd, while the
Spaniard who, of necessity, must work is the spiritual
descendant of Cain, tiller of the soil.

The roots of con

flict are ever present:
Me parece mas concreto y mas historico decir
que obligo a los iberos a ser pastores, o acaso
lo fueron ya durante siglos, en el pafs de
donde venfan.
Con grandisima exactitud dice
Hume que el puro espanol ha sido siempre jagricultor por necesidad y pastor por eleccion,
cuando no era soldado. ... En el fondo de la
expulsion de los moriscos, pueblo agricultor y
laborioso de huertanos, veo el tradicional odio
de los que llamar^ abelitas de los descendientes
en espfritu de Abel, el pastor, contra los
cainitas, los descendientes de Cafn, el labrador,
que mat o a su hermano.1^
Unamuno implies that abelite individuals engender conflict
because of their envy of and disdain for successful work
ers.

He writes again:
Los siglos hicieron a nuestros remotos
ascendientes pastores, y como pastores los
hicieron haraganes, y vagabundos, y disgregados,
y todas las demas cualidades que del ejercicio
del pastores derivan.1^
Unamuno sought to ventilate the traditional Spanish

conservatism and formalism but, given the simplicity and
strength of the average Spaniard, Unamuno was equally quick
to caution against what many called progress and scientific
orthodoxy, because the intellect can divert men from wisdom
and burden them with facts:
Debo confesar que cuanto mas en ello medito, mas
descubro la fntima repugnancia que mi espiritu
siente hacia todo lo que pasa por principios
directores del espfritu europeo moderno, hacia
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la ortodoxia cientifica de hoy, hacia sus m^todos,
hacia sus tendencias. ... La ciencia quita sabiduria a los hombres y les suele convertir en unos
fantasmas cargados de conocimientos. ... La sabiduria es a la ciencia lo que la muerte a la vida.
... El objeto de la ciencia es la vida, y el
objeto de la sabiduria es la muerte.1°
He felt that science is dedicated to the prolongation of
life while wisdom anticipates the inevitability of death
and urges preparation for both death and eternal life.
Happiness is not attainable in life and true liberty begins
with death . ^

He was willing to accept science and culture

only to the extent that they would nourish wisdom.

Inteli

lectualism, he believed, was poison to the soul.

The

important thing is immortality:
Yo necesito la inmortalidad de mi'alma; la
persistencia indefinida de mi conciencia indi
vidual, la necesito; sin ella, sin la fe en
ella, no puedo vivir, y la duda, la incredulidad
de haber de lograrjla, me atormenta.
Y como la
necesito, mi pasion me lleva a afirmarla, y
afirmarla arbitrariam^nte, y cuando intento
hacer creer a los demas en ella, hacerme creer
a mf mismo, violento la logica y me sirvcj de
argumentos que llaman ingen^osos y paradojicos
los pobres hombres sin pasion que se resignan a
disolverse un d£a del todo.18
Prom the above, it is clear that Unamuno, as a Christian
existentialist, wanted to be as free from the bonds of
modern science and progress as he wanted to be free from
the restraints dictated by the traditional past.
tial man must be free.

Existen

Even his neighbor, or brother,

threat through envy and the Cain complex of rivalry.

is a
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Hate, in Unamuno's view, is part of the individual's
existence and it is widespread in Spain.

A man may, as

dictated by the Bible, love his neighbor as himself, but
the Spaniard dislikes himself.

His countrymen, particu

larly artists and writers, destroy each other because hate
is a subterranean stream whose source is self-hatred.

Pear

of what lies beyond death makes man cling to life while the
hope in eternal life makes him hate the temporal life.
This hatred must be understood and turned to constructive
use:

"El odio a nosotros misraos, cuando es inconciente,

oscuro, puramente instintivo,

casi animal, engendra ego-

£smo; pero cuando se hace conciente, claro, racional, puede
engendrar heroismo."^
D.

Qui.iotismo
Unamuno's unceasing analysis of the Spanish person

ality is designed to lead to an understanding of the indi
vidual as a prelude to authentic life and action.

His

nationalism, within the Christian context, is common to
Spanish existentialism.

Consciousness of one's identity

as both Spanish and Christian sets the Spaniard apart from
existentialists in the remainder of Europe.

Perhaps the

best evidence of this is the preoccupation of the Spaniard
with Don Quijote and aui.lotismo. which may be interpreted
as Spanish existentialism.

Unamuno refers to it as his

religion, when he tells himself:
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Tu locura quijotesca te ha llevado mas de una
vez a hablarme de quijotismo como de una nueva
religion ... si llegara a cuajar, tendria dos
singulares preeminencias.
La una, su fundador,
su profeta, Don Quijote ... y su otra preeminencia seria la de que ese profeta era un
prof eta ridiculo, que fue la befa y ^1 escarnio
de las ge n t e s . ... Es el valor que mas falta
nos hace:
el de afrontar el ridfculo. El
ridiculo es el arma que manejan todos los
miserables bachilleres, barberos, curas,
canonigos y duques que guardan escondido el
sepulcro del Caballero de la Locura.20
Qui.lotismo is a religion of action:
/ Poneos en marcha! I Que adonde vais? La
estrella os lo dir£: / al sepulcro! <i Que
vamos a hacer en el camino mientras marchamos?
A Qu£? I Luchar! ... I Cdmo? a Tropezliis con
uno que miente?, gritarle a la cara: { mentira!, y i adelante!
J Tropezais con uno que
roba? • gritarle: | ladron!, y I adelante!
A Tropezais con uno que dice tonterfas, a
quien oye toda una rauchedumbre con la boca
abierta?, gritarles: testupidos!, y
i adelante! I Adelante siempre!21
Thus does Unamuno's writing style arm his ideas to
puncture the complacency of those who settle for less than
authentic action.

Passionate action, not the intellectual

process, is the recommended existential method:
Procura vivir en continuo vertigo pasional,
dominado por una pasion cualquiera. Solo los
apasionados llevan a cabo obras verdaderamente duraderas y fecundas. ... Te consume
... una fiebre incesante, una sed de oceanos
insondables y sin riberas, un hambre de universos, y^la morrina de la eternidad. Sufres
de la razon.
Y no sabes lo que quieres ...
quieres ir al sepulcro^del Caballero de la Locura
y deshacerte alii en lagrinjas, consumirte en
fiebre, morir de sed de oceanos, de hambre de
universos, de morrina de eternidad.22
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The cleansing power of quixotic madness is not gener
ally understood, because it goes against the logic of the
masses:
Si uno denuncia un abuso, persigue la injusticia, fustigua la ramplonerfa, se preguntan
los esclavos:
I que ira buscando en eso?
I A que aspira? Unas veces creen y dicen que
lo hace para que le tapen la boca con oro;
otras que es por ruines sentimientos y bajas
pasiones de vengativo o envidioso; otras que
lo hace no mas sino por meter ruido y que de
el se hable, por vanagloria; otras que lo
hace por divertirse ... .23
Unamuno admired Quijote because he imposed his faith,
that is, his ethics, upon those who mocked it.

His heroic

courage overcame the worst kind of ridicule directed at him
as a madman.

The lack of similar courage in Spain, said

Unamuno, deprives his country of power, wealth, and its own
culture.

Unamuno therefore challenged the average man's

concept of absurdity, asserting that only those capable of
attempting the absurd are capable of achieving the impos
sible.

There is triumph in facing ridicule with serenity.

Inasmuch as Spain's problems arise from moral cowardice and
prudential stupidity,

the solution lies in the internal

dynamism expressed in quixotic Christianity.

Peace, in

Unamuno's view, is valid and desirable only if based on
sincerity and truth, otherwise it is more deadly than death
itself.

Mere existence is not enough,

says Unamuno in

attacking complacent Spaniards:
Pero I existen?
I Existen en verdad? Yo creo
que no; pues si existieran ... sufririan de
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existir y no se contentarfan con ello ...
sufrirfan de no ser en lo eterno y lo
^
infinito.
Y ese sufrimiento, esta pasion
... no es sino la pasion de Dios en nosotros
... que en nosotros sufre por sentirse preso
en nuestra finitud y nuestra teraporalidad,
este divino sufrimiento les harfa romper
todos esos raenguados eslabones logicos con
que tratan de atar sus menguados recuerdos
a sus menguadas esperanzas ... .2^
Existence,

for Unamuno,

is clearly not the passive

anticipation and contemplation of death.

Authentic exis

tence is synonymous with passion, action,

suffering, and

struggle.

The awareness of death spurs one to live more

intensely, more humanely.

Mario Valdes refers to Unamuno's

philosophy and literature as one of death,2 5 because the
theme of death is pervasive in his works.

A theme,

how

ever, is not a philosophy, and one may wonder if a philos
ophy of death is possible.

This writer believes that death

is a shadow which so threatened Unamuno that his response
became an intensely active philosophy of existence, of
life.
£ Hay una filosoffa espanola, mi Don Quijote?
Sf, la tuya, la filosofia de Dulcinea, la de
no morir, la de creer, la de crear la verdad.
Y esta filosofia ni se aprende en catedras ni
se expone por logica inductiva ni deductiva,
ni surge de silogismos, ni de laboratories,
sino surge del corazon.2°
He tried to make his life negate death by achieving eternal
life in heaven and enduring fame on earth.

Like Don

Quijote, Unamuno could say, BiYo se quien soy!"2?

He

intended to impress his personality and passion on his
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fellow Spaniards.

His philosophy of aul.lotismo is, he

says, that of the valiant conquistadores, Counter Reform
ers, Loyola, and the mystics.
knight-errant,

San Juan de la Cruz was a

as was Don Quijote, simply because he fought

for the spirit and not merely for ideas.

The difficulty

with such knight-errantry is that cultured men prefer to
rationalize,

ridicule, and condemn heroism.

Life is there

fore a tragedy for those who feel and a comedy for those
who think.
reason.

One dies tragically if he places faith above

Qui.lotismo views the world in the context of

Christian faith, and it is therefore in conflict with those
who view the world as described by science and reason.

The

Spanish soul, Unamuno's soul, is medieval, primitive in its
passion and pursuit of God, even when it appears to be
rationally absurd, for "La carrera mas provechosa y
lucrativa es la de santo, en efecto."^®
Unamuno recognized the difficulty in propagating the
philosophy of qul.lotismo in the world.

Don Quijote, like

Christ, did not believe his philosophy would triumph in
this world because he was in it but not of it.

He there

fore avoided the king-making and king-killing crowds.

The

city masses dehumanize individuals by downgrading personal
excellence and by exalting the mediocre.

Democratized

cities and culture tend to diffuse and vulgarize by means
of anonymous forces which shape opinion, distract individ
uals, and insulate men from responsibility.

In a small
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city of less than one hundred thousand people, anonymity is
difficult to maintain and, therefore, responsible individ
uals rise to the surface.

Such a small city is likewise

better than an isolated village because one needs certain
cultural facilities to insure the capability of obtaining
the maximum of personality with a minimum of external
interference.

This prevents the sacrifice of personality

for the sake of sociability.2^
The existential Unamuno seeks conflict.

He prefers

to have unsympathetic readers who continue to read him
rather than to have sympathetic ones who accept him and
stop reading.

Conflict must have some purifying power in

it, for he writes:
Vivo en lucha f n tima.
£ Que me imagino que me
interpretan mal? I Claro esta! * Como que yo
mismo no acierto a interpretarme siempr^!
Las
ideas que de todas partes me vienen estan
siempre rinendo batallas en mi mente y no
logro sonerlas en paz.
Y no lo logro porque
no lo intento siquiera.
Necesito de esas
batallas.30
He disclaims any title to scholarship and culture, prefer
ring passionate individualism to a peace which conceals
lies and stagnation.

One must avoid the confidence which

accompanies prejudice and not be a slave to either igno
rance or science.

As an existentialist,

one must suffer,

even despair if necessary, because the price of Christian
redemption is involvement and struggle:
Y sobre todo y ante todo nada de vivir en
paz con todo el mundo. ... I Horror, horror,
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horror!
No, no, no; nada de vivir en paz.
La paz, la paz espiritual quiero decir,
suele ser la mentira y suele ser la modorra.
No quiero vivir en paz ni con los deraas ni
conmigo mismo. Necesito guerra, guerra en
mi interior:
necesitamos guerra.31
Citing some of the immortal spirits alive within him,
Unamuno mentions Homer, Plato, Virgil, St. Augustine,
Dante, Shakespeare, Cervantes, Spinoza, Calderon, Kant,
Milton, Corneille, Pascal, Goethe, and o t h e r s . O f

such

men he writes:
Los mas grandes genios han sido espfritus de
unas pocas y sencillas ideas expuestas con m is
vigor y eficacia, pero con m£s uniformidad y
constancia que los escritores de no mas que
talento regular. Hombres ha habido cuya importancia ha sido el ser hombres de una idea,
ideas encarnadas. En fuerza de vivir una idea
sencilla, pero noble y fecunda, han logrado
presentarnosla bajo todas sus formas.33
Unamuno sought in like manner to express the same' basic
ideas in the various literary forms associated with his
name:

essay, novel, poetry, drama, and newspaper article.

His single, most important, preoccupation was a personal
philosophy of existence, qui.lotismo.

He tells us:

"— Un

escritor persists cuando encontro la forma permanente de
una idea cualquiera cuando acert<£ a dar a esta su cuerpo
definitivo."3^

E.

Existential Truth and Faith
Consideration of reality is a prime concern of all

existentialists.

Unamuno's view is incisive:
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I No te has fijado nunca con que tono de
suficiencia hablan del sentido de la realidad
los que no luchan sino por la victoria pasajera? / El sentido de la realidad!
He aqui
una de las expresiones favoritas de los que
llaman paradoja a todo cuanto ignoran y no
es poco. Creen vivir en la realidad porque
vivan en la sobrehaz de las cosas, y essie
llamado sentido de la realidad no es mas que
el miedo a la verdad verdadera. Y luego les
sorprenden los terremotos que vienen de
debajo ... de la realidad.
He maintained that it is more important

to know things

thoroughly rather than quickly as one, for example, learns
the daily news.

He points to the two men within each of

us, one temporal and one eternal.

The eternal aspect of

human nature is not content with apparentiality and the
trappings of culture, but requires a deeper knowledge that
touches the heart as well as the mind.

The mind alone is

often guilty of intellectual inertia tending to dogmatism
and to avoidance of the critical, searching attitude which
characterizes an authentic man.

It is not mere belief that

makes a man good but more importantly, what he is and does.
A good man will seek another justification for good works
if he loses the one he has.

Thus, religious labels are not

decisive in evaluating human action and worth:
Mi religion es buscar la verdad en
la vida y
la vida en la verdad, aun a sabiendas de que y
no he de encontrarla mientras viva; mi religion
es luchar incesante e incansablemente con el
misterio, mi religion es luchar con Dios desde
el romper del alba hasta el, caer de la noche,
como dicen que con El lucho J a c o b . 3 6
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If one lives under a label such as Lutheran, Calvinist,
Catholic, atheist, rationalist, mystic, the label tends to
relieve the user of a search for deeper distinctions and
significance.

"No hay enfermedades, sino enfermos ... y yo

digo que no hay opiniones, sino opinantes."37

Thus it is

that Unamuno is Christian but not orthodox, nor a member of
any sect:
Tengo, ... con el afecto, con el corazon, con
el sentimiento, una fuerte tendencia al cristianismo, sin atenerme a dogmas especiales. ...
Considero cristiano a todo el que invoca con
respeto y amor el nombre de Cristo, y me
repugnan los ortodoxos. ... Confieso sinceraraente que las supuestas pruebas racionales ...
de la existencia de Dios no me demuestran
nada. ... Y si creo en Dios, o ... creo creer
en El, es ... porque quiero que Dios exista, y
despues, porque se me revela ... en el Evangelio
y a traves de Cristo y de la historia. Es cosa
de corazon.3°
It is enough, then, for Unamuno to be seeking God in his
own way and to be struggling with the mystery because he is
interested in the metaphysical aspect of religion rather
than the social and political aspects.

He wants his strug

gle and attempts to sow unrest in others, to excite and
anger them, to force them to react passionately and indi
vidually.

He is willing to appear indiscreet or incorrect

and does not hesitate to shout his pain publicly.

Unamuno

does not offer solutions but agitation, not bread but
yeast, and while seeking truth he exposes fraud and
stupidity.

In this way he tries to change man's complacent,

institutionalized faith into authentic, personal faith:
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... es que mi obra— iba a decir mi mision— es
quebrantar la fe de unos y de otros y de los
terceros, la fe en la afirmacion, la fe en la
negacion y la fe en la abstencidn, y esto por
fe en la fe misma; es combatir a todos los que
se resignan, sea al catolicismo, sea al
racionalismo, sea al agnosticismo; es hacer
que vivan todos inquietos y anhelantes.39
It is as a literary artist that Unamuno attempts to
communicate and there is one literary artist who is more
sensitive, more stimulating, than all others.

That is why,

perhaps, he prefers to call himself a poet:
Lo mas grande que hay entre los hombres es un
poeta, un poeta lfrico, es decir, un verdadero
poeta.
Un poeta es un hombre que no guarda en
su corazon secretos para Dios, y que, al cantar
sus cuitas, sus temores, sus esperanzas, y sus
recuerdos, los monda y limpia de toda mentira.^0
The poet is a single voice trying to stimulate each indi
vidual rather than the masses.

Man is like the crustacean

crab, with an external skeleton, and the poet is a man who
comes out of his shell and enables other men to do like
wise.

Unamuno feels that the shell must be broken by

frontal collision because mild friction only toughens the
shell and makes the spirit more difficult to reach.

Social

interaction strengthens the shell while solitude may so
soften it that the shell becomes a permeable skin.
Inquiring further into the nature of man in an effort
to construct a philosophy of existence, Unamuno notes that
it is man's nature to unite things, and he notes two types
of union.

One separates different existing elements while

the other fuses different elements into a whole.

If man's
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uniqueness is separated, there remains a generalized common
sense.

When his unique personality is fused with intelli

gence and common sense, then the result is human and pri
vate sense.

The social man tends to suppress his inner

thoughts while the solitary man thinks aloud and surprises
others because he says things which they lack the courage
to say.

All men are thus better served by one who with

draws from the m a s s e s T h i s

is so because:

Nuestra vida es un continuado combate entre
nuestro espfritu, que quiere aduenarse del
mundo, hacerle suyo, hacerle el, y el mundo,
que quiere apoderarse de nuestro espfritu y
hacerle a su vez s u y o . ^2
The true individual has trouble communicating that which
others do not share because they believe that there are
certain ideas which must be considered absurd products of a
deranged mind.

The fault lies in a lack of imagination,

and in the ballast of formal logic which didactic, dogmatic
m en carry in place of wisdom.
F.

Christian Existentialism
Unamuno distinguishes between three kinds of men:

carnal,
.sensual,

intellectual, and spiritual.
instinctive, and animalistic.

The carnal man is
The intellectual

man depends on logic and common sense because his ideas are
dominated by the external world.
age, and professional:
architect.

He is reasonable, aver

doctor, engineer, lawyer, chemist,

His sound, clear,

judgment and standards are
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those consecrated by tradition and habit.

He is interested

in science and culture, preaches national regeneration, and
is enthusiastic about the latest products and developments
which he finds in popular books and periodicals.
type, the spiritual man,

The third

is a dreamer who does not tolerate

tyranny in either science or logic.

This is the Christian

existentialist who believes in another world within the
apparent one, and who believes in mysterious forces which
are dormant in his spirit.
poets,

Such a man,, like most great

speaks the language of the heart.

He may be a

genius without talent or a great spirit without intelli
gence.

God is not reached by argument and logic, in

Unamuno's view.

The spiritual man is thus a mystic called

insane despite the fact that the sanity of the past might
be madness today,

just as the sanity of today might be the

madness of tomorrow.

The intellectual man stands halfway

between the carnal and spiritual man, but Unamuno thinks
less of him than of the carnal man because the latter is
more receptive to the spirit and he is not tainted by com
mon sense.
The true Christian existentialist must seek God and
immortality, must thirst for eternity.

Life is not an end

in itself because, once the desired society is created, man
continues to yearn for immortality.
die of cold, shame, or disgust,

Spiritual men often

in a country where money

and self-gratification are the dominant themes for life.
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Nevertheless, the spiritual man is aggressive enough to
absorb and dominate those who wish to protect the status
quo rather than

to improve it.

The spiritual man is a sub

stantive man in

addition to being human:

"El hombre de

carne y hueso, el que nace, sufre, y muere— sobre todo
muere— , el que come, y bebe, y juega, y duerme, y piensa,
y quiere:

el hombre que se ve y a quien se oye, el

hermano, el verdadero

he r m a no."^

This concrete man weighs

upon the earth, and it is feeling, not reason, which dif
ferentiates him

from lower animals, according to Unamuno:

El hombre, dicen, es un animal racional.
No se
por que no se haya dicho que es un animal
afectlvo o sentimental. Y acaso lo que de los
denies animales le diferencip sea mas el sentimiento que no la raz<5n. Mas veces he visto
razonar a un gato que no refr o llorar. Acaso
llore o rfa por dentro, pero por dentro acaso
tambien el cangrejo resuelva ecuaciones d e y
segundo grado. ... Y asf, lo que en.un filosofo
nos debe mas importar es el h o m b r e . ^
M a n ’s soul is worth all the universe and man is the
reason for it all:
El hombre es un fin, no un medio. ... Sf, sf,
lo veo; una enorme actividad social, una
poderosa civilizacion, mucha ciencia, mucho
arte, mucha industria, mucha moral, y luego,
cuando hayamos llenado el mundo de maravillas
industriales, de grandes fabricas, de caminos,
de museos, de bibliotecas, caeremos agotados
al pie de todo eso, y quedara, a para quien?
I Se hizo el hombre para la ciencia o se hizo
la ciencia para el hombre?^5
Thus it is that Unamuno maintains that the less man
believes in the soul and personal immortality,

the more he

will exaggerate the value of his transitory life.

This
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explains the sentimental feeling against war.

A man should

not want to die, but it is more important to avoid eternal
death.

The fight of an individual to save himself,

achieve immortality,

to

is both tragedy and contradiction.

It is tragedy because there is a struggle without victory,
and contradiction because there is no hope of victory.

Man

in his human plight feels the lack of something or else
pretends he is unaware and is therefore a hypocrite.

With

great talent or intelligence one may yet be an unfeeling
brute or a moral imbecile.

If truly human, man senses his

incompleteness because of his divine soul.
Materialism denies the immortality of the soul, and
the persistence of consciousness after death, because it is
based on rationalism and objective truth.

Rationalism and

materialism thus reduce matter and life to isolated con
cepts, such as ideas and energy.

To grasp the significance

of the soul, however, more than reason is needed to grasp
the reality of an imperishable aspect of being such as
human consciousness.

Reason, therefore, contradicts immor

tality and is, therefore, the enemy of eternal life:
Por cualquier lado que la cosa se mire, siempre
resulta que la razon se pone enfrente de ese
nuestro anhelo de inmortalidad personal, y^nos
le contradice. Y es que, en rigor, la razon
es enemiga de la vida ... , lo absolutamente
individual, es, en rigor, ininteligible ... .
Todo lo vital es irracional, y todo lo racional
es aptivital, porque la razon es esencialmente
esceptica.^°
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So it is that science satisfies many needs but not
those of heart and will.
immortality,
lation.

By contradicting man's hunger for

science deprives life of incentive and conso

Reason and faith are opposed and yet necessary to

one another, because their conflict creates the balanced
life that Unamuno sees as the essential condition of per
sonal existence:

"...- y por mi parte no quiero poner paz

entre mi corazon y mi cabeza, entre mi fe y mi razon;
quiero mas bien que se peleen entre sf."^7

j)on Quijote is,

of course, the good example of the Christian existentialist
because his faith is based on uncertainty.

Sancho is

exemplary because he is the rationalist who wisely learns
to doubt his own reason.

Conflict between doubt and reason

is unavoidable because God is not a reasonable supposition
but is impossible to comprehend.

God can only be desired

and can be reached only through love and suffering.
Unamuno had a great hunger for God and immortality, and
therefore chose to live as though God did exist, even
though he was sure only of his longing:
No es, pues, necesidad racional, sino augustia
vital, lo que nos lleva a creer en Dios.
Y
creer en Dios es ante todo y sobre todo ...
sentir harabre de Dios, hambre de divinidad,
sentir su ausencia y vacio, querer que Dios
exista ... . Crjeer en Dios es anhelar que le
haya y es, ademas, conducirse como si le
ljubiera; es vivir de ese anhelo y^hacer de
el nuestro fntimo r*esorte de accion.^8
The essay, La agonfa del cristianismo (1931)» is
particularly important because it attempts to distill
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Unamuno's basic ideas and to reiterate the essential
aspects of Christian existentialism.

Written during his

exile in Paris in 192^, it was published in French and
English before the Spanish edition appeared in 1931*

In

the prologue to the latter edition, Unamuno says it was
written,
... casi en fiebre, vertiendo en ella, amen
de los pensamientos y sentimientos que desde
hace anos ... me venian arando en el alma,
los que me atormentaban a causa de las desdichas de mi patria y los que me venian del
azar de mis lecturas del m o m e n t o . ^ 9
The theme of the book is suggested by the quotation from
Santa Teresa on the title page:
m u e r o . H e

"Muero porque no

goes on to stress the importance of the mono

dialogue form employed throughout his essays:
Acaso podrfa llamarlos raonodi,alogos; pero seref
mejor autodialogos, j o sea dialogos consigo
mismo.
Y un autodialogo no es un monologo.
El que dialoga, el que conversa consigo mismo,
repartiendose en dos, o en tres. o en mas, o
en todo un pueblo, no monologa.5l
It is clear then that Don Miguel's conversations with him
self are designed to demonstrate, publicly, a private con
science at work.

Just as Christ's goal was to redeem man

kind by personally atoning for the sins of men, and just as
Don Quijote set out to right all the wrongs of the world,
Don Miguel tries to make of himself an example for all men
who seek both a clarification of conscience and the attain
ment of immortal life in God.
such men give monologues while,

He is not a dogmatic man for
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... los escepticos, los agonicos, los pol^micos,
no monologamos.
Llevo muy en lo dentro de mis
entranas espirituales la agonia, la lucha, la
lucha religiosa y la lucha civil, para poder
vivir de monologos.
Job fue un hombre de contradicciones, y lo fue Pablo, y lo fue Agustin, y
lo fue Pascal, y creo serlo y o . 5 2
The reason for the success of La agonia del cristianlsmo.
and of his mission in general,
... es a haber restablecido e l verdadero sentido, el originario o etimologico de la voz
"agonia," el de lucha.
Gracias a ello no se
confundira a un agonizante con un muriente o
moribundo.
Se puede morir sin agonia y se
puede vivir, y muchos anos, en ella y de
ella. Un verdadero agonizante es un agonista,
protagonista unas veces, antagonista otras.53
Thus it is that Unamuno's central character in his stories,
novels, and plays is an agonist for whom life is an unend
ing struggle.

The reason,

in Unamuno's view, is that God

is the very source of the problem:
La agonia es, pues, lucha.
Y el Cristo vino
a traernos agonia, lucha y^no paz.
Nos lo
dijo el mismo:
"No pensareis que vine a meter
paz en la tierra; no vine a meter paz, sino
espada. Vine a separar al hombre de su padre,
y a la hija de su madre, y a la nuera de su
suegra, y enemigos, del hombre los de su casa."
(Mat., X, 3^-3 7 . ) ^
The existential Christian must therefore struggle to over
come doubt and thus attain faith:

"El modo de vivir, de

luchar, de luchar por la vida y vivir de la lucha, de la
fe, es dudar . . . .

Fe que no duda es fe m u e r t a . " ^

To

achieve one's goal is to make oneself like Christ:
"... la cualidad de ser cristiano es la de ser Cristo.
cristiano se hace un Cristo.

Lo sabfa San Pablo, que

El
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sent£a nacer y agonlzar y morir en el a C r i s t o . " ^

Dialec

tic and doctrine are not enough for one to make himself
Christian.

He must live existentially, enduring the agony

and struggle which prepares him for death and eternal life.
Life is therefore a paradox, because:

"... los hombres

vivimos juntos, pero cada uno se muere solo y la muerte es
la suprema soledad."57

victory is not possible in the con

ventional sense of the word:
vencido.

"En esta lucha, veneer es ser

El triunfo de la agonfa es la muerte, y esta

muerte es acaso la vida eterna."58
The Christian existentialist must not get caught up
in material concerns, because:
No es la mision cristiana la de resolver el
problema economico social, el de la pobreza
y la riqueza, el del reparto de los bienes
de la tierra. ... El Cristo llama lo mismo a
pobres y a ricos,
a esclavos y a tiranos, a
reos y a verdugos ... .59
The existentialist struggle has nothing to do with other
worldly considerations:

"La lucha del cristiano,

no es ni de paz ni de guerra mundanas.

su agonfa

Y es inutil

preguntar si el misticismo es accion o es contemplacion,
porque es contemplacion activa y accion contemplativa.
What

it is, of course,

is radical individualism, whether

one lives secluded in a monastery or out in the world as a
husband, father, and worker.

In any case, the existential

conflict is great because the temptations and trials of the
world must be overcome.

The world itself has no answers:

7^
I Y que es eso del progreso?
i Es que la historia tiene una finalidad humana o, mejor,
divina?
I Es que no se acaba en oada moraento?
... La doctrina del progreso es la del sobrehombre de Nietzsche; pero el cristiano debe
creer que lo que hay que hacerse no es sobrehombre, sino hombre inmortal, o sea cristiano.61
Unamuno's own life was a vertigo of passion, conflict, and
agony, and his sensitivity was heightened by his exile,
during the Primo de Rivera dictatorship, when he wrote:
La agon£a de mi patria, que se muere, ha
removido en mi alma la agonfa del cristianismo.
Siento a la^vez- la politica elevada a religion
y la religion elevada a politica.
Siento la
agonfa del Cristo espanol, del cristo agoni
zante.
Y siento la agonfa de Europa. de la
civilizacion que llamamos cristiana.62
Unamuno concludes the essay on Christian agony with a para
phrase of Christ's words which effectingly conveys the
existentialist's anguish and alienation in the world:
"♦Cristo nuestro, Cristo nuestro!, I por que nos has
abandonado?"^ 3
Unamuno maintained his existential commitment to
authentic self-expression throughout his life.

He never

lost sight of his true self either in the abyss of exile or
when riding the wave of public adulation which accompanied
his return from exile.

All knowledge and experience were

filtered through his own consciousness in the process of
validation.

He felt that what was true for him was true

for any man and he therefore offered himself as an everyman
Christian existentialist.

He made his self-awareness a
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public process to stimulate his readers to self-appraisal
and redeeming action.

He wanted his readers to live in the

context of a divinely inspired eternity and challenged men
to so live that,

if nothing awaited beyond the grave, their

lives would be a witness to injustice.
life against atheism and despair.

He thus wagered his

Kierkegaard's blind leap

of faith is, for Unamuno, a blind, endless struggle against
total death beyond the g r a v e . ^

G.

The Creative Artist
As is true of most literary existentialists, Unamuno

* is not deeply concerned about artistic elements in his
creative prose fiction, drama, and poetry.

He consciously

adapts his philosophic ideas to the form which must bear
and communicate them effectively. . Speaking of the creative
process, he writes:
Si quieres crear, lector, por^el arte, per
sonas, agonistas, tragicos, comicos o
novelescos, no acumules detalles, no te
dediques a observar exterioridades de los
que contigo conviven, sino tratalos,
excitalos si puedes.
Quierelos sobre todo
y espera a que un dia— acaso nunca— saquen
a luz y desnuda el alma de su alma, el que
quieren ser, en un grito, en un acto, en
una frase, y entonces toma ese momento,
metelo en t i y deja que como un germen se
te desarrolle en el personaje de verdad, en
el que es de veras real.65
He leaves no doubt that his creative work is to convey, in
an original way, his philosophic and religious preoccupa
tions.

The quest is always "dentro del misterio de
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nuestra alma,” because:
Dios planta un secreto en el alma de cada uno
de los hombres, y tanto mas hondamente cuanto
mas quiera a cada hombre; es decir, cuanto mas
hombre le haga.
Y para plantarlo nos labra el
alma con la afilada laya de la tribulacion.66
This conviction leads Unamuno to choose agonists for his
leading characters and to have them portray facets of his
own inner agony:
Una cosa es que todos mis personages novelescos,
que todos los agonistas que he creado, los haya
sacado de mi alma, de mi realidad intima— que
es todo un pueblo— , y otra cosa es que# sean yo
mismo.
Porque I quien soy yo mismo?
I Quien
es el que se firma Miguel de Unamuno? Pues ...
uno de mis personajes, una, de mis criaturas,
uno de mis agonistas.
Y ese yo ultimo e
intimo y supremo, ese yo trascendente— o
inmanente— I quien ©s? Dios lo sabe ... .
Acaso Dios mismo ... .°7
Unamuno did not receive praise from all his contem
poraries in Spain, many of whom resented his casual intru
sion into all the literary art forms and into philosophy
with a disregard for rules and reasonable solutions to
problems.

His fellow Basque, a contemporary and great

Spanish novelist, pfo Baroja, stated this harsh view of
Don Miguel:
Unamuno era el aldeano que sale del terruno y
se hace rabiosamente ciudadano y adopta todos
sus habitos y procedimientos. Quiso primero
ser un escritor espanol ilustre y despues un
escritor universal.
Escribid miles de cartas
y tuvo su politica, polftica unamunesca, y
llego a s^er conocido en el mundo entero ... .
Ya despues de muerto, ^ i n el brazo poderoso
que sostenia el armazon de su obra, Ista se
desmorona . . . .
Yo creo que el bagaje no era
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grande.
Asf lo pienso sin entusiasmo y sin
odio. Sus^novelas me parecen medianas, y su
obra filosofica no creo que tenga solidez ni
importancia.
No llega en sus lucubraciones a
esas fantasias a lo Spengle:r, o Keyserling, y
mucho menos a esa penetracion aguda de los
Bergson y de los Simmel.6®
This criticism is perhaps too harsh, but few literary
critics have overlooked Unamuno’s disdain for the norms
governing the literary a,rt forms in which he expresses his
radical philosophy of existence.

Despite the apparent lack

of interest shown in plot, character development,

and real

istic action, his novels usually convey a story of passion
and tragedy along one or more basic themes, such as faith,
immortality, love, maternity, free will, envy, death, and
self-perpetuation.

Unamuno is no passive observer of the

human scene, nor does he manipulate characters and elements
so as to please literary critics and those seeking diver
sion.

His style is virile and frank, and the fictional

content is tailored to his message of Christian existen
tialism.

Jose Ortega y Gasset often alluded to Unamuno:

"Don Miguel de Unamuno, morabito maximo ... , entre las
piedras reverberantes de Salamanca inicia a una torrida
juventud en el

energumenismo.

"^9

Written by Ortega at an

earlier date was this thoughtful appraisal of his older
contemporary:
Unamuno, el politico, el campeador, me parece
uno de los illtimos baluartes de las esperanzas
espanolas, y sus palabras suelen ser nuestra
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vanguardia en esta nueva guerra de independencia contra la estolidez y el egoismo
ambientes.
A el, solo parece encomendada por
una divinidad sordida la labor luciferina—
Aufklarung— que en el siglo XVIII realizaron
para Alemania un Lessing, un Klopstock, un
Araann, un Jacobi, un Herder, un Mendelssohn.
Y aunque no este conforme con su metodo,^soy
el primero en admirar el atractivo extrano de
su figura, silueta decompasada de mfstico
energumeno que se lanza sobre el fondo
siniestro y esteril del achabacanamiento
peninsular, raartilleando con el tronco de
encina de su yo las testas celtiberas.>0
Unamuno initiated a series of creative prose commen
taries on nature in 1892 which he continued over a fortyseven year period.

The title for the collection is taken

from one written in 1918, entitled Paisa.ies del alma.

This

prose has a strong poetic flavor as the author dwells on
the unceasing life-process in nature,

the temporality of

man, and the serene continuity of eternity.

The sea is a

favorite metaphor for the life cycle as Unamuno evokes the
anguish endured by the existentialist contemplating death:
... la vision eterna de la mar, de la mar eterna,
de la mar que vio nacer y vera morir la historia,
de la mar que guarda la misma sonrisa con que
acogio el alba del linaje humano, la misma son
risa con que contemplara su o c a s o . 7 1
History is thus privileged to observe the coming and going
of man, to witness God's work.

Man's temporality fills

Unamuno with anguish and the yearning to be eternal.
"iSer, ser siempre, ser sin termino!
ser mas!
eterno!

2 Hambre de Dios!

I Ser siempre!

» Sed de ser, sed de

i Sed de amor eternizante y

I Ser

Dios!

"72
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H.

His Novels
Unamuno's first novel is the historical Paz en la

guerra (1897), based on the 187^ siege of his native Bil
bao, during the Carlist War.

Again the existential con

templation of inevitable death and alienation in the world
is present.

After the struggle of life comes the serenity

of death as shown in this description of the dead Ignacio:
En su cara quedo la expresion de una calma
serena, como la de haber descansado, en
cuanto vencio a la vida, en la paz de la
tierra, por la que no pasa un minuto.
Junto
a
resonaba el fragor del combate, mientras
las olas del tierapo se rompfan en la eternidad.73
Ignacio's father, Pedro Antonio,

is the old warrior of

simple faith and primitive strength.

He calmly awaits

death which he views as the portal of eternity.

Of him, as

a certain type of Spaniard, Unamuno writes,
Vive en la verdadera paz de la vida, dejandose
mecer indiferente en los cotidianos cuidados
al dfa; mas reposando a la vez en la calma del
desprendido de todo lo pasajero:
en la eternidad; vive al dfa en la eternidad. Espera
que esta vida profunda se le prolongue m£s
alia de la muerte ... en un dfa sin noche, de
luz perpetua, de claridad infinita, de
descanso seguro, en firme paz ... paz del
todo permanente ... . Tal esperanza es la
realidad que hace a su vida pacifica en medio
de sus cuidados y eterno dentro de su breve
curso perecedero. Es ya libre, ... no con la
ilusoria libertad que se busca en los actos,
sino con la verdadera, con la del ser todo;
en puro sencillez se ha hecho libre.7^
This is the type of man Unamuno admires for his uncompli
cated faith, passion, and uncompromising will.

Such a man
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is lucky because his ignorance shields him from doubt and
insecurity.

In contrast, Pachico lives in existential

uncertainty and activity, wondering about the stupidity of
men and the need to stimulate other men to struggle for
worthy goals, to fight for the peace dictated by nature:
Paz canta el mar; paz dice calladamente la
tierra; paz vierte el cielo; paz brota de las
luchas por la vida, suprema armoniLa de las
disonancias; paz en la guerra misma y bajo la
guerra inacabable, sustentandola y coronandola.
Es la guerra a la paz lo que a la eternidad el
tiempo:
su forma pasajera.
Y en la Paz
parecen identificarse la Muerte y la Vida.75
Unamuno thus concludes that peace and war are inseparable:
En el seno de la paz verdadera y honda es
donde solo se comprende y justifica la guerra;
es donde se hacen sagrados votos de guerrear
por la verdad, tfnico consuelo eterno; es donde
se propone reducir a santo trabajo la guerra.
No fuera de esta, sino dentro de ella, en su
seno mismo, hay que buscar la paz; paz en la
guerra misma.
This novel details both sides of the war as repre
sented by the Iturriondo family, as conservative Carlists,
and the Arana family, as liberal, constitutional monar
chists.

This fighting (1812-1876) anticipates the Spanish

Civil War with its polarization of views and consequent
fury and killing of Spaniards, one by another.

Pachico

stands somewhat in the middle, an observer as well as par
ticipant.

Despite what they tell him, he is certain of

only one thing:

existence.

Les dijo que todos tienen razon y que no la
tiene nadie, y que lo mismo se le daba de
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blancos que de negros, que se movfan en sus
casillas como las piezas del a^edrez, movidos
por jugadores invisibles; que el no era
carlista, ni liberal, ni monarquico, ni
republicano, y que lo era todo.
" t Yo? Yo
con mote como si fuese un insecto seco y
hueco, clavado en una caja de^etimologia, y
con una etiqueta que diga:
genero tal,
especie tal . . . .
Un partido es una
necedad ... ."77
Alienated by the world, the existential Pachico survives by
threading his way between the hostile opposing extremes
which would destroy him.

In the world but not of it, he is

capable of personal withdrawal as well as commitment.

He

wants to know and to be himself, to commit himself to a
personal cause, not one inherited and foolishly adopted out
of a false sense of loyalty.
cated traditionalist,

His friend Ignacio, the edu

fought and died for his father's

cause and Unamuno, in giving us the father's reaction to
that death, made it clear that it was a waste and that the
existential Pachico was correct in his desire to survive
the insanity of the Carlist wars.

Unamuno here describes

Pedro Antonio's confusion over the death of his son
Ignacio:
que?

"All£ duerme para siempre, muerto ... , <5 por

j Por la causa!

J Por la causa?

<i Y por que causa?

La causa por que murio mi hijo."^®
Unamuno's second novel, Amor jr pedagogue (1902), is
a satire of scientific pedagogy and species selection via
eugenics.

It narrates the failure of a man to create a son

as he wanted him to be, both physically and mentally,
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through the conscious selection of the mother and related
scientific methods.

The absurd experiment results in

failure as represented by the son's eventual suicide.
Unamuno, as a Christian existentialist, clearly, shows here
that pure science is a killing force when given control of
the human spirit.

The author establishes the fact that

personal living, to be fruitful, must be experiential
rather than scientifically experimental.

Life in the

abstract can only be absurd because it is impersonal,
unemotional, and therefore inhumane.

It is interesting to

note that the same character, the father, Don Avito,
appears in the later

novel Niebla where he seems

tohave

learned his lesson.

He is then shown in church, and

he

says:
Sf, yo por aqui; ensena mucho la vida, y mas
la muerte; ensenan mas, mucho mas que la
ciencia ... ; la vida es la unica maestrp de
la vida; no hay pedagogia que valga.
Solo se
aprende a vivir viviendo, y cada hombre tiene
que recomenzar el aprendizaje de la vida de
nuevo. ... Y he
ido a parar a ese hogarjle
todas las ilusiones y todos los desenganos:
i a la iglesia!'9
In the novel Niebla (191*0 Unamuno enters the novel
and participates in its resolution.

This work precedes

Pirandello's Six Characters in Search of an Author. written
in 1921.

The existential hero, or agonist, appears

abruptly without introduction or background.

He represents

ingenuous love in the world, and his character and person
ality begin to emerge as the result of his experiences.
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Since he begins to exist as a man in response to his will,
he believes he has caused the girl he loves, Eugenia,
arise from the niebla of creation.

to

The agonist, Augusto,

accepts Eugenia’s disdain with fortitude and reveals him
self to be compassionate and generous.

When Eugenia elopes

with Mauricio, the hero is further humiliated to learn that
Mauricio has also seduced the laundress with whom Augusto
might have consoled himself.

The agonist decides on sui

cide, but Unamuno denies the death wish.

There follows a

discussion between author and protagonist concerning iden
tity, reality, and destiny.

Augusto argues that he is as

real as Unamuno and, once created and known to the world,
he has a life independent of his creator.

He believes

further that, once dead, a man of carne jr hueso exists in
the same way as a literary character because both are real
but immaterial.

Augusto dies as dictated by the author but

then asserts his independent existence by appearing to
Unamuno in a dream.

Unamuno implies by this that a fic

tional character may be more real than a man of carne %
hueso if he endures in the minds of those who live after
the individual's body has perished.
Quijote lives on.

In the same way Don

The point of the novel is that one

becomes existential when he ceases to be a spectator and
commits himself to authentic action.

Augusto is awakened

to life when he decides to..fight for Eugenia:

"i Lucha-

remos!

He becomes

... Ya tiene mi vida una finalidad.

8^
a man only after the shock, sorrow, and humiliation of the
elopement and the awareness that even the laundress has
been defiled.
says:

His existential anguish is apparent when he

"Con esto creo haber nacido de veras.

sufrir, para morir."
author:

Y para

His friend, Victor, replies for the

"Si, el segundo nacimiento, el verdadero, es nacer

por el dolor a la conciencia de la muerte incesante, de que
estamos siempre m u r i e n & o . ^
Abel Sanchez (1917) is a novel which examines envy and
the Cain-Abel relationship of men.

Abel is a successful

artist and happy husband whose apparently charmed life may
be characterized by success without anguish or hardship.
He has everything.most men seek, and he accepts his good
fortune gracefully.

Cain is represented by Joaquin, an

existential agonist who knows envy, doubt, anguish, and
failure intimately.

The apparently better man, Joaquin is

tortured by envy of his life-long friend Abel.

Author

Unamuno believes envy is more than a personal sin, he feels
it is a national disease:

i La envidia!

Esta, esta es la terrible plaga
de nuestras sociedades; esta es la intima
gangrene del alma espanola. ... Es la envidia,
es la sangre de Cain mas que otra cosa, lo que
nos ha hecho decontentadizos, insurrectos y
belicosos.
La sangre de Cain, si, la envidia.®2

This novel develops the theme of envy raised to the
limit of human endurance.

Abel is simnatico while Joaquin

is not, despite his intelligence and success as a physi
cian.

Abel marries Helena, the girl Joaquin loved, and
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then has the son Joaqu£n always wanted.
until Joaqufn, overcome with rage,

Incidents add up

jealousy, and self-hate,
O

puts his hands to the throat of Abel.

He removes his hands

immediately, but the shock kills Abel because of his weak
heart.

Joaquin confesses his envy and self-hate and dies

gratefully.

Unamuno obviously sympathizes with Joaquin but

is unable, or unwilling,

to suggest any alternatives.®^

Joaqufn contributes to his own self-destruction because,
though aware of his ambivalent, love-hate, feelings toward
Abel, he seeks out the latter and tortures himself with
self-hatred.

He clearly sees himself as Cain:

"Cuando

le£ como Luzbel le declaraba a Cain como era este, Cain
inmortal, es cuando empece con terror a pensar si yo tambien sere inmortal y si sera inmortal en mf mi odio."®^
The existential agonist feels that the mere existence
of Abel tends to minimize Joaquin as a human being.
Joaqufn cannot change himself, nor his environment, and
there remains only death as an escape.

In the author's

view, the existentialist exists only insofar as he can
impose his personality on the world and can retain his
individuality.
Tres novelas elemplares y un prologo (1920) is a
collection of three novelettes.

The prologue provides this

explanation from the author:
Y llamo ejemplares a estas novelas porque las
doy como ejemplo asf^como suena— , ejemplo de
vida y de realidad, i De realidadi ... Sus
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agonistas, es decir, luchadores ... son reales,
realfsimas, y con la realidad mas fntima, con
la que se dan ellos mismos, en puro querer ser
0 en puro querer no ser, y no con la que le den
los lectores.°5
Unamuno raises the existential questions concerning real
ity:

1 Cual es la realidad £ntima, la realidad, la
realidad eterna; la realidad poetica o creativa
de un hombre? Sea hombre de carne y hueso 0
sea de lo que llamamos de ficcion, que es igual,
Porque Don Quijote es tan real como Cervantes.
Unamuno then explains what reality signifies to him:

"En

un poema— y las mejores novelas son poemas— , en una
creacion,

... la realidad es una realidad fntima, creativa

y de voluntad."®?

By way of explanation, Unamuno refers to

Oliver Wendell Holmes' The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table
and explains multiple reality thus:
... cuando conversan d o s , Juan y Tomas, hay
seis en conversacion, que son:
1. El Juan
real; conocido solo para su Hacedor.
2. El Juan ideal de Juan; ni^nca el real, y
a menudo muy^desernejante de el.
3* El Juan
ideal de Tomas; nunca el Juan real ni el Juan
de Juan, sino a menudo muy desemejante de
ambos. Tres Tomases: 1 . ^ El Tomas real,
2. El Tomas ig-gal de Tomas.
3* El Tomas
ideal de Juan.°°
Unamuno then goes on to explain four basic positions which
describe man's activity in life and fate in eternity:
... dos positivas A. querer ser; B. querer no
ser; y dos negativas; C. no querer ser; D. no
querer no ser.
Como se puede:
creer que hay
Dios y no creer que no hay Dios.
Y ni creer que
no hay Dios es lo mismo que no creer que hay
Dios, ni querer no ser es no querer ser. De uno
que no quiere ser diffcilraente se saca una criatura poetica, de novela; pero de uno que quiere
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no ser, s i .
Y el que quiere no ser, no es,
I clarol, un suicida. El que quiere no ser
lo quiere siendo.°9
In this way Unamuno distinguishes between voluntad and
noluntad and affirms the poetic capacity of one who wants
to be or one wants not to be in an affirmative way.

The

passively negative man, one who does not want to exist or
does not even want the not wanting,

is one who is capable

of reaction but not capable of positive action to express
himself.

Unamuno, here giving the very basis of his exis

tentialism,

seems to be saying that two negations of life

do not make an affirmation.
or against something.

One must act deliberately for

Unamuno concludes:

... si esto os parece un lio y no sois capaces,
no ya solo de comprenderlo, mas de sentirlo y
de sentirlo apasionada y tragicamente, no
llegareis nunca a crear criaturas reales, y
por tanto no llegareis a gozar de ninguna
novela, ni de la de vuestra vida.
Porque
sabido es que el que goza de una obra de arte
es porque la crea en si, la re-crea y se recrea
con ella.90
It is not only what one does that reflects the individual
but what he believes, his faith, as well:
El sueno es el que es vida, realidad, creacion.
La fe misma no es, segtfn San Pablo, sino la
sustancia de las cosas que se esperan, y lo
que se espera es sueno. Y la fe es la fuente
de la realidad, porque es la vida.
Creer es
crear.91
Unamuno’s advice to would-be authors follows:
Si quieres crear, lector, por el arte, personas,
agonistas tr^gicos, comicos o novelescos, no
acumules detalles ... sino tratalos, excitalos
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si puedes ... y espera a que un dfa ... saquen
a luz y desnuda el alma de su alma, ^1 que
quieren ser, en un grito, en un acto, en una
frase ... .92
Of man's complexity, he says:
Y es que todo hombre humano lleva dentro de s£
las siete virtudes y sus siete opuestos vicios
capitales:
es orgulloso y humilde, gloton y
sobrio, rijoso y casto, envidioso y caritativo,
avaro y liberal, perezo^o y diligente, iracundo
y sufrido.
Y saca de si mismo lo mismo al tirano
que al esclavo, al criminal que al santo, a Cain
que a Abel.93
The first of the novelas e.iernplares is Dos madres
in which Unamuno details the overpowering drive of a woman
for motherhood.
mistress.

The woman, Raquel, is a widow and Juan's

She refuses to become his wife because she

apparently cannot bear a child.

She induces the weak

Don Juan to marry Berta and then succeeds in having the
girl born of the union named Raquel.

Juan finds the strain

of loving Raquel and living with Berta unbearable.

He

falls or jumps from a cliff to his death and Raquel, it is
revealed, possesses Juan's fortune.

Raquel demands posses

sion of the child in exchange for supporting the penniless
widow, Berta, who is about to have a second child which
Raquel will permit her to keep.

Raquel offers Berta a

dowry so that she can remarry for Raquel is satisfied now
in having the child she herself could not conceive.

One

woman's indomitable will thus expresses itself existentially to provide a child, an heir, a namesake to carry on
for her, to perpetuate her existence,

for, as she
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explained it to Juan:
<iCoino?

tu puedes darme un hi jo.

Engendrandolo en otra mujer, hi jo tuyo, y entre-

gandomelo luego.

\ Y quieralo ella o no lo quiera, que lo

quiero yo y b a s t a ! " ^
The second novelette presents another iron-willed
woman of the Unamuno mold.
Marqu/s,

Two sisters, daughters of the

lead a very restricted life in the ancestral home

until the younger sister deliberately spills water on the
titled Tristan in the street below.

Tristan comes to court

the girl, Luisa, but is seduced by the determined elder
sister, Carolina.

Carolina becomes pregnant and is put

away by the Marques.

Luisa and Tristan marry and have a

son, but then Luisa dies soon after.

Tristan then goes to

Carolina and brings her back as his wife.
brought to play with Tristan's son.

Soon a cousin is

Gossip forces the

■revelation that the cousin, Pedro, is the child of Carolina
and Tristan.

The iron-willed woman forces Tristan to

recognize Pedro as both son and heir to the title.

The

other boy is sent away to school while Carolina designs a
new escudo for her son:
Y le mandare labrar un escudo nuevo, de bronce,
y no de piedra.
Porque he hecho quitar el de
piedra para poner en su lugar otro de bronce.
Y en el una mancha roja, de rojo de sangre ...
de sangre roja ... . Tristan inclino la cabeza
bajo un peso de siglos.95
The existentialist Carolina thus works her will on others
because she is stronger than they and her need, to perpetu
ate her line, is greater than theirs.
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The third novelette, Nada menos que todo un hombre. is
perhaps better known and more significant as existential
literature than the other two.

Its purpose, as in all

Unamuno's fiction, is to present a struggle which defines
the individual and determines his success in imposing him
self upon the world.

The tragic sense of life is here

demonstrated by Alejandro,

the archetype virile man.

He is ,

existentially independent of family, society, and history,
as he exerts his extraordinary will and ego in an attempt
to dominate his wife and others.
he is unfaithful,
desires her.

When she discovers that

she begins to see more of a Count who

One day she confesses to her husband that the

little Count is her lover:
michino es mi a m a n t e . " ^

"Ya lo has ofdo, mi amante.

El

Assuming that she could never go

to another man after knowing him, Alejandro says she is
insane and calls in doctors to examine her.

They realize

she is sane but that Alejandro is capable of killing both
her and the Count, so they are inclined to do his will,
particularly after the timid Count lies to protect himself
from Alejandro's wrath.

Julia accuses her cowardly lover:

I ... te atreves tu Juan, mi michino,^a negar
que he sido tuya? ... I Pero tambi^n tu, Juan?
. . . i Cobarde! ... Mi marido te ha amenazado, y
por miedo, por miedo, cobarde, cobarde, cobarde,
no te atreves a decir la verdad y te prestas a
esta farsa infame, para declararme local97
She is then committed to an asylum.

Then, for fear of

actually going mad, she confessed to having had hallucina
tions regarding her affair with the Count.

She returns
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home and shortly thereafter he confesses his great love for
her and she "... creyo volverse loca al ver desnuda el alma
de su

marido."9®

He insists that the Count resume his

visits for everything must he as before and no one is to
believe she was unfaithful.

Then Julia becomes genuinely

ill:
Todas estas tormentas de su espfritu quebrantaron la vida de la pobre Julia, y se
puso gravemente enferma, enferma de la mente.
Ahora si que parecia de veras que iba a
enloquecer.
Caia con frecuencia en
delirios ... (Alejandro) La llevo a la
dehesa, a ver si el camoo la curaba.
Pero
el mal la iba matando.99
Alejandro begs the doctor to save her and,

when told that

only God can do this, he grasps a crucifix in his fist and
offers his life, his blood, and fortune in exchange for her
life.

Julia dies happy in the certainty of his love.

in turn is reduced, by her death,
less state.

He

to a helpless, defense

He cannot live without her, so he kisses his

son, finalizes his will, and then commits suicide to be
with Julia.

Alejandro is thus a tragic hero who caused the

events which overwhelmed him and resulted in his death and
that of Julia.
La t i a Tula (1921) narrates the story of still
another iron-willed Unamuno heroine.

Gertrudis

is the

indomitable virgin who mothers the children of others.

She

forces her suitor to marry her sister and, after the sis
ter' s death, to marry the maid.

The maid and her husband

also die and la tfa Tula then raises all the children,

like
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a mother superior, with convent-like efficiency, disci
pline, and religious devotion.

Upon Tula's death, the

child who most embodies the personality and principles of
Gertrudis assumes authority and promises to perpetuate t i a
Tula.

In this heroine Unamuno has painted a harsh picture

of saintliness and self-denial, but an authentic one of his
indomitable Christian existentialism.
San Manuel Bueno, martir (1930) is a short novel and
the most significant one from the view of Christian exis
tentialism.

The ideas which motivate this story are found

in Del sentimiento tragico de la vida and in La agonia del
cristianismo.

Don Manuel is a village priest, an exemplary

Christian man and religious shepherd of his rural parish
ioners.

His life, true to the ideal of Unamuno,

emptying of himself in the service of his people.

is an
He has

some faith but doubts eternal life and the resurrection of
Christ.

He nevertheless gives his life to the preservation

of faith in his people, to the simplification of orthodox
religion, and the sanctification of nonbelievers.

His

people believe him to be a saint, to be the perfect man,
but he recognizes the basic flaw, induced by doubt and
resulting in deception,

that he does not have a faith com

parable to his own parishioners.

He sees his mission thus:

Yo estoy para hacer vivir a las almas de mis
feligreses, para hacerles fslices, para
hacerles que se suenei^ inmortales y no para
matarles.
Lo que aqui hace falta es que
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vivan sanamente, que vivan en unanimidad de
sentido, y con la verdad, con mi verdad, no
vivirfan.
Que vivan.
Y esto hace la
Iglesia, hacerles vivir.l°G
Given his orientation toward a better life in this world,
it is paradoxical that Don Manuel should oppose a friend’s
suggestion that the parish church found an agrarian syndi
cate.

The priest replies:
No, Lazaro, no; la religion 1^0 es para
resolver los conflictos economicos o
politicos de este mundo que Dios entrego
a las disputas de los hombres.
Piensen
los hombres y obren los hombres como pensaren y como obraren, que se consuelen de
haber nacido, que vivan lo mas contentos
que puedan en la ilusion de que todo esto
tiene una finalidad. ... Eesignacion. y
caridad en todos y para todos. ... I Cuestion social? Deja eso, eso no nos con-

cierne.lOl
This,

of course,

is Unamuno's view, and a difficult one to

reconcile with his feeling that eternity is just a dream, a
solace for the living.

Don Manuel represents the philoso

phy of the mature and aging Unamuno.

One suspects that

Unamuno speaks through the dying priest when he says:
... cuando hayas de morir, muere como yo,
... en la Santa Madre Iglesia ... , bien
entendido.
Y hasta nunca mas v e r >)( pues se
acaba este sueno de la vida. ... /Q ue
ganas tengo de dormir ... por toda una
eternidad y sin sonar!, i olividando el
sueno1^... Para un nino creer no es mas
que sonar.
Y para un p u e b l o . 102
It should be noted that here as in many of Unamuno's sto
ries,

the names are symbolic.

Manuel, from the Hebrew,

Immanuel means "God with us" and it was an appellation of

9^
Christ.

Angelina is an appropriate name for the young lady

who devoted her life to angelic pursuits.

Her brother

Lazaro is well-named because Don Manuel brought him back
from spiritual death, and taught him how to pray.

Don

Manuel is thus Unamuno's final and greatest paradox, a man
whose whole life is an act of faith, in the manner of the
ideal Christian existentialist, but one whose reason denies
him the simple, blind faith with which his parishioners are
blessed.

His intention is to emulate Christ in order to. be

worthy of the eternal life which defies his reason.

He is

not a fraud because he urges a faith upon others which he
himself does not have; his faith is perhaps greater than
theirs because it overcomes doubt, fear, and despair.

To

an existentialist, actions are of the utmost importance and
Unamuno is sincere when he calls the priest saint and
martyr.

Anguish, not faith,

is found in reason because man

hungers for something beyond himself and his own world.
I.

His Poetry
As we have seen, Unamuno's characters are sometimes

hard to believe because they lack the realistic dimensions
of ordinary men.

Ferrater Mora attributes this to Don

Miguel's poetic vision and maintains the viability of the
agonists:
Los personages de las novelas de Unamuno
parecen, ciertamente, poco realistas para
un crftico literario, pero nunca ser£n poco
reales para un poeta.
Esos personajes no
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son a veces mas que unos rapidos trozos, mas
que un esqueleto o un ideal, pero son trozos
esqueletos o ideales que viven y, por lo
tanto, infinitamente mas reales que los
ofrecidos por la vida cotidiana y que los
descritos por las novelas realistas.103
Unquestionably, Unamuno did have poetic vision, as
revealed by his works.

He considered the poet to be an

authentic existentialist because mind and heart are united
in poetic expression.

In his poetry, as in all his liter

ary work, Unamuno was intense, philosophic, spiritual, and
stylistically virile.

His poetic language was sincere,

unadorned, passionate,

lyrical, and existential.

traditional poetic themes:

His

religion, Spain, death, exis

tential life, etc., attest to his desire to be consistent,
timeless, and individualistic.

Howard Young quotes Unamuno

in an undated letter

to Federico de Onis:

"Why do they

persist in making me

into

a savant, a philosopher, or worse

a politician?

No! I

have

never been morethan a poet;

rather, nothing less

than

a poet."10**' It is worth noting,

as Garcfa Blanco points out, that the three books Unamuno
took with him to exile on Fuerteventura, were:

The New

Testament in Greek, Dante's Divine Comedy, and a volume of
poems by Leopardi.
Una m u n o 1s theory of poetry appears in the poems of
his first book of verse, Poesfas (1907), where he places
content and emotion above style and abstract ideas.
flowery images he writes:

" I Imagines?

Estorban del

Of
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lamento / la desnudez profunda / ahogan. en flores / la
solitaria nota honda y robusta ... .

Unamuno rejected

the decorative poetry of the Modernists as well as Ver
laine's dictum, placing musicality above all else in
poetry.

The Spaniard wrote in his Credo Poetico:

Piensa el sentimiento, siente en pensamiento /
que tus cantos tengan nidos en la tierra / y
que cuando en vuelo a los cielos suban / tras
las nubes no se pierdan.
Peso necesitan, en las alas peso / la
columna de humo se disipa entera / algo que
no es musica es la poesfa / la pensada solo
queda.
No te cuides en exceso del ropaje / de
escultor y no de sastre es tu tarea / no te
olvides de que nunca m^s hermosa / que
desnuda esta la idea.
Rhyme and meter are intended by Unamuno to be pur
poseful, rather than pretty, and his images are often
created by harsh words:

escarbar. dessollar. triturar.

horrura. cua.iaron. and costra.

His manner is frank, even

blunt, and always virile:
Y os dire yo mirandoos de hito en hito:
Es que de mf se burlan los mocosos?
Pretenderan acaso estos chiquillos
pobres de juicio y hartos de osadfa
negarme lo que es mfo?l°°
It is in the poetic interpretation of Castile that
Unamuno's language seems most appropriate and compatible
with the land described:
Tu me levantas, tierra de Castilla,
en la rugosa palma de tu mano,
al cielo que te enciende y te refresca,
al cielo, tu amo.
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Tierra nervuda, enjuta, despejada,
madre de corazones y de brazos,
toma el presente en ti viejos colores
del noble atano.
y
Con la pradera concava del cielo
lindan en torno tus desnudos campos
tiene en ti cuna el sol y en ti sepulcro
y en ti santuario.109
Unamuno's existential themes dwell on earthly strug
gle, on the existence of God, and eternal life as evidenced
b y the eternal life cycle in nature:
rebirth.

birth, life, death,

La Plor tronchada. written in silvas of eleven

and eight syllables,

is an example:

Lucha es la vida y el arado es arma,
arma la reja de la odiaba idea.
Para luchar, por tan.to, con porfia,
sin odio y sin blandura,
compadeciendo el dano que causemos
tronchando flores al abrir el surco,
te pedimos nos des con mano prodiga
Pe, Esperanza y Amor.
* Oh Padre del Amor, Sol de las almas,
Labrador Soberano de los mundos
que llevas la mancera del Destino,
que destruyendo creas
. y creando destruyes
y trituras cual muela poderosa
el orden que los hombres proclamamos!110
Unamuno's preoccupation with death was intense but not
to the exclusion of other favored t h e m e s . T h e

peace,

beauty, and endurance of nature became an important source
for images to convey his existential ideas and emotions.
H e liked to dwell on the eternal renewal of nature and pro
fessed to see man's place in it as decreed by God.

In Rima

descriotiva. he speaks of a bell, which might be inter
preted as human life, when he says it sings out over the
robust:
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rocosa serranfa a la que el llanto
reviste de las nubes; en la adusta
cima la tierra cine el negro manto
que cuando muere el sol al pecho ajusta.
En la sombra la lluvia se diluye
y en el silencio el son de la campana;
nocturno el rfo de las horas fluye
^
desde su manantia'l, que es el manana
eterno, y en sus^negras aguas huye
aquella mi ilusion harto temprana.J-12
His poetry bears the weight of Unamuno’s now-familiar
existential anguish:

” ... de paz el d£a / si es dulce es

porque hacemos en su seno / con la pasada guerra
poesia."11^

And also:

La vida es duda / y la fe sin la duda / es
solo muerte / Y es la muerte el sustento de
la vida / y de la fe la duda. / Mientras
viva, Sefror, la duda dame / fe pura cuando,
muera; / la vida dame en vida / y en la
muerte la muerte / dame, Senor, la muerte
con la v i d a . H ^
Again,

the familiar existential lament and meditation of

Unamuno:

i Por qu£, Senor, no te nos muestras / sin
velos sin enganos? / i Por qu^, Senor ^ nos
dejas en la duda / duda de muerte? / Z Por
que* te escondes? / i Por que encendiste en
nuestro pecho el ansia / de conocerte / el
ansia de que existas / jaara velarte asi a
nuestras miradas? / I Donde estas,x mi Senor;
acaso existes? / I Eres td creacion de mi
congoja / o lo soy tuya? . .
Unamuno was a voluminous poet.

His collections of

poetry include Poesfas (1907), Rimas de dentro (1908-1911),
Rosario de sonetos lfricos (1911), El Cristo de Velazquez
(1920), Andanzas % visiones espanolas (1922), Rimas de
dentro (1923), Teresa (192*0, De Puerteventura a Paris
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(1925)* Romancero del destierro (1927), Poes^as sueltas
(189^-1928), and Cancionero (1928-1936).

Perhaps his most

famous work is El Cristo de Velazquez, a series of poetic
meditations before the famous painting in the Prado museum.
With Miltonic rhythms,

the poet communicates his special

vision, having recourse to the symbolic language of ortho
dox

Catholicism.

There are 2,538 unrhymed verses of eleven

syllables each, and the

poem is divided into four parts.

Unamuno addresses Christ, a pale figure against the dark
background of premature night, and develops this contrast
by way of religious images.

I Por que ese velo de cerrada noche / de tu
abundosa caballera
negra / de nazareno cae
sobre tu frente? / Miras dentro de T { , donde
esta el reino / de
Dios; dentro de Ti, donde
alborea / el sol eterno de las almas vivas. /
Blanco tu cuerpo esta como el espejo / del
padre de la luz, del sol vivffico; / bianco
tu cuerpo, al modo de la luna / que muerta
ronda en torno de su madre / nuestra cansada
vagabunda tierra; / bianco tu cuerpo esta como
la hostia / del cielo de la noche soberana /
de ese cielo tan negro como el velo / de tu
abundosa cabellera negra ... .11?
The poet glorifies the man-God and accentuates His
manliness:

I Tu eres el Hombre-Dios, Hi jo del hombre!/
La humanidad en ^doloroso parto / de^ ultima
muerte que salvo a la vida / Te dio a luz
como Luz de nuestra noche / que es todo un
hombre el Dios de nuestra noche / y hombria
es su humanidad divina.11®
Christ as man is thus alone and existential, alienated from
the world He sought to redeem and victorious in death over
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those who denied and persecuted Him.

The poem has many

quotations from the New Testament and it incorporates Spain
into its Christian existential theme.

The poet speaks to

Christ and interprets his words and actions:
silencio dioenos:

"... y tu

'Hermanos / venid aqu£ a acostar

vuestros pesares / Yo soy la luna que embalsando al
valle / con laguna de leche esplendorosa / mece el
ensueno ... . •«iH9

part I continues to interpret the

painting in terms of the p o e t ’s general impressions.
Part II is more abstract as Unamuno meditates on the exis
tential significance of Christ's death:
Abandonado de, tu Dios y Padre / que con sus
manos recojio su espiritu / Te alzas en ese
tronco congojoso / de soledad, sobre la
escueta cumbre / del teso de la calavera,
encima / del bosque de almas muertas que
esperaban / tu muerte, xque es su vida. S Duro
trono / de soledad!
Tu, solo, abandonado /
de Dios y de los hombres y los angeles /
eslabon entre cielo y tierra, mueres / I oh
Lec£n de Juda. Rey del desierto / y de la
soledad!
In Part III, the poet analyzes significant details
revealed by the painting, and examines the component parts
of Christ's body,

the most striking of which is the down

cast head:
Sobre tu pecho la cabeza doblas / cual sobre
el tallo una azucena ajada / por el sol;
dobla tu frente eburnea de la ciencia del
mal la pesadumbre. / Tu rostro como oculto y
despreciado / con la vergiienza del comiin
linaje. / Dormido de dolor sufres del mundo /
todo el pesar ... .121
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Unamuno sees the God-Man encompassing all of nature and
then giving all of Himself for all men:
Naturaleza culmino en tupecho / que al
humanarte humanizaste almundo / vuelto conciencia en tu color. ...
Ttl sohrenaturalizaste, el Hombre / lo
que era natural, humanizandolo. / Selvas,
montanas, mares y desiertos / confluyen en
tu pecho, y en ti abarcas / rocas y plantas,
bestias, peees y aves
/ ... .
1 Dios el misterio dela vida humanai/
trazc^ con las estrellas en el raanto / de
ebano de la noche, y descifraste / su
secreto con gotas de tu sangre / sobre la
Tierra, en testamento fiel.i22
Part IV of the poem presents a recapitulation by the
poet, together with the ultimate truths he has deduced.
The "Pinal Prayer" asks Christ, as Redeemer of men, to
intervene in his behalf,

to inspire him to emulate Jesus,

and permit him to join God after death:
... y como Tu, subamos a la gloria / de pie,
para que Dios de pie nos hable / y con los
brazos extendidos. I Dame / Senbr, que cuando
al fin vaya rendido / a salir de esta noche
tenebrosa / en que sonando el corazon se
acorcha / me entre en el claro dfa que no
acaba?/ fijos mis ojos de tu bianco cuerpo /
Hijo del Hombre, Humanidad completa / en la
increada luz que nunca muere / I mis ojos
fijos en tus ojos, Cristo / mi mirada anegada
en Ti, Senor!123
It is the view of this writer that Unamuno found
poetry to be the best medium for his existential message,
because his free verse conveys intimacy and synthesized,
emotion-laden ideas without the supporting structure
required by other literary art forms.

His poetry is pure

Unamuno, uncomplicated by the requirements of intellectual
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reason.

It is his most personal and passionate expression

and, he being the archetype Christian existentialist,

it is

the form which best accommodates his message.
J.

His Drama
If Unamuno was at his best in poetry, he was, in the

writer's view, at his worst in drama.

He was less inter

ested in and familiar with drama than any other literary
expression.

On one occasion he. wrote:

Rompiendo un viejo habito de no salir de casa
por la noche, fui hace poco seis noches ...
al teatro. ... Hi falta de costumbre de "ver"
teatro me ponia en cierta ingenua situacion
de ^nimo no muy diferente de la de los sencillos espectadores de las alturas. Pero por
otras razones me interesaba tanto o mas que
el escenario, el pilblico.l2^
Again he said:
No voy casi nunca al teatro.
Cuando un drama
o comedia alcanza gran exito y es muy celebrado lo leo, pero no voy a verlo representar.
... A s £ es que para mf la literatura dramatica
es, ante todo y sobre todo, literatura,
desapareciendo el espectaculo.I2 *
His dramatic characters,

like those of his prose fiction,

were not realistically drawn and the dialogue and plot were
strained to convey the now-familiar existential themes.
This writer believes that his disregard for form and tech
nique was recognizable and detrimental to his power of per
suasion in drama.

The plays,

like his novels and stories,

were essentially a philosophic dialogue based on passionate
and personal conflicts.

The agonist existentially asserted
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his will upon his world without fear of the consequences to
himself or others.

The central, overwhelming passion which

motivated the action of a play often reduced lesser charac
ters to abstract ideas or symbols.

His drama was not self-

motivated and self-sustaining; Unamuno was always and
everywhere present in a play.
His drama, properly speaking, begins with the collec
tion of dramatic Monodialogos. eighty-four works written
between 1892 and 1936.

In these Unamuno maintains both

sides of a discussion on one of his customary existential
themes.

He emphasizes that life is a struggle, that man

must think and act as an authentic individual, that this
life is preparation, despite doubt to the contrary, for
eternal life through agonistic faith and ethics.
In the title work, Monodialogo (1922) following a
tradition that dates back in Spain, to the Middle Ages and
Denuestos del agua x.

vino, and Elena x Maria. Unamuno

presents as disputants two men named Miguel.

They are but

sides of the same existential man, however, for one repre
sents personal freedom while the other stands for restraint
and responsibility:
M. I:
M. II:
M. I:

Y nosotros hicimos bien, Miguel
amigo, en no poner en peligro nuestra
responsabilidad.
Libertad querras decir, Miguel.,
Es lo mismo.
Libertad no es, mas que
responsabilidad. Es libre el que se
siente libre, y se siente libre el
que se siente responsable.
El que

10^
es incapaz de arrepentirse y de sentir
remordimiento, ese no es libre. 126
Unamuno's plays include La esfirige (1898) which pre
sents the agonist Angel.

He abandons his political career

at the height of power and is then deserted
friends.

He takes refuge in the

by his wife

and

house of a friend but an

angry mob goes after him there when the revolution erupts.
He defies the mob and is assassinated.

Unamuno discussed

the play in a-letter to Angel Ganivet who was, perhaps, the
man for whom the hero was named.

In any case, the name

Angel is intended to be symbolic of the innocent man who is
murdered by the mob.

Unamuno, in the letter, describes the

action:
Es la lucha de una conciencia entre la atraccic&i de la gloria, de vivir en la historia,
de transmitir el nombre a la posteridad, y el
encanto de la paz, del sosiego, de vivir en
la eternidad.
Es un hombre
que quiere creer
y no puede; obsesionado por
la nada deultratumba, a quien persigue de continuo el
espectro de la muerte.127
The author, of course, is describing himself as well as his
agonist hero.
Other dramas include the one-act farce La orincesa
Dona Lambra. and the sainete. La dlfunta. both written in
1909, Fedra (1910), El nasado que vuelve (1910), Soledad
and- Hague 1 encadenada. both written in 1921, and Sombras de
sueno (1926), and El hermano Juan (1929).
El otro was first produced in 1926 and then revised
for production in 1932.

The play reveals a Pirandello-like
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concern for personal identity which then is resolved in
enigma.

The primary conflict is the struggle for identity,

and the second problem is a Cain-Abel conflict which leads
to fratricide.

The brothers in this case are identical

twins, one of whom has been murdered by the other in his
effort to exist as a unique individual.

The surviving

brother, however, inherits the identity of the dead man
and, whereas before it seemed to him that two men were
living the life of one, it. now is driving him insane that
he is living the life of two men.

Both men have wives and

there is no way they can identify the survivor.

He cannot

identify himself and so thinks and answers for both men.
The problem is more acute after the murder because the
identity problem, by this act, changes from an external to
an internal one.

Unable to separate his matching person

alities and unable to select one of the wives as his own,
he decides on suicide as the only way to terminate his
fragmented spirit and false existence.

This play appar

ently has its roots in Unamuno's short story, El que se
enterro (1908), in which death comes to the agonist in the
form of an identical stranger.

He dies and then regains

consciousness in the other, his double.

In his new body he

sees his former self, buries the body, and the continues to
live in his new body.

It is the spirit, the consciousness,

according to Unamuno, which defines man's existence, and
which individuates that existence.

In the play the dead
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man's spirit does not move into an empty shell but into one
occupied by his rival, the twin brother.

The only solution

for the dichotomy is death.
If, in Unamuno's view, man seeks eternal life by
struggling against death, one may reasonably ask why his
characters commit suicide.

Perhaps the answer is found in

the author's position that human life is not the ultimate
goal.

One's environment in life, in the existential view,

inundates, objectifies, and neutralizes the effects of each
man's unique spirit.

The existential man reverses the

process in an attempt to impress his will upon the world
and upon God.

The life of the body will end so one must

concentrate his efforts toward the achievement of eternal
life for the spirit, through the continuous conquest of his
weak and finite human existence.
existential interpretation:

"To last forever is not to go

on existing, to continue to be.
quest of its own being."^^8

Ferrater Mora gives this

It is the unceasing con

TVmg it is that the Christian

existentialist must live passionately, individually, and
with Christian awareness and adherence to the life and
words of Christ.

It is not important that one live long,

but it is essential that one live well, that is, through
suffering, yearning, doubt, anguish, compassion, and pas
sionate action.

Unamuno concludes the play with these

words on the mystery of identity spoken for him by the ama:
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4 El misterio!

Yo no se quien soy; vosotros
no sabeis quienes sois, el historiador no
sabe quien es, (puede decirse:
"Unamuno no
sabe qui^n es"), no sabe quie'n es ninguno de
los que nos oyen. Todo hombre se muere,
cuando el Destino le traza la muerte, sin
haberse conocido, y toda muerte es un suicidio, el de Cain. 4 Perdon^monos los unos a
los otros para que Dios nos perdone a todos!
... Los dos mayores misterios ... son la
locura y la muerte.12?

Prom the foregoing essays, stories, novels, poetry,
and

plays, it is clear that Unamuno changed the form but

not

the content of his work.

His message remainsconsis

tent throughout varying mediums of literary expression.
That message includes the belief that man has his end in
eternal life and human existence must serve this end.

One

achieves wisdom of the world through intuition rather than
through knowledge and scientific intellectualization.

The

Christian existentialist must struggle to achieve faith in
God and eternity despite rational evidence to the contrary.
To fulfill his mission in life the authentic individual
must be willing and able to engage in the inevitable Chris
tian conflict between faith and reason, between material
life and spiritual thought, and between social needs and
the needs of the individual for his eternal salvation.
philosophy reflects the man and his life’s work.

His

In his

quest for an understanding of himself and the achievement
of Christian,

existential authenticity, he provided an

example for his countrymen, so that they might find and
fulfill themselves.
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Thus it is that his existentialism is personal, Chris
tian, national, and social.

He distrusts logic, progress,

materialism, and external precepts.

He emphasizes

agonistic faith, a strong and free will, self-realization
through action, and a leap of faith into eternal life.
His themes include faith, death,
tragic love, the Cain-Abel conflict,
anguish of life,

self-sacrifice,
the leap of faith, the

self-identity, and quixotic idealism.
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CHAPTER III
JOSE ORTEGA Y GASSET

A.

The Man
Jose Ortega y Gasset was born in Madrid on May 9,

1883.

He received the Bachillerato from the Colegio de

Jesuitas de Miraflores del Palo (Malaga) before attending
the Universidad Central (University of Madrid) from 18981902, where he received the degree of Licenciado en
Filosofla y Letras, and in 190^, the doctor's degree with a
dissertation entitled:
de una levenda).

Los terrores del ano mil (Crftica

From 1905 to 1907 Ortega pursued post

doctoral studies in Germany, at Leipzig, Berlin, and Mar
burg.

From 1910 to 1936 he served as Professor of Meta

physics at the University of Madrid.

A non-Catholic

proponent of historical and Christian existentialism,
Ortega became a leading critic of history, literature, the
arts, education, politics, and Spanish society.

He par

ticipated in the foundation of Espana in 1915, El sol in
1917, and in 1923, Revista de Occidente. the leading jour
nal of the period.

He was thus able to place his ideas

directly before the public.

In 1931 he founded, with Ramon

Perez de Ayala and Gregorio Maranon, the Agrupacion al
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Serviclo de la Republics.

At the same time Ortega became a

delegate to the Cortes Constituyentes.

He exiled himself

from Spain during and after the Civil War.

From 1936 to

19*4-5 he lived in France, The Netherlands, Argentina, and
Portugal.

Ortega remained neutral during the War.

returned to Spain in 19*4-5 and,

He

in 19*+8, he founded with

Julian Marfas the private Instituto de Humanidades.

From

19*4-9 to 1951 he gave lectures in the United States, Ger
many, and Switzerland.

He died in Madrid on October 18,

1955.
B.

His Works
Ortega cultivated the essay form exclusively and with

great success.

His works are collected in the nine-volume

Obras Complebas published in Madrid by Revista de Occidente
(Sexta edicion, 1963)*

Among the important titles are:

Meditaciones del Qul.jote (191*0; El Espeotador. I-VIII
(1916-193*+); Espana invertebrada (1921); El tema de nuestro
tiempo (192*4-); La dehumanizacion del arte e ideas sobre la
novela (1925); La Rebel ion de las masas (1930) »* 1*2 torno a
Galileo (1933); Ideas z creencias (19*4-0); and Historia como
sistema (19*4-1).

Lucid as both writer and thinker, Ortega

is recognized as one of the most important Spanish writers
of this century.

His impact on younger intellectuals is

due to the combined effect of his ideas, sweeping vision,
and the rare combination of intellectual precision and
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eloquent style of writing.

Ortega was much impressed by

German philosophic thought and intellectual discipline, and
sought to use these as examples for Spain.

His philosophic

followers, led by a former student, Julian Marias, are
grouped under the name "Escuela de Madrid."

Ortega's

influence is far-reaching because his thought and writings
embrace all aspects of Spanish life in a personal attempt
to raise the cultural quotient of his country.

He attacks

at every opportunity the traditional Spanish inertia which
resists change.
Like all philosophers of existence, Ortega y Gasset
proposes no formal system but concerns himself with person
alized ideas, ideals, and the means to make these motivate
and activate one's life.

In the Spanish tradition, he

applies the desired norms of social behavior to society as
a whole and asserts the moral imperative of social respon
sibility.

The works discussed and cited here are chosen

for contextual rather than chronological order.

Some gen

eralizations will be observed prior to specification and
citation of individual works.
C.

His Philosophy
The following study of Ortega will reveal that he pro

poses ratio-vitalismo. or reason rooted in life, as the
expression of man as thinker and doer.

Man is also a

historical synthesis of past and present, and it behooves
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him to employ historical perspective in order to avoid past
mistakes and to capitalize on proven accomplishments.

At

any moment in life one is a member of one of five genera
tions, each comprising about fifteen years.

Man exists not

alone but in conjunction with his circumstance, or environ
ment.

Society should be porous to permit the existential

ist to rise to a position of deserved leadership.

The best

government is oligarchy wherein a select minority, which is
both willing and able, leads the masses.

Spain's quest for

identity and rejuvenation depend on Christian existential
ists who see the parallel between Christ and Quijote.

Life

is tragic because reason opposes it yet reason does serve a
useful purpose.

Identity is achieved through criticism and

reaction against past mistakes despite ridicule.

Tragedy

accompanies the existentialist because he lives by aspira
tion and always seeks beyond himself.

He is threatened by

mass-man with his low, common values.

The Christian exis

tentialist, all things considered, must be both heroic and
self-sacrificing.

The above ideas will now be considered

in detail.
Ortega's name and philosophy are quickly associated
with his theory of ratio-vitalismo as the expression of
individual, human reality.

Reason is viewed as something

not pure and abstract but rooted in life as an incentive to
action.

Ideas are real only insofar as one assimilates and

activates them in his life.

These ideas differ from others

in general circulation in that they are held, believed, and
thus determine life, often unconsciously.

A man is in this

way what he believes for his ideas constitute a reality
which others do not share.

To this purely existential

view, Ortega adds the element of historical orientation,
inasmuch as the spirit is rooted in historical circumstance
and is nourished by the residue of the past.

The phrase

which sums up his philosophy of existence also serves as
the central theme or motivation for all his works:
yo y mi circunstancia."

"Yo soy

Man's existence is not merely tem

poral and physical but dynamic, creative, and dramatic.
The individual is unique and his life, if authentic, must
be original in that it reflects the ego, for each man is
called to be himself.

The self, however, is imbedded in

historical circumstance and the body is irretrievably
chained to the past despite its apparent freedom.

Within

the wide range of possibilities open to him, the individual
should choose so as to express authentically his interior
and exterior reality.

One cannot,

then, act as he pleases,

for one action is more correct than the others would be.
The correct action is not dictated by any external moral
code but is determined by what is authentic for each indi
vidual in any given situation.

Life is a task, a problem

with one solution for each moment but not the same solution
for all individuals.

For the existentialist, problem

solving in life is identity-seeking because each life is a
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cause in itself, and its natural end is self-revelation.
Morality as expressed through culture permits man to orient
himself, to achieve perspective in relation to his choices.
Culture is a guide to self-understanding but not a blue
print for personal action.

Culture permits man to rise to

his own level in society, and it is therefore essential
that society should be porous so as to permit worthy men to
rise to positions of leadership.

It is imperative that the

masses be led by the highly qualified,

trained, and moti

vated minority which has risen from the common people.

If

the masses rule themselves, then individual excellence is
crushed and leveled.

Like Sartre, but under more difficult

conditions, Ortega thus succeeded in communicating intel
lectual ideas to the general public and in winning their
approval.
Meditaciones del Qui.iote was Ortega's first book,
written in 191^, and in it are many philosophic insights
that came to be accepted throughout Europe in the three
subsequent decades.

His thought is circumstantial in that

it responds to a certain situation or set of conditions.
He continually experiments with new ideas and methods
designed to lead to a new Spain.

Ortega advocates the

existential man who can overcome the inertia of.his envi
ronment and humanize a world too-often dominated by mate
rialism and pragmatism.

He seeks to expose the absurdities

that artificially restrain man and he hopes to extend his
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vision and inflame a passion for achievement.

Don Quixote

is presented as the symbol of restless, indomitable spirit,
the embodiment of vulnerable yet unconquerable idealism,
courage, and fortitude.
ironic, and heroic.

He is at once comic, tragic,

Quijote is the Christian existential

ist, the embodiment of idealism in action.
quotes Goethe in the same vein:

The author

"Yo un luchador he sido

Y esto quiere decir que he sido un hombre."^
Ortega discusses man in his environment, weaving the
elements of circumstance into the life and thought of every
individual.

The thread is love and the goal is not knowl

edge but faith in man's capacity to change and improve his
life.

Ortega's method is to relate diverse things to the

individual through interpretation and assimilation in the
search for the truth of metaphysical reality.

Man's task

is to stay afloat in the sea of life, to survive as a human
being.

Ortega, as does Unamuno, feels that hatred is too

much a part of the Spaniard, causing his universe to become
rigid, sordid, dry, and deserted, and leaving him like a
lean, hungry dog.

Love is needed because it binds us to

things and to people, making both indispensible to us.^
Love unites while hate separates or extinguishes, and the
desire to learn and understand is a form of love.

Judg

ment, however, must be open in order to adjust to changing
circumstances and this requires tolerance of others, even
of enemies, and avoidance of rigid moral doctrines which
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clothe hypocrisy.

Philosophy is a general science of love,

in Ortega’s view, because it represents the greatest
impulse toward intellectual integration, toward grasping
what is most pertinent to man:
... considero que es la filosof i a la ciencia
general del amor; dentro del globo intelectual
representa el mayor impetu hacia una omnimoda
conexion.
Tanto que se hace en ella patente
un matiz de diferencia entre el comprender y
el mero saber. I Sabemos tantas cosas que no
comprendemos! Toda la sabidurfa de hechos es,
en rigor, incomprensiva, y solo puede justificarse entrando al servicio de una teoria.3
The existential philosopher concerns himself with the sig
nificant things that reveal man without confusing the great
with the small for, without a hierarchy,
to chaos.

the cosmos returns

Man reaches his full capacity when he acquires

complete consciousness of his circumstances and through
them communicates with the universe.

Acquired culture,

however, should not be hieratic because then the individual
is more concerned with maintaining and repeating, rather
than increasing it.
perspective,

Culture is thus a tool used to achieve

the ultimate reality, for God is perspective

and hierarchy.

In Ortega’s existential philosophy, it is

man's task to find his place in the immense perspective of
the world, to choose his life and create his personal
destiny through reabsorption of his circumstance in a
selective, concrete way.

"Yo soy ^o £ mi cirounstancia.

Y si. no la salvo a ella no me salvo ^o."^

Ortega draws the

essential parallel between Don Quijote and Christ which
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characterizes Spain's Christian philosophy of existence.
... En cierto modo es^Don Quijote la parodia
triste de un cristo mas divino y sereno:
es
el un cristo gotico, macerado en angustias
modernas; un cristo ridfculo de nuestro bar
rio, creado por una imaginacion dolorida que
perdio su inocencia y su voluntad y anda
buscando otras nuevas.
Cuando se reunen unos
cuantos espanoles sensibilizados por la
miseria ideal de su pasado, la sordidez de
su presente y la acre hostilidad de su porvenir, desciende entre ellos Don Quijote y
el calor fundente de su fisonomfa disparatada
compagina aquellos corazones dispersos, los
ensarta como un hilo espiritual, los
nacionaliza, poniendo tras sus amarguras
personales un comunal dolor etnico.
tl* Siempre que esteis juntos— murmuraba
Jesus— , me hallareis entre vosotros! *’ 5
Ortega always takes a circuitous route to approach his
goal and so it is when he considers reality as both depth
and surface.

The trees on the edge of a forest do permit

the forest to be seen since it is their function to be
visible and to imply the presence of the rest.

To be hid

den is not a negative quality but is positive in that the
hidden thing is transformed into something new.

Thus it is

with a multiplicity of individual human destinies, all
equally respectable and necessary, which the world con
tains.

What is hidden beneath the surface, appearing

through it, and throbbing underneath it, is essential to
what we call depth.^
by the existentialist.

Ortega thus opposes facile alienation
One may retain his individuality

and still accept necessary and increasing complexity in the
world.

The existentialist should not seek escape but, on
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the contrary, commitment through action in his own society,
however complex it may be.
Discussing truth, Ortega says it need only be sug
gested:
Quien quiera ensenarnos una verdad que no nos
la diga:
simplemente que aluda a ella con un
breve gesto, gesto que inicie en el aire una
ideal trayectoria, deslizandonos por la cual
lleguemos nosotros mismos hasta los pies de
la nueva verdad. Las verdades, una vez
sabidas, adquieren una costra utilitaria; no
nos interesan ya como verdades, sino, como
recetas utiles. Esa pura iluminacion subitanea que caracteriza a la verdad, tienela
esta solo en el instante de su descubrimiento . <
Truth is found in different forms and on many levels:
Erigidos los unos sobre los ot:rps, nuevos
pianos de realidad, cada vez mas profundos,
mas sugestivos, esperan que ascendamos a
ellos, que penetremos hasta ellos^, Pero
estas realidades superiores son mas pudorosas;
no caen sobre nosotros como sobre presas. A1
contrario, para hacerse patentes nos ponen una
condici<fri: que queramos su existencia y nos
enforcemos hacia ellas.
Viven pues, en cierto
modo, apoyadas en nuestra voluntad.
La
ciencia, el arte, la justicia, la cortesia,
la religion son orbitas de realidad que no
invaden barbaramente nuestras personas, como
hace el hambre o el frfo; solo existen para
quien tiene la voluntad de ellas. ... Cuando
dice el hombre de mucha fe que ve a Dios en
la campina florecida y en^la faz cpmbada de
la noche, no se expresa mas metaforicamente
que si hablara de haber visto una naranja.®
Ortega then concludes about interior, ultimate reality:
Si no hubiera mas que un ver pasivo quedarfa
el mundo reducido a un caos de puntos
luminosos. Pero hay sobre el pasivo ver un
ver activo, que interpreta viendo y ve interpretando; un ver que es rairar ... la tercera
dimension de la naranja no es mas que unaJLdea,
y Dios es la ultima dimension de la campina.9
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The novel Don Quijote is like the forest, truth, and life
itself, because it is deep and full of things to be dis
covered, to be willed existentially into existence and
recognition.
Speaking of the Restoration of the Monarchy (185^) and
erudition, Ortega remarks that it is the Spaniard's nonexistential nature to strive valiantly and then to fall
into lethargy.

A Spaniard, he maintains, does not use

tranquility for practical purposes such as consolidation of
previous gains, or reorganization and systematic improve
ment.^-®

He explains that to determine quantity the lowest

unit of measurement is used, but in the realm of values,
the highest value is the correct rule of measurement.

In

periods of relative sterility, mediocrity is praised, says
Ortega, only because excellence is not available to estab
lish standards and a correct perspective.

It is important

therefore to recognize genius quickly.
... La mente sana queda a lo mejor, sobrecogida en sus lecturas o en la vida por la
sensacion de una absoluta superioridad—
quiero decir, halla una obra, un caracter de
quien los ^fm i t e s trascienden por t^dos
lados la orbita de nuestra dominacion comprensiva.
El sfntoma de los valores maximos
es la ilimitacion.H
Meditation is clearly the human exercise which enables
existential man to penetrate deeper realities and to reach
out beyond his limits.

Ortega defines it thus:
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La meditacion es el movimiento en que abandonamos las superficies, como costas de tierra
firme, y nos sentimos lanzados a un elemento
mas tenue, donde no hay puntos materiales de
apoyo. ^vanzamos atenidos a nosotros mismos,
manteniendonos en suspension merced al propio
esfuerzo dentro de un orbe etereo habitado
por ingravidas.
Una viva sospechja nos acompana de que, a la menor vacilacion por
nuestra parte, todo aquello se vendrfa abajo
y nosotros con ello.
Cuando meditamos,
x
tiene que sostenerse el animo a toda tension;
es un esfuerzo doloroso e integral.12
Circumventing the idea of reality as both surface and
depth, Ortega goes on to discuss men and distinguishes
between two basic types:

the meditative and the sensuous.

The sensuous man lives in a world of objects and surfaces
while the meditative man lives in the dimension of existen
tial depth.

There is a temporal depth, the past,

there is a spacial depth, or distance.

just as

A man of depth is

concerned with concepts and relative distinctions between
similar things,

that is, their latent potentiality for

existential interaction.
Dir^ase que hay en cada una cierta secreta
potencialidad de ser raucho mas, la cual se
liberta y expansiona cuando otra u otras
entran en relacion con ella. Diri^se que
cada cosa es fecundada por las demas; diriase
que se desean como machos y hembras; dirfase
que se aman y aspiran a maridarse, a juntarse
en sociedades, en organismos, en edificios,
en mundos ... naturaleza no es sino la maxima
estructura en que todos los elementos mate
riales han entrado.
Y es obra de amo£
naturaleza, porque significa generacion,
engendro de las unas cosas en las otras,
nacer la una de la otra donde estaba premeditada, preformada, virtualmente inclusa.^-3
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The meaning of existential reality, says Ortega, is the
reflection of other things upon it.

The depth is in its

meaning, then, and not merely in its physical existence.
Depth, like love, isolates the object of attention and
makes it the center of the universe.

It involves concep

tualization as opposed to intuition or the real impression
of something.

Reason and life are opposed and therefore

not interchangeable.^

This is the same idea developed by

Kierkegaard in his Concluding Unscientific Postscript
(18^6) and by Unamuno in Del sentimiento tragico de la
v i d a . that is, that reason is opposed to life and the cause
of its being tragic.

Ortega, however, rises above Unamuno's

irrationality by assigning to reason the vital function of
limiting things:
Sin el concepto, no sabriamos bien donde
empieza ni d^nde acaba una cosa; es decir,
las cosas como impresiones son fugaces,
huideras, se nos van de entre las manos, no
las poseemos.
A1 atar el concepto unas con
otras, las fija y nos las entrega prisioneras.
... No todo es pensamiento, pero sin el no
poseemos nada con plenitud.l*
Ortega sees existential man as the culmination of
physiological,

sociological, and political history, as one

with a mission:
Para dominar el indocil torrente de la vida
medita el sabio, tiembla el poeta y levanta
la barbacana de su voluntad el heroe
politico. I Bueno fuera que el producto, de
todas estas solicitudes no llevara a mas que
a duplicar el problema del universe!
No, no;
el hombre tiene una mision de claridad sobre
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la tierra. Esta mision no le
revelada por un Dios ni le es
fuera por nadie ni por nada.
de sf, es la r a i z raisma de su

ha sido
impuesta desde
La lleva dentro
constitucion.1®

As a Spanish existentialist Ortega, like Unamuno, is
always concerned about national identity and purpose:
... Concentremos en el Quijote la magna
pregunta: Dios m£o, i que es Espana? En
la anchura del orbe, en medio de las razas
innumerables, perdida en el ayer ilimitado y
el raanana sin fin, bajo la frialdad inmensa
y cosmica parpadeo astral, J que es esta
Espana, este promontorio espiritual de
Europa, esta como proa del alma continental?
... i Donde esta— decidme— una palabra clara
... que puede satisfacer a un corazon honrado
y a una mente delicada, una palabra que
alumbre el destino de Espana? ... i Desdichada
la raza que no hace un alto en la encrucijada
antes de proseguir su ruta, que no se hace un
problema de su propia intimidad; que no
siente la heroica necesidad de justificar su
destino, de volcar claridades sobre su mision
en la historia! ... El individuo no puede
orientarse en el universo sino al traves de
su raza, porque va sumido en ella como la
gota en la nube viajera.*7
Ortega maintains that Spanish identity is not to be found
in tradition but must be approached through perverse
patriotism,

that is, through criticism, rebellion,

tion.

i No es un cruel sarcasmo que luego de tres
siglos y medio de descarriado vagar, se ^nos
proponga seguir la tradicion nacional? § La
tradicion!
La realidad tradicional en
Espana ha consistido precisamente en el
aniquilamiento progresivo de la posibilidad
Espana ... todo lo contrarioj, tenemos que ir
contra la tradicion, mas alia de la tradici.6n.l8

innova
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Ortega contrasts our contemporary world with the
ancient Greek one and finds us wanting because we do not
have comparable heroes and ideals.

The Greeks were not

fooled by appearances, as we often are:
... Hemos sido educados por una edad rencorosa que habfa laminada el universo y
hecho de el una superficie, una pura
apariencia.
Cuando buscamos la realidad,
buscamos las apariencias.
Mas el griego
entend^a por realidad todo lo contrario;
real es lo esencial, lo profundo y latente;
no la apariencia, sino las fuentes vivas de
toda la apariencia.19
Ortega then pleads for diversity and existential individ
uality.
Presumir que la especie humana ha querido^y
querra siempre lo mismo que nosotros, s e n a
una vanidad. JJo; dilatemos bien a lo ancho
nuestro corazon para que coja en el todo
aquello humano que nos es ajeno.
Prefiramos
sobre la tierra una inddcil diversidad a una
monotona coincidencia.20
Discussing reality, Ortega points out that, to the
common man, reality is not what is or occurs but rather
what appears as familiar and is therefore easy to accept.
The ordinary man sees what he wants or expects to see and,
in fact, this is less seen than already known.

Actual

reality is thus easily discredited because of pre-formed
ideas and beliefs.

Our beliefs are not regularly examined

as ideas are, because we count on them; they are part of
us.

The figure of Don Quijote straddles the epic-romantic

world on one side and the contemporary-realistic world on
the other.

The fantastic appeared real to Don Quijote, the
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idealist, so the author provided a flesh and blood realist
in the presence of Sancho Panza, the earthy squire.

Don

Quijote represents perception, depth, as well as the ideal,
for he saw beneath the surface appearances.

Por Ortega

the existential man is one who interprets external reality,
or circumstance, and then consciously acts to impose his
will and his truth on the changing world.

The existential

ist thus makes his world from the materialism at hand com
bined with his own idealism.

Ortega describes the material

world as inert reality:
Envolviendo a la cultura ... yace la barbara,
brutal, muda, insignificante realidad de las
cosas ... es real, esta ah£: de una manera
terrible se basta a s£ misma.
Su fuerza y
su significado unico radica en su presencia.
Recuerdos y promesas es^la cultura, pasado
irreversible, futuro sonado. ... Mas la
realidad es un simple y pavoroso "estar
ah£."
Presencia, yacimiento, inercia.
Materialidad.22
The words above were written by Ortega in 191^ and were
echoed by Sartre in La Nausee. in 1938*

Roquentin dis

covers material existence thus:
... Mais je ne peux pas, je suffoque:
l'existence me penetre de partout, par les yeux, par
le nez, par la bouche. ... Ce moment fut
extraordinaire.
J'dstais la, immobile et
glace, plonge dans une extase horrible. ...
L'essentiel c'est la contingence.
Je veux
dire que, par definition, 1'existence n'est
pas la necessite.
Exister, c'est §tre l a .
simplement; les existants apparaissent, se
laissent rencontrer. mais on ne peut jamais
les dedulre. ... Je n'^tais pas surpris, je
savais bien que c'ltait le Monde, le Monde
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tout nu qui se montrait tout d'un^coup. ...
£a n'avait pas de sens, le monde etait partout present, devant, derrilre.23
The existential man who imposes his will on the world
is called a hero by Ortega because this type of individual
refuses to repeat the actions dictated by custom, tradi
tion, or biological instincts.

The hero is rare because he

is authentic and because he has the conscious courage to
invent what he is and does.

All men are heroes to the

extent that they overcome their environment.

Tragedy is

never far from the existential hero because he wants what
he is not; he lives
and

by aspiration, anticipating the future

appealing to it with utopian gestures despite derisive

laughter and ridicule:
El heroe anticipa el porvenir y a 4 l apela.
Sus ademanes tienen una significacion
utopica.
El no dice que sea, sino que
quiere ser. ... Pero el comico suplanta el
ideal. ... Y la gente rie. Presencia la
cafda del pajaro ideal al volar sobre el
aliento de u^ agua muerta.
La gente rie.
Es una risa util; por cada h£roe que hiere,
tritura a cien mixtificadores.24
Ortega views life as a tragicomedia in which the
quixotic idealists,
ment of tragedy.

existential agonists, provide the ele

Comedy is the bulwark of the status quo

and satire the weapon of men without vision who ridicule
the idealists.^5
Espana invertebrada (1921) presents the author's ideas
concerning the tendency of social and political units to
incorporate into conglomerates which, in effect, are more
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than the sum of their individual parts.

New plateaus are

reached and new activities commenced which may not relate
directly to the functions and aspirations of the individual
units.^6

The problem of increasing complexity is one which

Ortega accepts as the situation within which the existen
tialist can and must act productively.

The tendency toward

incorporation or totalization has an opposite activity and
Ortega terms this particularismo.^7
Of the nation as a heterogeneous unit he says:
... una nacion es, a la postre, una ingente
comunidad de individuos y grupos que cuentan
los unos con los otros. Este contar con el
projim<j no implica necesariamente simpatia
hacia el. Luchar con alguien, j no es una
de las mas claras formas en que demostramos
que existe para nosotros? Nada se parece
tanto al abrazo como el combate cuerpo a
cuerpo.28
In this way Ortega y Gasset gives a Christian, exis
tentialist character to nations as well as to individuals,

i

stressing personal identity, social consciousness and
cohesion, and the continuity of struggle in the process of
self-realization.

Anguish and alienation are implicit in

his concept of both man as a social being and the nation
as a conglomerate of both individuals and groups.
The second part of Espana invertebrada discusses "La
ausencia de los mejores," and in it the author poses the
question:

"i No hay hombres o no hay masas?,,29

His answer

suggests the difficulties encountered by the contemporary
existentialist:

13^
... tiene razon el topico:
ayer hab£a hombres
y hoy no.
La "hombrfa" que, sin darse cuenta
de ello, echa hoy la gente de menos, no consiste en las dotes que la persona tiene, sino
precisaraente en las que el publico, la muchedumbre, la raasa, ponejsobre oiertas personas
elegidas. En estos anos han ido muriendo los
\fltimos representantes de aquella edad de
"hombres" . . . .
La "hombrfa" estaba, no en
sus personas, sino en torno a ellas. ... Las
masas habian cre£do en ellos, los habian
exaltado. ...30
Ortega feels that it was easier, in past generations,
to be both existential innovator and leader, because the
masses were disposed to follow, but it is not so now:
... presenciamos el lamentable espectaculo de
que, en vez de seguir al jefe del partido, es
la masa de este quien gravita sobre su jefe.
Existe en la muchedumbre un plebeyo resentimiento contra toda posible excelencia, y
luego de haber negado a los hombres mejores
todo fervor y social consagraci<£n, se vuelve
a ellos y les dice:
"No hay hombres" ... .
Cuando oigais decirlo, entended:
"Hoy no hay
masas.»31
The point is, of course, that the masses should have
the good sense and civil responsibility to recognize and
obey qualified leaders.

Ortega compares this select and

existential minority to the vertebrae of man and describes
a leaderless society as invertebrada:
Asf, cuando en una nacion la masa se niega
a ser masa— esto es, a seguir a la la
minoria directora— , la nacion se deshace,
la sociedad se desmembra, y sobreviene el
caos social, la invertebracion historica.32
The solution is a balanced interaction,
... la accion recifproca entre masa y minorfa
selecta, que es, a mi juicio, el hecho
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basico de toda sociedad y el agente de su
evolucion hacia el bien como hacia el mal.33
There is no underestimating the importance that Ortega
places on the select and existential minority as a catalyst
for change, be it desirable or undesirable.

History is the

frame of reference proposed by the author to insure that
change should be constructive and conducive to growth
nourished by roots deep in the past.
is that:

The problem of Spain

...

... la ausencia de los "mejores" ha creado
en la masa, en el "pueblo," una secular
ceguera para distinguir el hombre mejor del
hombre peor, de suerte que cuando en nuestra
tierra aparecen individuos privilegiados, la
"masa" no sabe aprovecharlos, y a menudo los
aniquila.3^
The mission of the masses, if their existence is to be
authentic,

is to recognize their role and to accept it by

first identifying los me .lores and then following their
direction.
El tema de nuestro tiempo (192*0 reveals Ortega's
understanding of existential man's complexity as both a
rational and vital being.

The author presents a theory of

vital reason whereby it is proposed that reason is valid
only insofar as it is related to and engaged in living,
since pure, abstract reason cannot comprehend man as it
might understand an inert object, a stone for example.
must think and must act, for these functions are not
optional.

In so doing the existential man then defines

Man
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himself in action, because his dynamism transcends his
thought processes and he creates himself in continuing
struggle and achievement:

"El hombre se ha formado en la

lucha con lo exterior."35
Human functions are free but guided by categorical
imperatives for the existentialist who would act authen
tically.

O n e ’s thought should pursue truth, the will

should direct itself toward good acts, and his emotions
should seek beauty.

The individual should try to grow out

of his past, accepting its reality and building upon it.
In this way the existential man digests and assimilates the
past while, at the same time, he is at every moment in the
active process of altering his life.

The author then poses

the problem of determining truth:

1 Como avecindar la verdad, que es una e
invariable, dentro de la vitalidad humana,
que es, por esencia, mudadiza y varia de
individuo a individuo, de raza a raza, de
edad a edad? Si queremos atenernos a la
historia viva y perseguir sus sugestivas
ondulaciones tenemos que renunciar a la
idea de que la verdad se deja captar por
el hombre.
Cada individuo posee sus propias convicciones.36
Ortega's answer to the problem is that transcendant
truth always and everywhere exists:
Siendo la verdad una, absoluta e invari
able, no puede ser atribuida a nuestras
personas individuales, corruptibles y x
mudadizas.
Habra que suponer, mas alia
de las diferencias que entre los hombres
existen, una especie de sujeto abstracto,
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comun al europeo y al chino, al contemporaneo de Pericles y al caballero de
Luis XIV.
Descartes llamo a ese nuestro
fondo comun, extento de variaciones y^
seculiaridades individuales, "la razon,"
y Kant, "el ente r a c i o n a l . " 3 7
As modern man is existential, the rational and vital
processes together constitute human life:
Notese hien la escision ejecutada en
nuestra persona.
De un lado queda todo
lo que vital y concretamente somos^
nuestra realidad palpitante e historica.
De otro, ese nucleo racional que nos
capacita para alcanzar la verdad, pero
que, en cambio, no vive, espectro, irreal
que se desliza inmutable al traves del
tiempo, ajeno a las vicisitudes que son
sfntoma de la vitalidad.38
Ortega,

like Unamuno, opposes rationalism and he calls

it anti-historical.

Referring to Descartes as the father

of modern rationalism, Ortega regrets that Descartes did
not provide a place for history or else implied that it was
in a position of censure.

He refers to Descartes' Fourth

Meditation when he says:
Todo lo que la razon concibe, lo concibe
segun es debido, y no es posible que yerre.
I D^nde pues, nacen mis errores? Nacen
simplemente de que, siendo la voluntad
mucho mas amplia y extensa que el entendimiento, no la contengo en los mismos
limites, sino que la extiendo tambien a
cosas que no entiendo, a las cuales siendo
de suyo indiferente, se descarria con suraa
facilidad y escoge lo falso como verdadero
y el mal por el bien; esta es la causa de
que me equivoque y p e q u e . 3 9
Ortega then concludes from Descartes:
De suerte que el error es un pecado de la
voluntad, no un azar, y aun tal vez un sino
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de la inteligencia.
Si no fuera por^los
pecados de la voluntad ... ; no habria
habido, por tanto, variedad de opiniones,
de leyes, de costumbres; en suma, no habria
habido historia.
Pero como la ha habido,
no tenemos mas remedio que atribuirla al
pecado. La historia serfa sustancialmente
la historia de los errores, humanos.
No
cabe actitud mas antihistorioa, mas ^antivital.
Historia y vida quedan— segun la
raz<£n de Descartes— lastradas con un sentido negativo y saben a crimen.^0
In the author's view the existential world is experi
ential and often irrational.

He calls Descartes' approach

quantitative at the expense of the qualitative aspects of
existence.

The Cartesian man stands in contrast to

Ortega's authentic, existential man:
Al hombre cartesiano, "moderno," le sera
antipatico el pasado ... las instituciones
polfticas tradicionales le pareceran torpes
e injustas ... el hombre cartesiano s<£lo
tiene sensibilidad para esta virtud:
la
perfeccion intelectual pura. Para todo lo
demas es sordo y ciego ... . Este es el
temperamento que lleva a las revoluciones.
El racionalismo aplicado a la politica es
revolucionarismo, y, viceversa, no es
revolucionaria una epoca si no es
racionalista. No se puede ser revolucionario sino en la medida en que se es
incapaz de sentir la historia de, percibir en
el pasado y en el presente la otra especie de
razdn que no es pura, sino v i t a l . ^
In behalf of existential man, Ortega thus rejects both
relativism and absolutism of reason:
Y esto es precisamente lo que no puede ser:
ni el absolutismo racionalista— que salva
la razdn y nulifica la vida— , ni el relativismo, que salva la vida evaporando la
raz 6 n .
La sensibilidad de la epoca que
ahora coraienza se caracteriza por su
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insumision a ese dilema. No podemos satisfactoriamente instalarnos en ninguno de sus
t^rminos.^2
Abstract and personal truth must be taken together
when applied to existential man and the human condition:
Tiene, pues, el fenomeno del pensamiento
doble haz; por un lado na<je como necesidad
vital del individuo y esta regido por la
ley de la utilidad subjetiva; por otro lado
consiste precisamente en una adecuacion a
las cosas y le impera la ley objetiva de la
verdad. ... Este doble car^cter que hallamos
en los fenomenos intelectuales y voluntarios
se encuentra con pareja evidencia
el
sentimiento estetico o en la eraocion religiosa.^3
Ortega concludes his statement on truth with a defini
tion of vital, existential truth:
Para ser verdadero el pensamiento, necesista
coincidir con las cosas, con lo trascendente
de m£; mas, al propio tiempo para que ese
pensamiento exista, tengo yo que pensarlo,
tengo que adherir a su verdad, alojarlo
fntimamente en mi vida, hacerlo inmanente
al pequeno orbe biologico que yo s o y . ^
Ortega gives as his primary reason for writing these
essays, the need to subject reason to existential life:
El tema de nuestro tiempo consiste en someter
la razcfti a la vitalidad, localizarla dentro
de lo biologico, supeditarla
lo espontaneo.
Dentro de pocos anos parecera absurdo que se
haya exigido a la vida ponerse al servicio
de la cultura.
La misidn del tiempo, nuevo
es precisamente convertir la relacion y
mostrar que es la cultura, la razdn, el arte,
la etica quienes han de servir a la vida.^5
Similarly, Ortega maintains that science is inade
quate because it analyzes man as a thing without shedding
light on the individual with his personal concerns.

Man is

1^0
no mere object but spiritual reality and the intellect
should serve to liberate him from mundane problems.

One

must de-intellectualize reality to be faithful to it, since
reality is often illogical.

The spirit or consciousness of

man is pure happening as opposed to his body which is rela
tively constant.

Por the existential man, life is a task,

a becoming, which deals not with inevitability but with the
creative construction of self.

An individual may be

original or imitative in what he chooses for himself but
the result is always self-creation, limited only by the
number of possibilities in the future.

The past is real

and unalterable and it can be made comprehensible not
through science but by historical reason.
Ortega says of existential life:
cosmico del altruismo,

"La vida es el hecho

y existe solo como perpetua

emigracion del Yo vital hacia lo O t r o . " ^

Vitality is

transitive and this accounts for the author's rejection of
rationalism and relativism.

He proposes perspectivism in

their place, because:
Cada vida es un punto de vista sobre el
universo. ... Cada individuo— persona, pueblo,
epoca— es un organo insustituible para la conquista de la verdad ... es el caso que la
realidad, como un paisaje, tiene infinitas
perspectives, todas ellas igualmente verfdicas
y autenticas.
La sola perspectiva false es
esa que pretende ser la tfnica. ... La razon
pura tiene que ser sustitufda por una razon
vital, donde aquella se localice y^adauiera
raovilidad y fuerza de transformacion.i*'7

As a Christian existentialist, Ortega sees God as
entirely compatible with this view:
Dios es tambien un punto de vista. ... Dios
no es racionalista.
Su punto de vista es el
de cada uno de nosotros; nuestra verdad
parcial es tambien verdad para Dios, f De
tal modo es verfdica nuestra perspectiva y
autentica nuestra realidad!
Solo que Dios,
como dice el catecismo, estdt en todas partes
y por eso goza de todos los puntos de vista,
y en su ilimitada vitalidad recoge y armoniza
todos nuestros horizontes ... me parece que
Dios ve las cosas al traves de los hombres,
que los hombres son los organos visuales de
la divinidad.^8
Ortega concludes these essays with an appeal for
recognition of life as existential and the pursuit of it as
an authentic activity:
Por esto conviene no defraudar la sublime
necesidad que de nosotros tiene, e
hincandonos bien en el lugar que nos
hallamos, con una profunda fidelidad a
nuestro organismo, a lo que vitalmente
somos, abrir bien los ojos sobre el contorno y aceptar la faena que nos propone
el destino:
el tema de nuestro t i e m p o . ^ 9
The collection of essays entitled La dehumanizacion
del arte e ideas sobre la novela was written in

1925.

Art

is not life and should not attempt to reproduce life
realistically.

Good art is pure art and the trend is

toward a more abstract and esthetic art.

Ortega welcomes

the modern, nontraditional forms:
... he advertido que germina ... un nuevo
sentido del arte, perfectaraente claro,
coherente y racional.
Lejos de ser un
capricho, significa su sentir el result^do
inevitable y fecundo de toda la evolucion

1^2
artfstica anterior.
Lo caprichoso, lo
arbitrario y, en consecuencia, esteril, es
resistirse a este nuevo estilo y obstinarse
en la reclusion dentro de formas ya arcaicas,
exhaustas y peraclitadas.50
Young existentialists are turning away from tradition
to express their valid ideas in radical terms:
El arte nuevo^es un hecho universal.
Desde
hace veinte anos, los jovenes m£s alertas de
dos generaciones sucesivas— en Parfs, en
Berlin, en Londres, Nueva York, Homa, Madrid—
se han encontrado sorprendidos por el hecho
ineluctable de que el arte tradicional no les
interesaba; mas aun:
les repugna. ... Y
pronto he advertido que germina en ellos un
nuevo sentido del arte, perfectamente claro,
coherente y racional.
Lejos de ser un
capricho, significa su sentir el resultado
inevitable y fecundo de toda la evolucion
artistica anterior.51
Ortega’s analysis of the rebellious trend toward more
pure art forms reveals these tendencies:
1., a la dehumanizacion del arte; 2., a
evitar las formas vivas; 3*, a hacer que la
obra de arte no sea sino obra de arte; k ., a
considerar el arte como ^uego, y nada mas;
5., a una escencial ironia; 6., a eludir toda
falsedad, y por tanto, a una escrupulosa
realizacion.
En fin, 7., el arte, segun los
artistas jovenes, es una cosa sin trascendencia a l g u n a . 5 2
Rebellious, existential youth seeks to define its own
frontiers, to break through traditional barriers restrict
ing their new ideas:
Ya veremos como todo el arte nuevo coincidiendo en esto con la nueva ciencia, con la
nueva polftica, con la nueva ^.vida, en fin,
repugna ante todo la confusion de fronteras.53

1^3
Ortega explains how Pirandello could convey his exis
tential message more effectively through nonrealistic
drama, despite the discomfort of the public:
En los Seis persona.ies. el destino doloroso
que ellos representan es mero pretexto y
queda desvirtuado:
en cambio, asistimos al
drama real de unas ideas como tales, de unos
fantasmas subjetivos que gesticulan en la
mente de un autor.
El intento de deshumanizacion es clarfsimo y la posibilidad de lograrlo
queda en este caso probada.
Al mismo tiempo
se advierte ejemplarraente la dificultad del
gran pilblico para acomodar la vision a esta
perspectiva invertida. Va buscando el drama
humano que la obra constantemente desvirtila,
retira e ironiza, poniendo en su lugar— este
es, en primer piano— la ficcion teatral
misma, como tal ficcion.
Al gran publico le
irrita que le enganen y no sabe complacer^se
en el delicioso fraude del arte, tanto mas
exquisito cuanto mejor manifieste su textura
fraudulenta.5^
Art, for Ortega,

is a personal matter for the individ

ual artist seeking to express himself, and there is no
going back:
Pero, cualesquiera sean sus errores, hay uh
punto, a mi juicio, inconmovible en la nueva
posicion:- la imposiTCilidad de volver hacia
atr^s. ... Es muy facil gritar que el ar,te
es siempre posible dentro de la tradicion.
Mas esta frase confortable no sirve de nada
al artista que espera, con el pincel o la
pluma en la mano, una inspiracion concreta.-^^
Ortega notes the decline of
utes it in part to

the novel form and attrib

the fact that all basic thematic

tions have been e x h a u s t e d . ^

situa

It is left to the modern

novelist to examine recent psychological and sociological
explanations for human behavior.

Good modern novels tend
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to destroy their inferior antecedents much in the same way
that the recent generations of men advance to new plateaus
of understanding and thus obscure the contributions made by
earlier generations.

Existential man thus creates himself

and his world through his own timely art forms in the
process of expressing his individuality more authentically.
The essence of the novel, as of life, is being,
existing:
La esencia de lo novelesco ... no esta en lo
que pasa, sino precisamente en lo que no es
"pasar algo," en el puro vivir, en el ser y
el estar de los personajes, sobre t.odo en su
conjunto o ambiente. ... No se puede pre
tender interesarnos en el sentido novelesco
mediante una ampliacion de nuestro horizonte
cuotidiano, presentandonos aventuras insolitas. Es preciso operar al rev^s, angostando
todavfa rn^fs el horizonte del l e c t o r . 57
Art, therefore,

should reflect life not as a mecanism

of escape but as a means of. shedding light on the individ
ual and his quest for liberty, happiness, and responsibil
ity.

Art is an existential task, a creation of self and

society.
Perhaps the best known work of Jos^ Ortega y Gasset is
La rebelion de las masas (193°) in which he pursues a theme
begun in his earlier work, Espana invertebrada.

In the

present collection of essays, the author laments the fact
that the masses have come to power in Europe and elsewhere,
masses who by definition cannot and should not direct their
own existence or that of society in

general.

58

^he crisis
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is termed by Ortega a rebellion by force of numbers.
Everywhere there are crowds.

A large number of people

existed before but not as cohesive multitudes.

The masses

now occupy the best places and utilize all the products of
refined creation,

installing themselves in preferential

positions of society.

On society's stage now there are no

protagonists only a chorus.

Society has always been com

posed of the masses and a minority of highly qualified and
imaginative leaders.

By force of numbers the masses now

impose their will and tastes on society as a whole.
multitude is formed by people of similar tastes,
education.

The

ideas, and

The minority is composed of those having simi

lar tastes and ideas but their desires,

ideals, and indi

viduality are so great that the masses are excluded.

The

elite individual separates himself from the crowd for
special and personal reasons while mass-man sets no par
ticular value on himself and is content to be like everyone
else.

The elite existential individual is not a petulant

snob who merely feels superior but rather one who demands
o

more of himself than do the rest, and is capable of giving
it:
... La division mas radical que cabe hacer
en la humanidad es ^sta, en dos clases de
criaturas:
las que se exigen mucho y acumulan
sobre sf raismas dificultades y deberes y las
que no se exigen nada especial, sino que para
ellas vivir es ser en cada ins,tante lo que ya
son, sin esfuerzo de perfeccion sobre si mismas, boyas que van a la deriva.59
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This division is not one of social class but a differ
ence of men within all the classes.

Particular functions

and activities in society require special gifts.

Mass-man

in the past recognized that he had either to follow the
leaders or acquire the special knowledge and skills
required to give him competence and to separate him from
the masses.

At the present time the combined multitude

imposes its diluted tastes on everyone and it thus occupies
the place intended for the minority;

in so doing, however,

the multitude does not become a leader.

The multitude

imposes its mediocrity on society in spite of being aware
of its own limitations.

It thus exerts a brute, numerical

force to cast aside the views of the leadership-qualified
minority.

Ortega believes that the rude masses have thus

assumed many of the characteristics of select existential
individuals without undergoing any inward change which
would conform to outward manifestations.

The result is a

process of leveling among individuals and among the
sexes.Ortega

does not deny that the current epoch is

superior to others in the past, but he insists that it is
inferior to itself:

it is strong but uncertain, proud of

its strength and yet afraid of it.

The technological

revolution has filled the world with new objects and ser
vices, and communications now give instant news regarding
world developments.

These things represent, according to

the philosopher, quantitative advancement and an increase
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in potency rather than quality.

The current age feels

superior to all past ages and it recognizes no past norms
or ideals which would apply to present circumstances.

Man

kind now has the abundance, knowledge, and creative talent,
but not the collective will, to make the world a better
place to live in than it was in the past.

All things are

now possible, even regression, barbarism, and decadence.
If the world seems empty of ideals and goals, it is
because,

in Ortega’s view, there is no select minority

authorized to supply them.

This is apparent when we con

sider that:
... Nuestra vida, como repertorio de posibilidades, es magnifica, exuberante, superior a
todas las historicamente conocidas.
Mas por
lo mismo que su formato es mayor, ha desbordado
todos los cauces, principios, normas, e ideales
legados por la tradicion.
Es mas ^vida que
todas las vidas, y por lo mismo mas problematica.
No puede orientarse en el pretefrito.
Tiene que inventar su propio destino.®!
The function of the past is to advise us what to avoid.
Life is full of possibilities and man is compelled to make
a choice but the necessary decisions must originate in
one’s character.

The same may be said of society, and it

is therefore of pressing importance that it is mass-man,
according to Ortega, who now dominates and decides the
important issues.

Democracy requires that the majority

approve but not that it lead.

When certain types of mass-

man serve in important posts, they do not plan solutions in
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advance but tend instead to react in vain attempts to avoid
difficult situations by employing any means at hand.

All

this should not come as a surprise, for domination by the
masses was predicted by Hegel, Comte, Nietzsche, and
Kierkegaard.^^

Mass-man is here viewed as a threat to

existential man because the latter is one who succeeds by
talent, effort, and inclination, to separate himself from
the multitude.

He becomes a member of the select minority

whose vision, effort, and ability is blunted or suppressed
by the masses.
Ortega notes that the population of Europe in 1800
was 180 million people.

A little more than one century

later the population had nearly tripled:
people.

460 million

The increase was made possible by developments in

medical technology, improved housing, the industrial revo
lution and economic complexity.

The new masses accept the

advantages which they inherit and demand all the benefits
of a bountiful society.

They do not have to suffer, to

adapt or die, as did their ancestors.

Mass-man is not dis

couraged from asking for more than he needs but,
contrary,

on the

is encouraged to increase his demands endlessly

without contributing directly to the bounty he demands.
Mass-man accepts modern marvels as his due, and he sees no
reason for gratitude, discipline, or restraint.

He is like

a spoiled child who believes the world owes him the best of
everything without obligation.

Self-centered and

Ik9
self-indulgent, mass-man as a multitude will attack the
institutions which do not provide the benefits that are now
called natural rights.

Satisfied with himself, he affirms

as good all the things he finds within himself:
appetites, preferences,

and ideas.

opinions,

No one and nothing per

suades him to believe he is a second-rate man, incapable of
creating or maintaining the abundance which led to his
enormous self-assurance:
De esta manera, la vida noble queda contra- f
puesta a la vida vulgar o inerte. ... De aqui
que llamemos masa a este modo de ser hombre-no tanto porque sea multitudinario, cuanto
porque es inerte.
It is the man who exerts himself, the existential man,
who wants to excel and to serve; it is this man who offers
himself for the benefit of others.

He serves without feel

ing oppressed; he disciplines and coerces himself to make
extraordinary contributions which the mediocre man merely
accepts as his due.

The word noble does not refer to blood

or money but rather to the deeds which set men apart.

The

majority is incapable of any effort beyond that which is
strictly imposed on it as a reaction to external compul
sion.

At certain times and under circumstances of sudden

difficulty,

the masses will accept for a brief time, lead

ership by the qualified minority.

When the emergency is

over however, they demand their independence and again
become self-centered in their activities.

While the noble

man is never certain, never satisfied or complete, the
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mediocre man is satisfied with himself, and he will never
learn or believe that he is a fool.

Common-man may not

pretend to excel but he nevertheless imposes his vulgarity
on the world thus depriving it of culture, for:
... no hay cultura donde no hay normas a que
nuestros projimos puedan recurrir.
No hay
cultura donde no hay principios de legalidad
civil a que apelar.
No h a y ^ u l t u r a donde no
hay acatamiento de ciertas ultimas posiciones
intelectuales a que referirse en la disputa.
No hay cultura cuando n,o preside a ^ a s relaciones economicas un regimen de trafico bajo
el cual ampararse.
No hay cultura donde las
polemicas esteticas no reconocen la necesidad
de justificar la obra de arte. ... Cuando
faltan todas esas cosas no hay cultura; hay,
en el sentido mas estricto de la palabra,
barbarie.
Y esto es, no nos hagamos ilusiones,
lo que empieza a haber en Europa bajo la progresiva rebelit^n de las masas. ... La barbarie
es ausencia de normas y de posible apelacicfri.®^
Mass-man asserts his will by force or direct action
and it is characteristic of him to employ distrust, hatred,
and violence.

When the masses rule, there is a noticeable

decrease in restrictions,
methods,

standards, courtesy, indirect

justice, and reason, all of which are essential to

an enlightened civilization.

The threat posed by mass-man

to the existentialist individual is great and growing more
serious.

When personal excellence is not sought and

recognized, then all of society enters a state of decline
and decadence.
Ortega believes in historical perspective but not in
determinism,
ities.

since he points out two divergent possibil

The rebellion of the masses may be a transition to
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some new organization of humanity or it may be the catas
trophe of human destiny.

Retrogression is just as possible

and plausible as progress because all life is an unre
hearsed drama in the making.

It is certain, however, that

mass-man is a primitive, a barbarian on the stage of civil
ization.

Technology is responsible for the emergence of

mediocrity but it has also made the world happier,
healthier, and safer, and it holds out opportunities to man
to effect future, desired changes.

The fault lies with man

because he has not kept pace spiritually so as to cope with
the material benefits.

Progress and problems go together:

Civilizacion avanzada es una v misma cosa
con problemas arduos. De aqui que cuanto^
mayor sea el progreso, mas en peligro esta.
La vida es cada vez mejor; pero, bien
entendido, cada vez mas complicada.
Claro
es que al complicars^, los problemas se van
perfeccionando tambien los medios para
resolverlos.
IP.ero es menester que cada
nueva generacion se haga duena de esos
medios adelantados.65
Part of the existential solution proposed by Ortega lies in
accepting the past, in digesting and assimilating it so
that growth will be a continuous process and not a momen
tary aberration.

The good must be extracted from past

experience and the rest eliminated.

The past cannot be

disregarded inasmuch as it had its own reason for being,
and it will demand that being again unless the good is
granted and past mistakes avoided in the future.

It is the

qualified existential minority, of course, who have the
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proper perspective, motivation, and capability.
individuality is, in contrast, regressive.

Mass-man1s

It grows vague

for lack of use and lack of vital effort, thus leading to
degeneration.
Ortega cites some of the activities which characterize
the degenerate heir to modern civilization:
... La .propension a hacer ocupacion central
de la vida los juegos y los deportes; el
cultivo de su cuerpo— regimen higienico y
atencion a la belleza del traje; falta de
romanticismo en la relacion con la mujer;
divertirse con el intelectual, pero, en el
fondo, no estimarlo y mandar que los
lacayos o los esbirros le azoten; preferir
la vida bajo la autoridad absoluta a un
regimen de discusi<4n.°°
In Ortega's view a man like this loses contact with the
substance of life for there is no balance between desires
on the one side and efforts on the other.
individuality because he is a nihilist,

He loses his

a cynic, and a

parasite who either denies or curses the hand that feeds
him.

Mass-man might also be the specialist spawned by the

new technology, a man who concentrates his limited abil
ities on a tiny corner of the universe and successfully
contributes to a larger science and to the larger world
which he does not understand.

Proud of his contribution he

uses his status to suggest competence in other areas where
he is, in fact,

ignorant and incompetent.

Specialization

in this way can be a form of barbarism because one may con
sider himself expert in alien fields.
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The primary difference between Ortega's elite and the
one proposed by Nietzsche,

is that the Spaniard advocates

minority rule with the consent of the majority, from
whence the minority comes.

Nietzsche's minority is a class

apart which perpetuates itself.

It secures power by devi

ous means and maintains this power through force and fear;
in short,

it is a minority dictatorship.

Ortega's concept

is government by a representative oligarchy.
One characteristic of mass-man that Ortega finds most
dangerous is his expectation that the state will intervene
to solve problems directly by using its immense resources.
Este es el majror peligro que hoy araenaza a
la civilizacion:
la estatificaci^n de la
vida, el intervencionismo del Estado, la
absorcion de toda espontaneidad social por
el Estado; es decir, la anulacion de la
espontaneidad hist<Srica, que en definitive
sostiene, nutre, y empuja los destinos
humanos.
Cuando la masa siente alguna
desventura o simplemente algun fuerte
apetito, es una gran tentacion para ella
esa permanente y segura posibilidad de
conseguirlo todo--sin esfuerzo, lucha, duda
ni riesgo— sin mas que tocar el^resorte y
hacer funcionar la portentosa maquina. La
masa se dice "El Estado soy yo," lo cualL, es
un perfecto error. ... Estado coptemporaneo
y masa coinciden s<5lo en ser anonimos. ...
El resultado de esta tendencia sera fatal.
... La sociedad tendra que vivir para el
Estado; el hombre, para la maquina del
Gobierno.°7
When bureaucracy pervades every level and function of
society,
process.

then decay results from the crushing leveling
The clear-headed existential individual,

in con

trast to the mediocre man, looks life in the face, realizes
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that it is problematic, and feels himself disoriented.

To

be aware of this anxiety and alienation is the first step
to finding o n e ’s identity and purpose; it is the first step
toward a meaningful, existential life.
vidual will,

The alienated indi

like a shipwrecked man, look for something to

which to cling and
... esa mirada tragica, parentoria, absolutamente veraz porque se trata de salvarse,
le hara ordenar el caos de su vida. Estas
son las tlnicas ideas verdaderas:
las ideas
de los naufragos.
Lo dem^s es retorica,
postura, fntima farsa. El que no se siente
de verdad perdido se pierde inexorablemente;
es decir, no se encuentra jam£s, no topa
nunca con la propia realidad.
The state always reflects the calibre of its leader
ship for like an individual,
rises or falls.

it lives, and like an arrow it

The political leaders who seek power at

any cost are careful to flatter mass-man and youth.
Quiza no ofrezca nuestro tiempo rasgo mas
grotesco.
Las gentes, cc^micamente, se
declaran ”j6venes" porque han oido que el
joven tiene mdfs derechos que obligaciones,
ya que puede demorar el cumplimiento de
estas hasta las calendas griegas de la
madurez.
Siempre el joven, como tal, se
ha considerado eximido de hacer o haber
hecho ya hazanas.
Siempre ha vivido de
cr^dito. Esto se halla en la naturaleza
de lo humano. Era como un falso derecho,
entre ir<$nico y tierno, que los no j^venes
concedfan a los mozos.
Pero es estupefaciente que ahora lo tomen estos como un
derecho efectivo, precisamente para atribuirse todos los demas que pertenecen s <£Lo
a quien haya hecho ya algo. ... En realidad,
vivimos un tiempo de chantage universal que
toma dos formas de mohfn complementario:
hay el chantage de la violencia y el
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chantage del humorismo.
Con uno o con
otro se aspira siempre a lo mismo:
que el
inferior, que el hombre vulgar pueda sentirse eximido de toda supeditacion.®9
Mass-man represents,

for Ortega, not a conflicting

morality but an amoral and immoral group without a feeling
of obligation and without any desire to serve.

The rebel

lion of the masses, unless checked in time, inevitably
leads to negation, nihilism, decay, and to the eventual
destruction of Western civilization.
In La mision de la universidad (1930) Ortega makes it
clear that it is the task of the university to identify,
motivate, and prepare for leadership the select existential
group drawn from all the classes and destined, through
their own extraordinary effort, to direct the nation in the
future.

These people should be complete men and not

narrow-minded specialists.
En torno a Galileo (1933) begins with the recollection
that three hundred years earlier, Galileo was forced to
abjure the Copernican theory before a tribunal of the
Inquisition.

The validity of this theory has since, of

course, made possible many developments in the physical
sciences.

Ortega feels that man is about to take another

giant step forward now toward another mode of existence:
Pues bien, yo tengo la conviccion de que
se avecina un esplendido florecimiento de
las ciencias historicas debido a que los
historiadores se resolveran a hacer mutatis
mutandis, frente a los hechos historicos,
lo mismo que Galileo inicio frente a los
f f s i c o s '

Ortega then examines the historical genesis of contem
porary man and places the starting point at Galileo.

The

author discusses the scientific method and notes that
science is not restricted to facts and materiality but is
also imaginative and creative.

It is the same with his

tory, Ortega maintains, for the historian must interpret
his facts and project them into guidelines for future
action.

The essence of man lies in the fact that he must

resolve existentially the problem of his being; he must
discover himself and his relationship to all external peo
ple and things.

Man needs to know and the process of

learning is a laborious task because he has no choice but
to emerge from the environment in which he finds himself
projected.

The existential individual decides at each

moment what he will do and his actions are not all dictated
by his circumstance.

Each step is taken in anticipation,

more or less clearly, of the future.

The existentialist is

thus guided by the self he has chosen but which he never
sees.

Two truths are clear:

each life starts with certain

convictions about the world and one's place in it; and,
each life encounters an environment and the skills to
modify or control it.

The problems, possibilities, and

impossibilities within circumstance are always changing.
man born one hundred years ago, although possessed of the
same character and talent, would lead a different life.
The task of history is to inquire into the changes in

A
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human life.71
One always has the power to end his life but if he
chooses to live, then he is existentially compelled to act
according to his own plan and convictions.

Man lives in

limited time so that age is a factor, even among contem
poraries.

The existentialist moves through life as a mem

ber of a generation.

The author suggests five periods in

one's life, each comprising about fifteen years.
are:

childhood, youth,

These

initiation, dominance, and old age.

The important period is the thirty years of initiation and
dominance which describes man's activity between the ages
of thirty and sixty.72

p or Ortega these periods of activ

ity refer to social participation, for the individual
exists, unlike objects,
tion of other men.

in mutual perception and recogni

A man and a stone coexist but nothing

is exchanged or shared and it is therefore not social coex
istence.

The individual in the presence of other men may

be in social interaction or in solitude, because he always
retains the option of withdrawal.
There is a change in the world with each generation,
Ortega believes.

It may be a subtle transition with the

accent on continuation or, there may be a historical crisis
after which old convictions are discarded while man gropes
for new definitions and beliefs.

He may temporarily lose

his sense of direction and be certain only of negative
things as he strives for positive values.

In a crisis one
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often acts impetuously, out of desperation, and he is
liable to become brutal, cynical, and selfish.

Out of the

crisis vacuum existential man emerges with new goals
because at such times he turns inward upon himself to
meditate (ensimismarse)

before expressing himself in

authentic action.
Peaks of human culture are often followed by periods
of barbarity and one herald of such a period is the popular
man of action, the much-discussed and pampered leader in a
time of crisis.

Ortega disagrees with Aristotle's view

that man is naturally inclined toward knowledge.

He main

tains rather that each individual is primarily concerned
with the problems of living.

The ignorant peasant knows

nothing of culture but is confident,
he does not miss the ideas of others.

serene, and sincere;
On the other hand,

the cultivated man runs the risk of losing himself in
knowledge so that he may not find the truth in it.
Modern man receives many ideas superficially and lives
pseudo beliefs without even discovering himself or truly
knowing what he really believes.

Ortega's point is that

existential man need not be cultured in order to pursue
truth and to achieve wisdom.

He quotes from St. Paul's

First Epistle to the Corinthians:
... Porque escrito est^:
Destruir^ la
s a b l d u n a de los. sabios y desechare la
prudencia de los prudentes.
I En donde
e%st£ el sabio?
I En deride el escriba?
I En d<£nde el escudrinador de este
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siglo?
a No hizo Dios loco el saber de este
mundo?
Y asf, por cuanto la sabidur^a,
quiso Dios hacer salvos a los que creyesen
en el, por la locura de la predicacidn. ...
Pues lo que parece loco en Dios es ra£s sabio
que los h^mbres y lo que parece flaco en
Dios es mas fuerte que los hombre.s. ... Mas
las cosas locas del mundo escogio Dios para
confundir a los sabios, y las cosas flacas
del mundo escogio Dios para confundir las
fuertes.75
Speaking against extremism, Ortega refers to it as the
product of disorientation and desperation, and the result
of an overwhelming desire for simplification.

The extrem

ist, in contrast to the existentialist, reacts against the
integration of a complicated culture by seeking exclusion.
He seizes that way of life which reflects an important
belief and then pursues it with radical fervor, making it
the central business of his life.

In fighting for his

untenable view he will deny science, truth, morality,
status, or whatever else may stand in the way.

Ortega

cautions against the false prophet and insincere extremist:
No estamos obligados a creerle aunque nos
jure y perjure que es sincero ni aunque ^se
deje matar por sostener su propia ficcion.
El hombre tiene una capacidad de histrionismo
que llega al heroismo.76
Clearly this is false and base behavior not to be confused
with qui.lotismo.

The conduct of the existentialist's life

must be genuine and reasonable if it is to serve as an
authentic prediction of the future which he begins to build
in the present.
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Christian Existentialism
Man constructs his life freely but for each one there

is one correct choice which best conforms to his true self
at any given time.

One choice is more authentic than the

others if man's life is truly an extension of his inner
reality.

It is not always easy to make the right decision

because we live in a world of crowding complexities which
oppress and smother us.

The existential man within his

environment must find himself and his useful function, and
so pursue life as to make himself the man he envisions.
Each individual must choose; the drama must be performed.
The Christian existentialist interacts with his own envi
ronment after synthesizing his rational, biological, and
spiritual identity:
... el mundo del cristiano se compone solo
de Dios y el hombre— frente a frente ... el
hombre se siente despendiendo absolutamente
de otro ente superior o, lo que es igual,
se ve a si mismo esencialmente como criatura.
Y para quien existe como criatura,
vivir tiene que significar no poder existir
independiente, por sf, por su propia cuenta,
sino por cuenta de Dios y en constante
referencia a El. ... Lo iinico verdaderamente real es el alma y Dios.
El alma es
el nombre tradicional con que se designa
el yo.77
For Ortega then, Christian life and existential life
are the same, because one lives and acts in cognizance of
God.

Historical perspective is important because it per

mits the individual to avoid past mistakes and to build on
the success of our antecedents.
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In the essay, Meditacion de la tecnica (1939) Ortega
points out that technology, the fruit of our forefathers'
labor, can be beneficial to mankind.

The specialization

which accompanies progress and technology should be
watched carefully in order to prevent the destruction of
our existing culture.

What he said in La rebelion de las

m a s a s . he emphasizes again, that the public should not be
given a false sense of security:
Todas estas seguridades son las que precisamente estan haciendo peligrar la cultura
europea.
El progresismo, al creer que ya
se habfa llegado a un nivel hist<£rico en
que no cabia sustantivo retroceso, sino que
mecanicamente se avanzarfa hasta el infinito,
ha aflojado las clavijas de la cautela
humana y ha dado lugar a que irrumpa de
nuevo la barbarie en el mundo.7°
The individual's body, Ortega asserts,

is part of his

historical inheritance and it must be accepted.

Life is

far

more than the body however; it is

a drama and a strug

gle

to change oneself and thereby the

face of the earth.

He asks:

6 Quien de ustedes es, efectivamente, el que
siente que tendrfa que ser, que deberia ser,
que anhela ser;? A diferencia, pues, de
todos los demas, el hombre, al existir,
tiene que hacerse su existencia, tiene que
resolver el problema practico de realizar el
programa en que, por lo pronto, consiste.
De ahi que nuestra vida sea pura tarea e
inexorable quehacer.
La vida ... es algo
que no nos es dado hecho, regalado, sino
algo que hay que hacer.79
Technology should be no more than the means to release
man, to provide him with leisure time in which to perfect
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his humanity.

One should not corrupt or distract himself

with things designed to serve and free him:
El hecho absolute, el, puro fenomeno del
universo que es la^tecnica, solo puede
darse en esa extrana, patetica, dramatics
combinacion metaffsica de que dos entes
heterog^neos— el hombre y el mundo— se
vean obligados a unificarse, de modo que
uno de ellos, el hombre, logre insertar
su ser extramundano en el otro, que es
precisamente el mundo.
Ese problema ...
es la existencia humana.°®
In Historia como sistema (19^1) Ortega continues the
theme of man and his circumstance viewed from the histori
cal perspective.

The existential individual is born into

an alien world and thereafter seeks identification and
guidelines for conduct.

Compelled to act, he can do so

wisely, in Ortega's view,
history.

if he has learned the lessons of

Man's modern period began with the crisis of

faith in Europe during the fifteenth and sixteenth cen
turies.

Many at that time lost faith in revelation and

substituted mathematics and the sciences as mediators
between people and the material world.

Men live, says

Ortega, according to ideas which are held as beliefs.

The

beliefs of a society form a collective faith or social
dogma which is operative and influential with respect to
the individual although independent of him.
triumphed over nature,

Science has

in the opinion of this philosopher,

but it has not led to personal human wisdom to the extent
that was anticipated.

Science and technology have multi

plied things without sufficiently altering man's
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understanding of himself in relation to objects and options.
The result has been an aggravated and universal disquiet.
Ortega feels that man has heard too much of the promise of
progress for tomorrow while the individual is living in the
present and seeking truth today:
Pues esto quiere decir simplemente que
debemos desasirnos con todo radicalismo
de tratar al modo fisico y naturalista lo
humano.
En vez de ello tom^moslo en su
espontaneidad, segun lo vemos y nos sale
al paso.
0, dich<j de otro modo:
el^
fracaso de la razon fisica deja la via
libre para la razon vital e historica.ol
Ortega's varied and voluminous essays reveal a genuine
philosopher with a knowledge of history rivaled only by
Heidegger among those mentioned in this study.

His vast

knowledge of western culture is perhaps unrivaled, and the
extraordinary fact is that he is capable of weaving this
knowledge into a reasonable progression of conclusions
leading to essential truths.

His characteristic approach

to the heart of a subject was first stated by him in 1929,
when he advised the reader:
Nos iremos aproximando en giros conc^ntricos,
de radio cada vez mas corto e intenso, deslizandonos por la espiral desde una mera
exterioridad con aspecto abstracto,
indiferente y frio hacia un centro de ter
rible intimidad.°2
And again:
Los grandes temas filosoficos solo se dejan
conquistar cuando se los trata como los
hebreos a Jerico— yendo hacia ellos curvamente, en cfrculos conc^ntricos cada vez
mas estrechos e insinuantes.°3
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In this way Ortega gradually intensifies his attention on
the subject and does not leave it until he has exhausted
its significance.
His Christian existentialism takes the middle ground
between scepticism and dogmatism and he himself preferred
the term perspectivism, with a historical orientation.
Throughout his works Ortega emphasizes the Christian, exis
tential values of human life, and the need for vitality to
create a cultural environment,

to impose a human world of

ideal values on the material world.

His vital reason posi

tion is again the middle-ground, this time between ratio
nalism and relativism.

Vital reason is the necessary

bridge between biological life and material circumstance.
Reason alone is not enough; it must be geared to life and
actively engaged if it would claim validity as a human
function.
Certain conclusions may be drawn from the foregoing
study of Ortega's existentialism.

He proposes ratio-

vitalismo. or reason rooted in life, acting to balance
man's functions as thinker and doer.

Man is a historical

synthesis of the past and present, and so also is society.
It behooves him then to have historical perspective in
order to avoid past mistakes and to capitalize on proven
accomplishments.

At any moment in life he is a member of

one of five generations,
years.

each comprising about fifteen

Man exists not alone but in his circumstance or
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environment and this duality must be considered.

Society

should be porous to permit the capable existentialist to
rise to a position of deserved leadership.

The best gov

ernment is oligarchy wherein a select minority which is
both willing and able, leads the masses.

Spain's new iden

tity and rejuvenation depend on Christian existentialists
who see the parallel between Christ and Quijote.-

Life is

tragic because reason opposes it but reason does serve the
vital function of establishing limitations.

Identity

results from struggle, even rebellion, and it must overcome
ridicule.

Tragedy accompanies the existentialist because

he lives by aspiration and seeks beyond himself.

He is

threatened by nihilism and degeneration induced by mass-man
and his low common values.

The Christian existentialist

must be, all things considered, both heroic and selfsacrificing.
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CHAPTER IV
ANTONIO BUERO VALLEJO
The Spanish existentialists discussed in this paper,
Unamuno, Ortega, Buero Vallejo, and Sastre, share certain
characteristics in their work which reflect the Spanish
brand of European existentialism.

They advocate:

unortho

dox Christianity, quixotic (impractical, idealistic) exis
tentialism, national rejuvenation and reorientation, and
the role of the individual in and for society.
traits may each be summarized in a word:
Quixotic, National, and Social.

These

Christian,

The Spaniards considered,

have chosen the perspective which best facilitates their
own exploration of self and the communication of existen
tial imperatives for action.

For Unamuno the focus is

emotional, with passion acting as the catalyst for human
activity.

In the case of Ortega,

it is vital reason and a

sense of history, the working combination which he defines
as an active process of problem solving in the drama of
life.

For Buero Vallejo,

the perspective is personal drama

as an art form in which existential characters recreate the
vital reason which expresses life and the underlying emo
tion, particularly passion, which motivates it.
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Sastre's
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rebellious existentialism is given a collective sweep in a
drama which attacks existing political,
nomic orders.

social, and eco

Of the four Spaniards, Buero Vallejo is the

least explicit but no less convincing, less philosophical
but no less a philosopher of existence than the others.
The men mentioned are very distinct indeed although
motivated by the same concerns:

man threatened by mass-

exisjtence, the problem of Spanish rejuvenation,

the ques

tion of the authentic individual misled by false standards,
false leaders, and a false sense of security.

Buero

Vallejo views man as a temporal and social person with a
strong tendency toward failure as a human being.
greatest living Spanish existentialist,

He is the

in the opinion of

this writer, although he is not yet called this and, in
fact, does not call himself an existentialist so much as an
existential dramatist.

As he has explained,1 he is not a

formal philosopher but a dramatist who portrays existential
facts of life since, for him, life and art are existential.
There is no formal system of existentialism, and none is
possible, because it is basically a philosophy of free will
with each individual supplying personal goals and methods.
Buero is an authentic existentialist and the most influ
ential one in Spain today.

Observation and interpretation

of his drama, and its success, bear this out.

Significant

details of his life must be presented first because they
make possible a greater understanding of the man and his
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motivation, as well as his drama.
A.

The Man
Antonio Buero Vallejo was born September 29, 1916, in

the Spanish provincial capital Guadalajara.

His father was

a military engineer who loved the theatre and inadvertently
gave his son access to dramatic literature and criticism.
The youth was primarily interested in painting, however,
and when he completed the bachiHerato at Guadalajara,

in

1934, he went to Madrid to study art at the Escuela de
Bellas Artes.

The outbreak of the Civil War in 1936

changed his life drastically as it did the lives of all
Spaniards, but particularly those in Madrid.

Then twenty

years of age, he enlisted as a medical-aid man for the
Republican Army.

With their defeat in 1939, Buero was

arrested and imprisoned, without trial, for six years.
Released from prison in 19^5, he tried, without success, to
become a professional painter.

The motivation to write, to

express himself through drama, became the dominant force in
him and he turned his attention to the stage.

He has never

lost interest in art and a number of paintings hanging on
the walls of his Madrid apartment attest to his continued
production.
sion.

He has said that he paints now only for diver

In August,

duction:

19^7, he had three plays ready for pro

Historia de una escalera. En la ardiente

oscuridad, and Palabras en la arena.

Historia won the
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Lope de Vega prize and launched the dramatist on the way to
unqualified success and esteem in Spain.

He has had to

overcome some residual ill-will because of his service on
the Republican side, but his artistic triumph is now com
plete, owing to his undiminished ability, modesty, dignity,
and dedication to his work.
Buero married the actress Victoria Rodriguez in 1959,
and the union has produced two sons.

Now fifty-three years

old, the dramatist is tall, quite slim, and dark.

Aside

from his family, the theatre is very much the dominant
force and activity of his life.
B.

His Works
The first play, Historia de una escalera. was followed

by many others no less successful.

Las palabras en la

arena is a one-act tragedy which won the Premio Amigos de
los Quintero in 19^9.

It Is based on the biblical incident

of the adultress saved from stoning by Jesus, who wrote a
message in the sand which deterred the crowd.

En la

ardiente oscuridad. a three-act drama, was next, in 1950*
The setting is a school for the blind, and it marks the
a uthor’s increased concern for the need of a personal
philosophy of existence.

La te.ledora de suenos. a three-

act drama, was produced in 1952.

It presents the author's

views, for the first time, on the futility of war and the
tragedy of its consequences.

La senal aue se espera.

called by its author a oomedla dramatioa en tres actos.
1952, defends unpractical idealism and encourages the indi
vidual to have a dream and follow it.

Casi un cuento de

h a d a s . 1953, bears the subtitle, Una glosa de Perrault. and
deals with the role of love in making the world bearable,
and as a force for positive change.

Madrugada. 19531 is

called by Buero an episodio dramatico en dos actos.

It

narrates the existential agony and heroic effort of one
individual to discover two truths essential to her peace of
mind and future productivity.

Irene o .el tesoro. 195^, is

a fabula en tres actos which effectively demonstrates that
human kindness, goodness, is the most precious possession
that one may acquire.

Hoy es fiesta. 1956, called by the

author a tragicomedia en tres actos. dramatizes one m a n ’s
efforts to lead an authentic and. compassionate life, after
having been responsible for the death of his step-child.
This play was awarded the Premio Marfa Rolland for 1956,
the Premio Nacional de Teatro for 1957, and the Premio
Fundacion March de Teatro for 1959*

Buero's next work, Las

cartas boca aba.io. 1957, is a "tragedia espanola en dos
partes y cuatro cuadros" according to the dramatist, who
received for it again the Premio Nacional de Teatro in
1958.

The play deals with the effort of a husband to

assert his competence both at home and in his profession.
His wife works against him for selfish reasons and at stake
is the love and respect of their son.

The play to follow,

Un sonador para un pueblo. 1958, was characterized by Buero
as a version libre de un episodio historico. en dos partes.
For it he was awarded the Premio Marfa Holland in 1958, the
Premio Nacional de Teatro for 1959, and. the Premio de la
Crftioa de Barcelona in I960.

The agonist here is a

national leader who strives, and fails, to lead Spain into
modern times by overcoming his own failings, his wife's
obstruction, his friend's chicanery, and the nation's
indifference.

The next play, Las meninas;

Fantasfa

velazquena en dos partes. I960, brought the Premio Marfa
Holland once more to the dramatist.

The play creates a

historical setting to demonstrate a moral lesson and the
author's view of how and why the Velazquez masterpiece came
into being.

Next came Hamlet. Prfncipe de Dinamarca:

Version de Hamlet de Shakespeare. 1961.
El concierto de San Ovidio:

It was followed by

Parabola en tres actos,

1962,

for which Buero was awarded the Premio Larra for 1961-1962.
The play deals with exploitation of the blind and condi
tions leading to a change of attitude regarding development
of their potentiality.

Next came Aventura en lo grls;

dos

actos jr un sueno. 1963, which details the failure of a dic
tator as both an authentic leader and human being.

The

following play was an adaptation of Brecht's famous work,
Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder. 19^1:
cora.le de Bertolt Brecht. 1966.
Buero's El tragaluz:

Version de Madre

This was followed by

Experimento en dos partes. 1967, a
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work that dramatizes the forces of life, death, decay, and
destruction at work within one family which represents
present-day society.

The author has indicated that still

another play is awaiting production.

The tentative title

is La doble historia del Doctor Vo l m y . which was first
written in 196^.
Three of the dramatist's works have been made into
films.

Historia de una escalera and Madrugada were com

pleted in Spain while En la ardiente oscuridad was filmed
in Argentina, under a different title.

His plays have been

translated for distribution in Germany, Prance, Italy,
Portugal, The Netherlands, Norway, Hungary, The Ukraine,
Czechoslavakia, The United States, Brazil, and Japan.
Buero visited the United States in the spring of 1966 to
speak at a number of universities during a tour which
lasted two months.

Clearly, he is on the way to achieving

world recognition just as he has established dominance of
serious drama in Spain.
C.

His Existentialism
One might say that Buero has followed Ortega's advice

regarding the significant role of history, for the
dramatist uses it most effectively to point out man's past
errors while avoiding the temptation to supply easy answers
for complex problems.

His drama dwells on the flaws of men

and the destructive tendencies of an impersonal society.
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Each play presents individuals who have come to a cross
roads.

The correct choice depends on each agonist and his

particular circumstances, but there is, apparently, one
best decision.

Buero1s historical frame of reference is

the one outlined by Ortega, and within each drama the lifesize (non-epic) hero is an existential individual whose
quest is self-identity and authentic, personal expression
in the manner prescribed by Unamuno.

Society's abstrac

tions are stripped away to reveal undisguised personal,
emotions and aspirations.

Buero's agonist seeks peace,

love, and compassion, and those conditions which are pecu
liar to his own philosophy of existence.

The past is a

guide, the present a task, and the future a promise.

There

are few assurances and no guarantees.
D.

Existential Drama
Buero's drama reveals the traditional Spanish duality

of faith and reason, good and evil, ideal and real.

Con

trast and conflict is the method of character development
in his plays.

The motivating force in each is the agon

ists' attempt to attain a non-existent security.

One does

not escape what one is because the roots of insecurity are
personal and permanent.

The individual must change, must

in some way create his own security, because the external
world guarantees nothing but eventual death.
stresses faith and quixotic idealism.

Buero's drama

The world is what we
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think it to be, or what we make it, and not what it may
appear.

The individual need not bow to life's hypocrisies

and must, above all, not bargain his soul for economic
security.

Death in Buero's drama is an end to suffering

for some, the punishment of evil for others.

Death is not

the worst thing; evil in life is more terrible.

Each

living man defies death and yet contributes to the death of
others in countless ways.

The individual is free within

the context of circumstance and Buero merely reminds us of
this fact and the necessity for conscious, positive action.
Most men can save themselves, but not all men.
salvation comes only with death.

For some,

Salvation in life, as

Buero sees it, refers to adaptation by the individual so as
to survive without being a parasite or pestilence to those
within his sphere of activity.

Man is the existential

cause of his present life and, consequently, must accept
the fate that follows as a consequence of action, even if
it be death.
Buero has no specific concern for political, social,
or economic institutions.
propagandist.

He is neither overt reformer nor

More than anything the dramatist is an

investigator who asks why one acts as he does, in order to
establish cause and effect and thus to project the moral of
each play.

Of his technique, Buero says:

otra cosa que eso todo arte:

"Acaso no es

una interrogacion al misterio

de la realidad, sostenida por encima de las fugaces
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respuestas que se van desplazando a lo largo de las
epocas.**2

It disturbs him, as it does Ortega, that man has

not learned from past mistakes.

His drama presents an

evolving yet relatively changeless world in which environ
mental imperatives differ in degree but not in nature.

By

synthesizing individual virtues and vices he makes all men
see themselves in his characters.

While he espouses no

transitory political, economic, or social system, he does
hope to affect the mainstream of Spanish society and influ
ence it toward responsible decisions.

Buero1s drama is not

overly intellectual and the essential ideas are easily com
municated.

It is, however, a drama of conflicting ideas,

and of anguished persons whose aspirations may be universal
but whose lives are passionately individualistic.

The

dramatic technique incorporates a great variety of devices.
Order and purpose are achieved by judicious selection and
restraint.

It is his great discipline and dedication as an

artist that has made Buero so effective and prolific.
arguments for peace,

His

love, and compassion are ancient

Christian exhortations which the dramatist makes topical
and relevant.

He has a sure dramatic instinct for select

ing eternal themes and for making them vital to our own
age.

The plays vary greatly as to setting and situation,

and they should not be classified by such external charac
teristics.

It is Buero*s intention to explore the many

facets of human interaction, and it is this continuing
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inquiry, and not original technical devices, that reveals
his significance.

It is important to note that his dra

matic themes, structure, characterization, and motivation
are repetitive, although certainly not formulized.
E.

Thesis Drama
The thesis of each play is communicated with clarity

and persuasion through the medium of closely-controlled
plot technique.

Nothing is left to doubt or chance.

audience is not given a choice;

The

it is never independent.

The dramatist rules out improvisation or artistic nuance
that might reduce thematic clarity and integrity.

To a

great extent Buero is the author of well-made plays, but he
is spared the usual criticism for this.

In the hands of a

man with so much imagination and skill, ideas and dramatic
situation merge into engrossing experience.

With a less

capable dramatist the audience would anticipate the outcome
and resent the intermittent lecture on ethics and morality.
Buero holds his audience to the end and even beyond, for
the painful experience, the accuracy of his intuition and
evocation, cause one to recreate mentally the dramatic
events for days afterward.

One is drawn back to see or

read it again only to discover new and more subtle points
of impact.

In this way Buero molds the conscience of his

audience so that it conforms to his own.

The spectators

immediately identify themselves with characters who are

life-size and not heroic in the traditional sense.

The

weak hero accepts his limitations and strives to escape a
confining environment,

to adjust to it, or to seek the best

available alternative.

The agonist-hero is honorable and

comparatively innocent, a victim of an oppressive individ
ual or society.

The agonist may accept or choose death as

his solution or, he may seek a reconciliation and compro
mise with the oppressor.

Mood is dictated by the nature of

the personal struggle and by the secondary striving
against personal,

social, economic, or political inertia.

The dual conflict, man struggling to rise above both him
self and his environment, makes the thesis or underlying
message appear to be as valid as the theme, or narrative
thread, which holds the play together.
Buero Vallejo avoids satire,
exaggeration.

cynicism, and unnecessary

Personal differences, particularly faults,

are visible but not offensively obvious.

Characters repre

sent good and evil not as saints and sinners but as ordi
nary people with the usual, but no less significant,
tues and vices.

vir

Every agonist is confronted by unavoidable

problems arising from personality and past life.
seeking identity and fulfillment,
through romantic illusions.

Each is

or perhaps escape,

His hero is generally never

far from tragedy which is shown as an antidote for pessi
mism and nihilism:
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Yo me veo por dentro como un hombre y un
escritor de tendencia tr^fgica, que es,
aproximadamente, lo contrario de pesimismo
a secas . . . .
La tragedia teatral es signo
de ... esa risa valorosa y conmovida que se
exhala sin cerrar los ojos.
Es el signo de
la vitalidad de un pueblo ant,e su destino.
Espana necesita un teatro tragico.3

F.

Underlying Themes
It is important to note that critical analysis of

Buero Vallejo has been thus far largely concerned with the
externals of plot, characterization, dialogue, and theat
rical technique.

Below these surface characteristics the

development of his dramatic philosophy and motivation, as
translated into living theatre, have scarcely been
explored.

It is the intention of this writer to develop

the underlying themes of Buero's drama and to draw signifi
cant parallels with men, primarily Unamuno and Ortega y
Gasset, who have influenced his thought and work.

From

Unamuno the dramatist has learned to show life as a neverending struggle for personal truth, love, and faith,
against a world which tends to overcome man by abstract
ideas, materialism, and by the pursuit of pleasure.

Like

both Unamuno and Ortega, Buero has learned the importance
of history and the historical process of the past living in
the present and striving for renewal in the future.
of his plays have direct reference to history:

Some

La te.iedora

de suenos. Un sonador para un pueblo. Las menlnas. El
concierto de San Ovidio. and El tragaluz.

Other plays deal
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with life as personal history and must be recognized as
such if one is to grasp the unifying principles at work in
all of the plays.

Coupled with the aspect of history, be

it national, biblical, or personal,
moral principle in every drama.

is the presence of a

Buero reproduces,

in the

small world of each play, the recurrent problems and con
flicts which plague men in perpetual Cain-Abel relation
ships.

He strikes the same responsive chords in successive

plays and the discerning critic perceives similarities that
attest to the timeless quality of human existence.

The

hero is often an agonist in but not of the world, a vulner
able, sensitive, compassionate individual seeking human
love and peace with dignity.
The dramatist proceeds quickly from the general situa
tion to the specific individual and his problem.
follows a gradual,

There

sustained, development whereby dramatic

tension and reality are maintained.

His conclusion is

usually not a happy one but it is always satisfactory,
given the circumstances, and in retrospect appears inevi
table.

He does not soften or avoid the unpleasant ending

for therein lies his message.

His existentialism is Chris

tian, and it therefore does not recognize death as the
final end of man.

He presents unfulfilled, unrequited, and

undeserved love as but a few variations on the theme of
unhappy love.

A wide range of other human problems are

treated as well.

Social drama generally takes three

different levels of theatrical presentation:

the problem

play, the thesis play, and the propaganda play.
states a problem objectively and stops there.

The first
The thesis

play presents a problem and then the dramatist's argument
for corrective action.

The propaganda play offers both a

problem and the author's argument for corrective action,
but it is very subjective and over-simplified in regard to
right and wrong, and it is highly inflammatory so as to
incite the audience to immediate, corrective action.

All

three forms restrain characterization inasmuch as charac
ters must enhance the problem and the author's answers to
it, all of which requires team effort and prevents the
excesses of individualism which distinguish outstanding
dramatic characters,

such as Macbeth.

Buero's agonist is a

modest, reluctant, hero motivated by quijoxtic, impracti
cal, idealism.

He may suffer from a physical or mental

affliction, but his anguish,

in every case, stems from

oppressive individuals motivated by greed,
revenge, or ambition.

jealousy,

Characterization in Buero's drama

reveals balance and symmetry, and both dialogue and action
are similarly restrained.

Respect is observed for the

unities of time, place, and action; and the entire theat
rical vehicle remains on the channel desired by the author.
His complete control insures a smoothly functioning, wellbalanced play, which both satisfies the audience and
demonstrates the playwright's message.

The lack of freedom
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prevents falter and failure, but it also prevents a charac
ter or play from soaring to heights not anticipated by the
audience.

It is the view of this writer that Buero Vallejo

can be profitably compared with Calderon de la Barca,
because both men are dedicated yet restrained moralists,
and both completely dominate their own dramatic form as
well as the dramatic climate of Spain.

Calderon is more

subtle, more intellectual, but Buero is the greater crafts
man, the more polished artistically and technically.

Both

are eminent men of their own time who possess an eloquent
voice directed to the humanization and purification of the
audience.

B u e r o 1s moral specifics are perfectly in tune

with the times, and his views emerge from the recurrent
themes in his works.

He is most concerned about personal

morality, even when dealing with national leaders.

He

appears to advocate a modest withdrawal from a society that
corrupts by inducement to pragmatic conformity.
G.

Repetitive Aspects
Details from a few Buero plays, with reference to

repetitive characteristics of his drama as a whole, will
serve to clarify the author's intention and method as per
ceived by this writer.

Buero starts with human nature and,

avoiding psychological determinism and artistic escapism,
he develops the character's life and environment, his cul
ture, history, family, and human condition.

The leading

character creates his own future by present action but the
nourishment for change must reach his roots, deep in the
past.

The past, then, must be recognized and accepted as

fact.

The dramatist stresses people rather than events.

History is m a n ’s daily life and it is to this that man is
committed and for this that he is responsible.

The most

pervasive note in all of Buero's drama is the failure of
someone in a position of responsibility:

parent, national

leader, son, citizen, spouse, to accept that responsibility
* ...

and discharge it with justice and compassion.

Buero's

drama points a finger at every man and asks him to account
for himself as a socially responsible human being.

The

first play considered is Buero's initial effort and dra
matic success, Historia de una escalera.
The author presents four families shown in three gen
erations, all of whom live in a low-rent apartment house.
The central stairway is the center of action as the point
of connection between the characters.

Ten years pass

between Acts I and II, and twenty years between Acts II and
III.

History is shown repeating itself as the love between

Fernando and Carmina is reenacted by his son and her
daughter following the failure of the older couple to bring
their love and dreams to fruition.

The characters are

similar in. both generations for young Fernando declares his
love and promises both marriage and the extraordinary
effort required to make himself successful and wealthy.

An abulico. the elder Fernando sacrificed his love and
dream for a marriage of convenience with Elvira, the
spoiled daughter of a successful neighbor.

Carmina is

forced to marry a friend in order to support her mother
since her brother, a wastrel, refuses to support even him
self.

This brother seduces one of the young girls in the

building and then later abandons her as well as his family.
Fernando's marriage is not happy, and the security for
which he married soon evaporates.
ness, internal as well as external,

His failure and shoddi
is made apparent in

Act II, when he appears as the father of Fernando, hijo.
The latter and Carmina, hija are similarly in love and
yearning to escape and to build the world of their dreams.
As the boy repeats the extravagant boast that his father
once made to her mother, these parents accidentally appear
at the top of the stairs and stand transfixed across the
stairwell, recalling their own young dream and subsequent
failure.

The play ends thus, with the audience left to

wonder, with Buero Vallejo, whether the young couple will
succeed.

The author says he did not wish to suggest the

outcome because no one can predict what similar people will
do with comparable opportunities.^

The elder Fernando,

however, proved to be a failure; and Buero touches on his
problem in this exchange between the elder Fernando and his
friend Urbano, when both were young enough to create the
life they sought.
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Fernando:
Urbano:

Fernando:

Ya lo vereraos. Desde manana
raismo ... .
Siempre es desde manana.
I Por
que no has hecho desde ayer, o
desde hace un mes? Porque^no
puedes.
Porque eres un sonador.
I Y un gandul! ...
y
Que el tiempo lo dira todo.
Y
que te emplazo.
Sf, te emplazo
para dentro de ... diez anos,
por ejemplo. Veremos para ^
entonces quien ha llegado mas
lejos; si tu con tu sindicato
o yo con mis proyectos.5

Fernando fails because he is lazy, but also because he
cannot accept the present and the past and then build upon
both.

He thus has his past and present misery and dreams

of a happy future without a means of passing from one to
the other.

His inability and unwillingness

to cope with

the present

are the clues to

his inevitable

failure,as

revealed by

his words to the

young, adoring

Carmina:

Carmina, desde manana voy a trabajar de
firme por tf. Quiero salir de esta pobreza,
de este sucio ambiente.
Salir y sacarte a
tf. Dejar para siempre
los chismorreos, las
broncas entre vecinas. ... Acabar con la
angustia del dinero escaso, de los favores
que abochornan como una bofetada, de los
padres que nos abruman con su torpeza y su
carino servil, irracional.°
Buero implies that all the ingredients for existential
failure and frustration are here.

The young man gives no

proof of industry or the capacity for sustained effort.
Most significantly, he does not have a job and wants to
abandon his parents.

It is made clear that one's family,

origin, and environment are an integral part of a person
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which must be assimilated before future development is pos
sible.

One cannot discard these factors anymore than he

can step out of his skin.

Buero inserts the following quo

tation at the beginning of the published version of the
play.

The moral is clear.
Porque el hi jo deshonra al padre, la hija se
levanta contra la madre, la nuera contra su
suegra:
y los enemigos del hombre son los de
su casa.7
Fernando failed himself, Carmina, and all the neigh

bors subsequently affected by both unhappy marriages.

He

failed his son as well because the b o y ’s ambition is the
same as the father's and the latter1s weakness places the
son in the same difficult position.

The existential idea,

of each man causing ripples on the ocean of humanity, is
clear here.

The dramatist has constructed a tightly con

trolled plot for this play, and the subplots are but varia
tions of the same theme.

It is a dramatic parallel of

Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, with each of the four families
providing different insights into the same cycle of
poverty, laziness, weakness, frustration,
and failure.

With this play the author,

irresponsibility,
for the first

time, awakens his audience to its responsibilities as he
sees them.

In En la ardiente oscuridad, the blind boy

Ignacio reveals what existential anguish and action sig
nify for him:
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Ignacio:

J S^! jVer!
Aunque se que es
imposible, * verl Aunque en este
deseo se consuma est^rilmente mi
vida entera, I quiero ver!
No
puedo conforraarme. No debemos
conformarnos. \ Y menos sonreir!
Y resignarse con vuestra estupida
alegr£a de ciegos, {nunca! Y
aunque, no haya ninguna mujer de
corazon que sea capaz de acornpanarme en mi calvario, marchare
solo, negandome a vivir resignado,
I porque quiero ver!°

Buero indicated^ that this young man represents purity
of existential spirit and complete honesty, however painful
and tragic in life.

Ignacio is killed by Carlos, a fellow

student, and the latter absorbs the dead man's spirit in a
way reminiscent of Unamuno's drama El otro.
The next play, La te.iedora de suenos. illuminates the
character of the traditionally heroic soldier, but in this
case, one who fights for the pleasure of it, who stays away
longer than he must, and who sacrifices his family to his
own stupid pride.

Ulysses is the bad authority-figure

here, a failure as king, husband,

and father.

The existen

tialist view is presented by the innocent suitor before he
is slain by Ulysses:
Anfino:

Yo defendf a Penelope, Ulises.
Pero
acepto morir a tus manos.
Me matas
porque tu est^is muerto ya; acuerdate
de lo que te digo. La muerte es
nuestro gran sueno.
Morir en vida es
peor; prefiero hacerlo ahora.
Gracias
por tu flecha, Ulises.
La muerte es
nuestro gran sueno liberador.^O
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Buero believes death is a great sleep, the legitimate
dream of those whose lives are insurmountable as well as
unbearable.

Physical death is always preferable to spiri

tual death (evil) in life.
Buero says he chose:
... a traves del mito del Penelope en lugar
de escribir la historia de cualquiera mujer
de nuestros d£as que tenga el marido en un
fuente de lucha, porque este mito ejemplariza a tales historias con una intensidad acendrada por los siglos.H
Buero Vallejo calls death the great sleep in Anfino's
speech above, but the same word is used frequently by him
to denote the dream in life, or of life, in the tradition
of Caldero'n de la Barca and Miguel de Unamuno.

In Buero's

La senal cue se espera the dream is interpreted as faith
without which man cannot live, much less work.

The agon

ist, Luis, is a musician obsessed with the idea that he
will be given a sign from heaven in the form of the wind
playing an Aeolian harp.

Enrique is the typical Buero

skeptic, a successful, pragmatic, materialist who does not
believe in dreams,
Luis:
.
Enrique:
Luis:
Enrique:
Luis:
Enrique:

in faith, or in heaven.

i Te digo que la senal sonara!
No,. Luis; no sonara.
I Por que no?
Te lo he dicho muchas veces:
porque es imposible.
Es necesario que suene.
/
Pues bien, amigo mio:
sonara.
(Breve pausa.)
Pero en
suenos .....
Intentalo.
Las
cosas no vienen del c i e l o . 1 2
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Later, the harp does play and Luis regains his peace
of mind and creative capacity, through faith.
In the next play, Casi un cuento de hadas. faith and
love are combined to provide the will to existential
action.

Princess Leticia is restored to mental health and

emotional strength through the power of love.

When she

allows her parents to deprive her of this love, she reverts
to a state of mental inbalance and emotional passivity.
Her lover is strong enough to right the situation and
restore her to health forever.

True love thus must never

be denied because it gives one added courage to confront
life.
Madrugada is a mystery morality play in which the
existential agonist, a widow, overcomes her enemies by a
heroic exercise of will, faith, and courage.
her enemies,

She uncovers

confirms her husband's love, and then uses her

wealth to help those most worthy of assistance.
The dramatist, in his own words,

"ha querido presentar,

siquiera en esbozo, algunas de las pasiones, nobles o
impuras, que a todos nos

m u e v e n . " 1^

All of the incidents

point up Buero's attitudes toward family life and the con
duct of honorable and compassionate individuals.
Irene o el tesoro reveals the usual Buero Vallejo con
trasts between idealism and materialism, between strong,
oppressive figures and weak, vulnerable ones.
themes appear also:

Familiar

avarice, parental neglect, personal
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irresponsibility, true love struggling to survive in a
hostile environment.

The money-lender Dimas dehumanizes

his family and, in turn, is committed sane to an asylum for
the insane by his vengeful, greedy wife.

Love comes too

late to save Irene in life, but she is saved in death by
two miraculous figures from the heavenly world.
goodness is the treasure cited in the title.

Human

La V o z . from

the other world, tells the boy duende in Dimas' house:
Has venido a' una casa bien triste, hi jo mfo.
Y hay muchas asf. En todas ellas viven,
como aqu.{, pobres seres que solo alientan
para sus mezquindades, sin sospechar
siquiera que el misterio los envuelve. I*
Death for Irene is an escape from her unbearable life.
The fault is not Daniel's; he is anxious to marry her even
if it is proven that she is mentally ill, as he tells her:
Yo ya no quiero comprenderte sino
quererte.
£ Que vale la razdn? Esta
enganosa razon de tejas para abajo puede
ser, quiza, una gran locura. i No te asustes!
Las palabras no valen nada.
Lo que la razon,
poco m^s o raenos. Es el sentimiento el que
nos salva.15

Buero reiterates the pronounced Christian existential
view which he shares with Unamuno, when he has Daniel say:
t Yo comprendere/ todo lo que til quieras!
Cuando estudiaba, comprendi a Santa Teresa,
y a San Juan de la Cruz. Tambien ellos
vivfan en un mundo donde les pasaban cosas
maravillosas ... . Locos les decfan. Y
es que eran santos. Yo te comprendo ya, mi
santita.l®
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In the same quixotic vein, La Voz tells the duende
that the wisdom of men is insanity and their insanity can
well be wisdom, a statement with which Ortega and Unamuno
would agree.

In an Unamunian discussion of existence the

duende claims his existence is established by that of his
master, La Voz.

When La Voz denies this the duende asks if

Irene has imagined them both.
negative,

The master replies in the

saying that Irene cannot even hear La Voz.

La Voz then affirms, for Buero, that he, the duende. and
heaven, do exist.
Buero's thesis is that goodness is the hidden treasure
in each individual, a treasure which is lost when hoarded.
Man should spend of it and live his dreams.

Preceding the

published version of the play is this quotation:
El secreto del alma redimida:
vivir los
suenos al sonar la vida. M. de Unamuno
(Cancionero)!?

M l es fiesta is one of Buero Vallejo's outstanding
plays, because of the number of characters and variety of
social relationships examined and evaluated.

Neighbors,

lovers, friends, and enemies are paired for effective
interaction.

Contrasts are clear and significant as the

agonist Silverio strives to be a good man by living more
humbly than his great talent would permit if he had mate
rialistic ambitions.

Silverio is a good husband, a good

friend and neighbor.

He prevents a suicide,

saves a
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love-affair, prevents violence and cruelty, and then is
left desolate when his wife dies, alone with the guilt of
having neglected his stepchild so that she was accidentally
killed.

His wife never knew; she died happy, hut Silverio

hated the child horn of a rapist soldier.

The child’s

death affected the mother's health, and Silverio was to pay
for his lack of compassion when a young man.
Every element of plot reinforces the author's conten
tion that life is far from ideal, that it can he borne only
with patience, hope, and love.

Silverio is a model man

who, because of past mistakes, takes a wiser approach to
life and lives in peace with himself and others.

His exis

tential will is used to withdraw from a life of false
values.

He explains the significance of this holiday to

his friend and thereby conveys Buero*s thesis that there is
no time to delay self-improvement:
En la vida todo es tan oscuro, y tan misterioso. ... Y los homhres somos tan
pequenos ... . Quiza cada uno tiene solo
un dia, o unos pocos dias, de clarividencia
y de bondad.^®
When his friend answers that Silverio always does the
right thing, and that every day is the right one to act
properly, Silverio again speaks for Buero Vallejo.
Dehieran serlo, al menos.
Pero hay d£as ...
en que todos nos sale afuera lo peor, las
cosas m^s brutales e inconfesables. Dfas en
que nos convertimos en otra persona ... .
Una persona odiosa, que llevabamos dentro
sin saberlo . . . .
Y esa4 persona somos
nosotros mismos . . . .
6 Coraprendes?19
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The author's next play, Las cartas boca aba.1o , probes
the personal life of one family and reveals the damage
resulting from the failure of love, trust, compassion,
integrity, and cooperation.
unhappy results.

Each one goes his own way with

As usual, the dramatist resolves the con

flict so as to shed light on the dark side of each charac
ter's hidden nature.

The ending is, as in so many of Buero

Vallejo plays, a second beginning.

As Juan, the husband,

tells his wife in the final act:
Quiza esta noche logremos lo que no hemos
logrado durante anos:
poner las cartas boca
arriba, confiar el uno en el otro; aprender,
en definitiva ... , a envejecer juntos.20
Un sonador para un pueblo presents another unhappy
marriage, this one between the King's First Minister and
his wife,

in eighteenth-century Spain.

An enlightened

reformer, Esquilache, is defeated by his wife's misuse of
his high office, by the opposition of Spain's aristocracy,
Churchmen, and gullible masses, and finally, by the treach
ery of his most trusted friend and ally.

Going into exile

he leaves behind his only remaining friend, the servant
Fernandita who symbolizes the good pueblo.

Within her she

carries an unborn child who suggests hope for the future.
The father of this child symbolizes the ignorant, violent,
bad pueblo. and Fernandita chooses to leave him and return
to her family, to give birth and to raise the child prop
erly.

Based on historical incidents, this play implies
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certain parallels with Spain's recent past, and the need
for personal,

social, and political renovation.

Buero

often has recourse to history for dramatic themes, perhaps
for the same reason that Elfas,

in Hoy es fiesta, gives for

his reading of old magazines:
... quiza lo hago por ver en ellas algun
reflejo de un porvenir mejor.21
The dramatist speaks to the audience,

to the Spanish

pueblo. through Esquilache when the latter tells his ser
vant :

i Creo en ti, Fernandita!

El pueblo no es el
infierno que has visto:, El pueblo eres tt£!
Esta en ti ... . i Esta, agazapado, en
vuestros corazones!
Tal vez pasen siglos
antes que comprenda ... . Tal vez nunca
cambie su /Espana7 triste oscuridad por la
luz ... . Pero Jde vosotros^depende!
£ Serais capaces?
£ Seras tu c a p a z ? 2 2

The spirit of the Generation of 1898 is manifest in this
drama, in the preoccupation with the heart and soul of
Spain, in the symbolism of the pueblo.

Significantly, the

dramatist dedicates this play to a great poet of the Gen
eration, one who, together with Unamuno and Ortega, is con
sidered by Buero to be his spiritual precursor.

The dedi

cation reads:
A la luminosa memoria de Don Antonio Machado
que sono una Espana joven.23
The reference here is to Machado's poem "Una Espana
joven," in which the poet reminds the reader that today is
the tomorrow which was so eagerly anticipated yesterday,
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the tomorrow for which a younger Spain was preparing
itself.

But Spain today still endures its shortcomings and

the poet therefore admonishes youth to act now, if it has
the will, and to go forward with the purity, clarity, and
strength of a diamond,

toward the divine light.

Las meninas is Buero's historical interpretation of
the seventeenth-century painting by Diego Velazquez.

Buero

believes that the painter intended the masterpiece to be
critical of the Court and the religious and political situ
ation of the time.

The dramatist takes this presumption

and proceeds to document the corruption, hypocrisy, and
irresponsibility that might have motivated the painting and
accounted for the figures as

they appear on canvas.

Velazquez is a modest genius

and sincere critic who tries

to correct what lies within his power to change.

He is a

victim of hypocrisy on the part of the King and a selfrighteous lady at Court, and a victim of treachery by his
ambitious cousin and mediocre colleagues.

He survives

against overwhelming odds but rather than victory, or even
vindication, he is commanded by the King to accept the
status quo.

Velazquez does so and therein lies Buero*s

thesis that the struggle must go on as long as life does.
Buero Vallejo's drama reveals his agreement with Unamuno
that life is synonymous with

struggle and anxiety.

never eliminated, but it can

and must be conquered, or

contained, repeatedly.

Evil is

The inadequacy of authoritarian
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figures is again made clear.
king, and father.

The King is a failure as man,

The First Minister is corrupt, and the

artist's wife is both unreasonably jealous and lacking in
faith.

Only youth, as represented by the Infanta, is pure,

loyal, and honest, as again this dramatist reveals how weak
and evil people are drawn together in mutual defense
against a man of singular character, talent, and intelli
gence.
El concierto de San Ovidio is another historically
oriented morality play.

Set in eighteenth-century Paris,

the plot concerns the efforts of a blind agonist to pursue
a professional career as a musician.

He is thwarted by a

viciously materialistic impresario who finds more profit in
the satirical exploitation of blind musicians than in help
ing them to achieve professional excellence.

In collusion

with the impresario are the police, while other weak vic
tims contribute to the failure of the agonist to free him
self and them.

The other blind musicians, their tutor, the

tradesmen, even the impresario Valindin's mistress, all are
caught up in one man's quest for money and position.

The

agonist, David, kills the evil man and is then betrayed by
his best friend because of jealousy.

After a time lapse of

thirty years the audience is advised that David was exe
cuted for the crime, the mistress thrown into the street,
and the informer reduced to the life of a blind beggar.

A

historical character who participated in the earlier events
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now speaks of progress in attitudes and learning tech
niques, developed in part because of the unfortunate past
events in the play, which portend a more normal and produc
tive life for blind persons.

The play ends on the optimis

tic note, in the nineteenth century, that the blind will
one day function in the trades and professions.

The exis

tential agonist again is shown by Buero Vallejo as one who
must express his individuality, regardless of the conse
quences.

His anguish and alienation are apparent, as is

the fact that weak individuals, such as the other blind and
victimized musicians, too often contribute to their own
self-debasement and destruction.

The dramatic metaphor of

blindness again questions the nature of spiritual blindness
in the world.
Aventura en lo gris was first written in 19^9 and not
approved for production by the authorities.

He rewrote the

play in 1963 and succeeded in having it produced.

Buero

explains why he thought it worth saving:
En la vida de todo escritor hay obras que,
por insalvables, se olvidan para siempre en
el caj<&i; pero junto a ellas puede haber
alguna que el autor no se resigne a dar por
perdida.
En mi opinion, Aventura en lo gris
debfa ser salvada:
tiene aspectos que,
incluso en su redaccion definitive, no me
gustan, pero posee otros, a mi juicio, de
cierta validez y claramente conectados,
sobre todo, cpn mis preocupaciones
dramaticas mas permanentes.24
The setting is a small European nation in the process
of being invaded and defeated.

The fleeing dictator stops
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at a roadside shelter near the border.
by Ana, his secretary and mistress.

He is accompanied

The shelter also har

bors a famous historian who had been discredited by the
dictator prior to the invasion.

Others present include a

young soldier traveling with a woman and her infant child,
a durable peasant who has learned the art of survival by
bitter experience, and a pampered woman of the upper class
who quickly adjusts to the new rules for her survival.

The

disguised dictator Goldmann conceals the fact that he has
food although members of the group are starving.

His mis

tress Ana, however, secretly gives food to the young mother
and the famous professor.

During the night the mother is

slain and the next morning, by deduction and discussion, it
is determined that Goldmann is responsible.

His attempts

to bribe and cajole the others fail and the soldier then
shoots him as the others prepare to cross the border into a
neutral country.

The professor and Ana elect to remain at

the shelter with the orphaned and starving baby in the hope
that the coming invaders will give it medical attention.
Their decision means a willingness to die in order to save
the child.

The enemy arrives and the leader agrees to help

the infant inasmuch as it was born of a woman raped by one
of his soldiers.

The professor and Ana are then shot by

the soldiers, accepting death with quiet dignity and
serenity.
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As in Hoy es fiesta and Un sonador para un pueblo.
rape has accounted for the infant in this play.

The child

is a typical example of the innocent victim in Buero Val
lejo plays.

The professor is the agonist for whom death is

the desired end as a result of existential self-sacrifice.
The infant, representing the future hopes of the country,
is thus spared by a symbolic gesture.

The professor

explains to Ana that he must save the baby rather than
himself.
Es el nino el que no debe morir, Ana.
Y si
nos lo llevamos es su muerte segura.
Pero
hay una probabilidad de que ellos lo evacuen
hacia atras y le den leche ... , si yo
acierto a pedirselo.25
The point of the play is to unmask the so-called man
of action, the leader of the mob who is a law unto himself,
the leader of dreamers who prefer to let someone else act
for them, even if the so-called leader is less qualified.
As the professor says:
Usted pierde, Goldmann.
Pero me ha deparado
una expertencia extraordinaria, de la que no
hablare ... , (Mira a todos) porque ya veo
que serfa inutil . . . .
Y me ha dado con ella
una gran leccion. No se puede sonar; no se
debe sonar dejando las manos libres a quienes
no lo hacen.
Aunque, al final, sea el sonador
quien desenmascare al hombre de a c c i < £ n . 2 6
Again, when the professor accuses Goldmann, he accuses
the man of action who has no time for dreams, or ideals.
s£. Muerta por un hombre sin escrilpulos,
acostumbrado a coger a su paso el dinero, el
lujo, y las mujeres; un engrefdo, muy seguro
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de sus dotes de seduccion ... , un aprovechado que muerde por ultima vez en la carne
de la patria vencida antes de marcharse:
un
esclavo de su creciente debilidad por las
jovencitas ... . I Pero, eso si, un enfermo
muy vital! I No un pobre sonador como Carlos
/el soldado/,^no!
Un hombre ... de accion,
que^nunca suena v.. y que obra durante el
sueno de los demas.27
Buero Vallejo, an innocent victim of the Spanish Civil
War, has witnessed the sorrows of war along with the rise
and fall of men of action who resemble Goldmann.

One may

therefore assume some of the reasons which caused him to
resurrect this play and applaud his determination to make a
statement concerning military dictators and wars of aggres
sion.
B uero’s recent drama, El tragaluz. develops the same
theme of war and its consequences for ordinary people
caught up in it.

The dramatist again utilizes the histori

cal perspective, and he does so by projecting the narration
into the future.

Two investigadores. a young man and woman

of the twenty-second century,

introduce the play and com

ment upon the moral implications of the story.

The setting

is contemporary Madrid and the chief characters are members
of the same family.
mentally deranged.
and lively.

The father is about seventy-five and
The mother is not as old and is alert

Two bachelor sons appear, one about forty and

the other in his mid-thirties.

The girl in the play is the

older brother's secretary and mistress.

The family lives

in a basement apartment in which the living room has a

tragaluz at sidewalk level.

The bemused father spends his

time cutting figures out of magazines and postcards, always
inquiring "<*Quien es?"

He asks the same question concern

ing his wife and sons because he cannot remember them.

The

younger son, Mario, lives with his parents and supports
them by proofreading manuscripts for publishers.
son, Vicente,

The older

is a prosperous editor who owns a nice car

and apartment of his own.

He visits the family monthly

with money for the mother, magazines for the father, and
manuscripts for Mario to proofread.

Tension between the

brothers erupts when Mario rejects Vicente's offer of a job
as editorial assistant.

Mario's unyielding existential

integrity causes him to forego this opportunity because he
knows that company policy will compromise his convictions.
Vicente, the pragmatist,

is outraged and disgusted as Mario

reminds him that he had managed to support the family when
Vicente deserted it after the war.

The friction grows as

Mario discovers new meaning in the musings of his old
father.

He recalls that Vicente remained on the train

returning to postwar Madrid when the rest of the family got
off to spend the night in a station.

Their two-year old

sister died of hunger shortly thereafter.

Another aspect

of the play is the love shared by Mario and Vicente's
secretary.

When he learns that she has been his brother's

mistress, he refuses to see her.

She is later admitted to

the house and announces that she is pregnant.

Vicente
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reacts with predictably selfish evasion of responsibility.
There follows a climactic scene in which Mario establishes
that Vicente caused his father's insanity by deserting the
family first as a boy on the train and then again upon
reaching manhood.

The father became insane after the sec

ond desertion because of what the doctor described as a
latent condition stemming from the earlier desertion.
Mario explains that the boy Vicente had taken the family's
small food supply when he remained on the train, and thus
occasioned the death of his baby sister.

Vicente asks to

be left alone with the father and then confesses the truth
of Mario's charges, believing that the old man cannot com
prehend.

As Vicente talks, half to himself,

the father

rises and stabs him repeatedly in the back with his scis
sors until the son slumps dead on the floor.

Mario accuses

himself of the guilt for this latest tragedy, and blames
the war for his brother's conduct on the train.
asks the girl to forgive and to marry him.

He then

She agrees when

assured that he wants and needs her.
In the writer's view, this is Buero's most powerful
drama, an artistic quest for human truth,
integrity.

identity, and

The father's ceaseless question,

“^Quien es?,"

with its many variants, becomes a demand which is taken up
b y Mario and made the central point of the play.

Buero is

asking each member of the audience to put the question to
himself, to examine his conscience and conduct.

The father
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is another example of the locura which conceals and defends
innocence,

idealism, and wisdom.

The author explains:

El tragaluz "es," efectivamente, la plasmacion
de la problematica del padre ... . Sabemos
que ... es un hombre psfquicamente trastornado
y que, por ello, su visidn de la realidad es
deforme. Ahora bien, sucede, y esto a^mi me
parece valido tanto en el sentido dramatico y
poetico como filosofico, que a veces el
trastorno mental de un hombre le'lleva a
intuiciones profundas y lticidas que la razon
vulgar ignora. La pregunta, aparentemente
trastornada e incoherente del padre, es
elaborada y racionalizada por el hi jo menor,
convirtiendola en un conato de teoria sobre
la realidad. Yo diria que en este preciso
sentido padre e hi jo s i estan cargados de
razon.28
It is Buero Vallejo's preoccupation with the nature
and forms of reality which has led him, like Unamuno, to
continue refining the process of exploration.

Par from

artistic affectation, Buero's themes are like Ortega's
ever-narrowing concentric circles.
Antonio Machado's poetry,

His goal, like that of

is human truth and reality,

stripped of adornment:
Efectivamente— y en esto entra el arte ^con
todo lo que pueda tener de investigacion
sobre lo real, o mas precisamente de exploracion poetica de lo real— , muchas veces no
logramos obtener una vision justa de la
realidad y de las personas, tal vez por un
exceso de racionalizacion previa sobre ellas;
en cambio, en otras ocasiones, la observacidn aparentemente desprevenida e insolita—
un tic, una actitud inesperada, como, en el
caso de mi obra, la aparicidki repentina de
unas piernas a trav^s de un tragaluz— puede
revelarnos o, por lo menos, ponernos en la
pista de dimensiones muy aut^nticas de esas
personas y su contorno que se nos e s c a p a n . 2 9
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The conflict between the brothers is basic and
unavoidable because of differences in personality, charac
ter, and the accumulated experience which defines existen
tial being.

The past is real and the consequences are

unavoidable, as Buero suggests:
El hermano mayor se opone a esa vision de la
realidad:
La califica de fantasmagorfas de
mentes enfermas.
Sin embargo, no acaba de
creerlo del todo, puesto que el tragaluz,
todo lo que represents, va calando poco a
poco en el e inquietandole progresivamente.
Sin embargo, niega.
No es^posible conocer
el mundo de esta manera anomala y absurda.
Pero el hermano menor insiste:
por ah£
existen profundas vias de conocimiento.
De
esta forma, el tragaluz es efectivamente la
problematica del padre pero tambien una
muestra de las rafces interiores de la
rivalidad entre los hermanos. Y esta dimen
sion, ademas de ^inseparable, es tan funda
mental como a qu/ll a . 3 °
The girl in the triangle frequently posed by Buero
Vallejo is often the mistress of the oppressive male and
always his victim.

In El concierto de San Ovidio. Aventura

en lo gris. as well as the present play, the girl is both
secretary and mistress.
is no accident.

The repetition of such a character

As the author explains:

Como recordaras, en casi todas mis obras hay
una pareja masculina con una mujer en medio.
Tal vez yo no sea capaz de contestar con
lucidez (en respeto a la chica) ... ya que
esa situacion que se repite en mi teatro es
posible que este engarzada a alguna de mis
vivencias mas profundas y que, por ello, no
sea consciente de todas sus implicaciones,
... creo que la funcion de esta chica en la
obra tiene importancia.
En primer lugar
porque es otra victima.
Fue explotada y
v^ctima y desde antes del comienzo de la
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obra:
a causa de una situacion rural
insoportable que la obligo a emigrar a la
ciudad. Pero en la ciudad la esperaban
nuevos problemas, los tfpicos de una muchacha que llega a ella en sus condiciones. ...
Tras de todas esas dificultades est£ tal vez
sintetizandolas, el fantasma o la imagen de
la prostitucion. En suma, ha venido a la
ciudad como una especie de destino:
a
prostituirse de una o de otra manera.31
The girl, Buero tells us, has become a victim by
merely coming to the city.

The familiar existential theme

of exploitation and dehumanization in the populous city is
apparent here.

Unamuno and Ortega dwelt at some length on

this problem, as did Kierkegaard.

Buero continues his dis

cussion of the girl's role and significance.
Asi, pues, la chica es una vfctima y entra
por ello en la obra como un personaje que,
en sus significaciones generales, tiene todo
el derecho a entrar.
Es mas, nos permite
comprobrar una faceta fundamental del her
mano mayor, su faceta de explotador, o de
hombre que est^ encrustado en un mecanismo
de explotacion.
De esta forma, la chica ...
nos revela una dimension importante de otro
personaje; pero tambien, desde el punto de
vista de la lucha sorda, tremenda, que los
dos hermanos mantienen entre si, la mujer
juega siempre el papel de un gran pedi^
dramdtico, en el sentido de que acentua y
revela la verdadera condicion de esta l u c h a . 32
Buero finds human life complex and often illogical,
and he attempts to grasp it thus and to communicate its
subtleties.

This is his primary task, as he sees it.

Una dramaturgia a la altura de nuestro tiempo
no puede permitirse el lujo de simplificar ^la
reali,dad. Si en una corriente teatral esta
la logica de la investigation sociologica e
historica, en la otra esta el problema humano,
la investigacion de la vida y del individuo,
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tema que nunca puede estar lejos del escritor,
tema siempre candente.
Con frecuencia se
olvida esta circunstancia, porque la raagnitud
huraana del drama, del verdadero drama, es
dif£cilmente ponderable, posee demasiados
escapes ante una logica de primer grado.
Sin
embargo, para un dramaturgo, esa dificultad
nunca puede ser una excusa. ... El tragaluz
es, de alguna manera, una tentativa de recuperacion de valores humanos inmediatos que,
muchas veces, la urgente preocupacion por el
esquema sociologico nos hace olvidarlo.
Justo lo que el esquema sociologico olvida
queda en ella fuertemente potenciado, pero
sin que esta potenciacion contradiga al
esquema sociologico en cuanto tal.33
El tragaluz represents the greatest refinement in
Buero's existential development.

His dramas should be con

sidered as a pattern which reveals different views of man's
complex life within the existential frame of reference.

He

has not changed style or direction but has developed con
sistently toward communication of the essential nature of
human existence and activity:
Pero si hay una linea evolutiva en mi
teatro, creo que se produce sobre ciertas
constantes dramaticas, que ... persisten desde
la primera hasta la ultima de mis obras. ...
Y estos raros parentescos que aparecen entre
obras aparentemente tan distintas es algo que
yo he observado en bastantes ocasiones y que
brindo a los estudiosos de mi teatro— esto no
es petulancia, porque ya hay algunos— para que
busquen, si pueden, la raiz de esas conexiones.
... Los problemas dramaticos de fondo que me
han llevado a escribir El tragaluz no han cambiado en esencia respecto de los de mis obras
anteriores.3^
Perhaps the most important observation made in Buero
Vallejo's plays is that what appears as normal may well be
abnormal.

Among his characters, the blind are apt to
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perceive reality and integrity better than those with
vision.

The insane are likely to make better sense than

the sane, well-adjusted, and contented hypocrites.

The

victor is likely to be poor, to die, or to begin some new
sacrifice.

Vicente in El tragaluz is an average business

man and in our world few people would condemn him for tak
ing a mistress, for avoiding unpleasant responsibilities
when possible, for lacking the integrity to give up his job
rather than act unethically upon instructions from his
superior.

Buero1s point is that routine life is dangerous

for a man of honor and deadly for a man who will not com
promise his principles.

Nevertheless, the author places

the responsibility for social change on the individual
rather than on law, government, or social institutions.

He

emphasizes the importance and difficulty of daily life and
shows the individual to be the end result of cumulative,
conscious action rather than a momentary response to chang
ing conditions.
reverse.

Man must change the times and not the

Buero poses life as a problem and drama, or, as

suggested by Ortega, a vital process full of possibility
for a better world, if man has the will and actively seeks
the way.

Love and compassion are essential ingredients in

daily life because they make the struggle bearable and
endow routine tasks with spiritual value.

He examines

family life and finds it wanting but he suggests no alter
natives or escape through separation, divorce, or
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desertion.

The good man stands his ground, bears his

burden, makes his situation work because he accepts full
responsibility for his actions.

Buero, unlike Sastre, does

not encourage open rebellion against injustice but a peace
ful and personal revolution, a conquest through existential
will, action, compassion, and good example.

He is neither

optimistic nor pessimistic but he is idealistic in a
quixotic way.

His voice, when so often heard as the agon

ist in each play, is warm, wise, and restrained.
I have tried to demonstrate by the foregoing plot sum
maries and interpretations that the author's technique is
one of controlled plot, that is, the elements of story are
an overwhelming affirmation and illustration of his thesis.
Character interaction is thoroughly dominated to insure
that the audience receives the message and believes it.
Dramatic improvisation and purely formal effects are sup
pressed to avoid ambiguity or misinterpretation.

The cen

tral character, is always an agonist oppressed by his
environment and searching for love, understanding, and
faith in a better life characterized by integrity and
responsibility.
As can be seen, the themes of Buero Vallejo's plays
are strikingly similar.

What does change with each work is

his choice of setting and the environmental imperatives
that influence characters within the limits desired.

Each

play travels in concentric circles giving new insights to
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the familiar themes.

Environment plays an important part

in causing the impetus or restraint of characters to appear
natural.

While not regulatory or deterministic, environ

ment is highly influential.

Buero's view is that environ

ment need never defeat the individual for, despite all
beliefs and excuses to the contrary, the human spirit can
always find triumph in death if not in life.
Buero Vallejo uses setting and its environmental
imperatives to limit a character's response to the stimuli
provided by plot.

The limitation does not affect freedom

of choice but restricts a response to a certain frame of
reference designed by the dramatist for each play.

Given

the mentality, morality, and personality of a character,
the responses will be consistent, although not always pre
dictable, because of the author's great talent for innova
tion and originality.
retrospect,

When any play is considered in

each character is seen to have acted freely to

cause his fate by actions which are both consistent with
past life and responsive to environmental imperatives.
Each Buero Vallejo play is a controlled artistic experiment
in human interaction which yields valid results because the
characters are existentially free.
Environmental imperatives have reference to what
Ortega calls circumstance or situation.

More is involved

than geographical reality and circumstance is always
inclusive of the historical past as well as the limitations

inherent in a character's sex, age, education, experience,
intelligence,

talent, income level and source.

all the personal,

In short,

social, economic, geographic, and his

torical factors come to bear on the situation presented as
a problem to which one responds, thereby determining his
existence and fate.

The human struggle should entail a

significant conquest of self and the external situation.
Each character's capacity to respond is expressed by his
vital reason, his will insofar as it is consummated by
action.

Buero Vallejo suppresses extraneous action and

ideas to give a natural acceleration to the desired inter
action.
H.

The audience thus perceives a slice of life.

Characterization
In the name of survival, a long line of oppressive

figures parade through Buero's plays.

The dramatist in

each case emphasizes that the end does not justify the
means.

Life cannot be bought with the lives of others.

When one cannot live in peace and dignity,

then death is

preferable to dishonor, or living death.
The internal and external problems for every oppressed
individual are considerable but not insurmountable.
Abulia takes its toll of Fernando in Historia de una
escalera. of Anfino in La tejedora de suenos. of Daniel in
Irene o el tesoro. of Mauro in Las cartas boca a b a j o . and
of Sabas in Hoy es fiesta.
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A number of personal handicaps are also dealt with by
the author.

A blind man is the central character in both

En la ardiente oscuridad and El concierto de San Ovidio.
In La te.ledora de suenos the nodriza is nearly blind and
deaf, the beggar in Un sonador is blind, and Pedro in Las
m ininas is virtually blind as well.

Anita is a mute in Las

cartas while Leticia in Casi un cuento. Irene in Irene o el
t esoro. and the father in El tragaluz. are all mentally
deranged,, but innocent, helpless, and capable of teaching
us an important lesson:

compassion.

In Las meninas there

are two dwarfs who react to their affliction in contrasting
ways.

One chooses intrigue and the other compassion as

Buero again demonstrates that it is not the pressures of
life but man's reaction to them that measures his value as
a human being.
The external factors which plague man in B uero1s plays
are easily recognized.

Usually there is an oppressive

individual who is selfish and corrupt.

The dramatist has

also presented a wide range of weak and conspiratorial
figures who make life hell for their innocent contempo
raries.

A few of these are the King in Las meninas„ and,

in the same play, the corrupt Marques,

the mediocre artist

Nardi, Velazquez' hypocritical cousin, and also the wouldbe paramour who is herself so self-righteous.

Bernardo

represents the unruly mob and bad pueblo in Un sonador.
Adela is a destructive wife in Las cartas and Ulysses a

destructive husband in La te.iedora.
Un sonador and El concierto.

There are traitors in

Irresponsible parents abound

in the plays of Buero Vallejo and all constitute the major
obstacle to their children's happiness.

Leticia is misused

by her parents in Casi un cuento. and Daniela is driven by
her mother to attempt suicide in Hoy es fiesta.

Ulysses is

the absent father in La te.iedora while Felipe is a
lecherous father who discourages responsibility in his
daughter, in Un sonador.

Monica's parents in Madrugada

abuse her physically, mentally, and emotionally.
selfish sons and daughters,

There are

jealous brothers and sisters,

negligent husbands and wives, and vicious or traitorous
relatives and friends.

The named individuals constitute

only a partial list of obstructionists who provide the
oppression for any given play of Buero Vallejo.
As has been demonstrated, Buero explores rather than
defines man.

The agonist is shown standing alone in the

world, misunderstood, abused, confused, trying to cling to
both hope and integrity.

Despite the problems raised by

others and his own environment, each man is responsible for
much of what happens to him.

The blame for failure should

not be placed entirely on others for one cannot escape
action and its consequence of becoming someone different
than one was before.

Man is more than a spectator as he

wonders about his future and dreams of realizing his ideal.
Success depends on great strength of will and constant,
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constructive action.

Happiness as defined by the author is

the achievement of love, tranquility, and compassion.

It

should be noted that all of Buero1s characters fall into
one of three categories:
panist.

agonist, oppressor, or accom

This last is a minor character who provides aid

and comfort to a central character, be he agonist or
oppressor.

It is clear that this dramatist never employs

the standardized or traditional character types of Spanish
drama.

There is no romantic hero or villain, no gracioso,

and no pfcaro.

His plays have restrained humor but no

comic element and no irony or satire.

Buero*s characters

are life-size and quite ordinary by objective standards,
despite the high station occupied by a few of them.
problems are those which confront men generally.

Their

The

dramatist conscientiously avoids superlatives but achieves
startling insights by intensifying the view of a problem or
personality as he relentlessly narrows the field of vision.
Buero prefers the family unit as a dramatic medium because
of the intimacy it provides and the intense social inter
action which it demonstrates.

As a social dramatist with a

clear philosophy of existence, Buero Vallejo makes the most
of both ideas and technique; ability, ingenuity, and Chris
tian existential morality all merge into engrossing drama.
Buero shares with Unamuno, Ortega, and Sastre the
desire to rejuvenate Spain by emphasizing Christian and
existential values.

With them he advocates Christian
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conscience, authentic personal and social action, and
responsibility for that action.

His personal existential

ethic emphasizes the necessity for love, compassion, and
faith so that the existentialist may find sufficient will,
strength, and endurance to achieve his goals.

He makes it

clear that few men achieve authentic existential lives.
Buero's preference for revolution is that it be peaceful
and personal.

Good example rather than violence is the

answer he proposes.
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CHAPTER V
ALFONSO SASTRE

A.

The Man
Alfonso Sastre y Aleman Saiz was born in Madrid in

1926.

A licenciado in Filosofia y Letras from the Univer

sity of Madrid, his degree was received in Philosophy.
was drawn to the theater early.

He

In 19^5, at the age of

nineteen, he joined with other students at the University
to found the Arte Nuevo movement, because of "... la nausea
1

f

ante el teatro burgues de aquel momento."■L

Sastre also

contributed to the teatro vanguard!a journal, La Hora,
which was published from 19^8 to 1950.
to the founding,

This, in turn, led

in 1950, of the Teatro de Agitacion Social

which sponsored a manifiesto concerning the state of Span
ish drama and written by Sastre and Jose Maria de Quinto.
In I960, these two men founded the Grupo de Teatro Realista.
known as GTR.

It was "... la formacion de un autentico

grupo que pueda constituirse la celula renovadora de
/

p

nuestra vida escenica."*
B.

His Philosophy
Sastre is an avowed social agitator who avoids advo

cating a particular political ideology.
220

His social
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moralism clearly opposes fascism and leans toward socialism
or communism,

but this is an inference rather than a con

clusion, because he does not commit himself to a fixed
political philosophy.

He does commit himself, however, to

the existential dilemma of the individual in the modern
world.

Human conduct, values, and aspirations are what his

drama is designed to convey, within an existential frame
of reference.

He intends that his drama arouse an audience

to recognize injustice and do something about it.

Injus

tice leads to personal tragedy when imposed on an existen
tial man,

that is, on one who feels compelled to counteract

injustice through personal and passionate action, however
tragic the consequences.

Such a man must and does,

in

Sastre’s drama, accept responsibility for his actions.

The

world he reveals on stage is a grim one unrelieved by
laughter or, in this writer's view, by tears, inasmuch as
sentiment is not emphasized.

The agonist's reaction to

injustice usually brings forth cruel violence and cold
intellectualism,
in Spanish drama.

reminiscent of Sartre, and not often found
Enrique Sordo gives this view:

Sastre busca ahincadamente los temas importantes, tenidos siempre de una especie de
pesimismo apriorfstico, tras los cuales se
adivina, a veces claramente, el deseo de
tocar los resortes y los tonos de la tragedia.
Gran teprizador de la filosofia del teatro esta
vocacion y esta voluntad especulativas
gravitan demasiado sobre sus dramas, a los
que falta la flexibilidad
el calor necesarios
para llegar hasta el corazon y el entendimiento
del pilblico ... la sociologfa y la polftica
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obstaculizan en gran modo el verdadero vuelo
est^tico . . . .
En muchas de sus produccioi^es
es facilmente advertible una influencia, mas o
menos marcada, de autores^u obras afines con
su ideario y con sus propositos:
Jean-Paul
Sartre, Albert Camus, etc., y en algifn caso,
el mismo Eugenio O'Neill (la semejanza entre
La mordaza y El deseo ba.1o los olmos es
patente)."3
Sastre's plays are directed against social injustice
on all levels and they are, therefore, contemporary in
approach and urgency, and universal in significance and
application.

There are no happy endings, no final solu

tions, although guidelines for social justice are clearly
stated.

Each play ends on a note of continuity, demon

strating the need for continued effort and action.

His

urgency rules out complacency and apathy because, despite
their heroic efforts, the existential agonists succeed in
small ways, at best.

While failing to achieve its ulti

mate aims, each generation must take a step toward social
justice because every victory makes a larger evil less
secure from subsequent attacks.

The melancholy agonist, in

a brief and futile effort, asserts his will against the
unjust and absurdly cruel world.

Assuming personal respon

sibility for his action, he accepts the fact of defeat and
views the future with hope for ultimate vindication.
C.

His Works
Sastre's plays, accompanied by the date of production

in Spain, are as follows:

Ha sonado la muerte. in
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collaboration with MedarcLo Fraile, January 31> 19^6;
Uranio 2 3 5 . April 11, 19^6; Cargamento de suenos. Janu
ary 9, 19^8; Escuadra haoia la muerte. March 18, 1953» La
mordaza. September 17, 195^1 La sangre de Dios. April 22,
1955; El pan de todos. January 11, 1957; El cuervo. Octo
ber 31» 1957; Medea. July 3> 1958; La cornada. January 14,
I960; En la. r e d . March 8, 1961; Los acreedores. a free
adaptation of a play by Strindberg, December 19, 1962;
Mulato, translation of a play by Langston Hughes, April
1963.
Plays published but not performed in Spain include:
Comedia sonambula. Ana Kleiber. Muerte en el barrio. Guil
lermo Tell tiene los o.ios tristes. Tierra ro.ia. Asalto
nocturno. and Prologo patetico.
Unpublished plays include:

El cubo de la basura.

En la noche oscura. Historia de una muneca abandonada
(teatro infantil), El circulito de tiza (teatro infantil),
and La sangre 2

oeniza.

Published books and articles on theater include:
Drama % sociedad, Anatomia del realismo. Noticia del teatro
espanol. Espacio. tiempo % drama. No entienden de teatro.
Maniflesto de T.A.S. (Teatro de Agitacion Social), and
Documento sobre el teatro espanol redactado por el.G.T.R.
(Grupo de Teatro Realista). in collaboration with Jose
Marfa de Quinto.
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His plays have been presented in Argentina, Mexico,
Venezuela, Prance, Germany, and Italy.
D.

Critical Interpretation
Valbuena Prat says:

'‘Sastre es uno de los autores mas

interesante e inquietos de la generacion que podr£amos
llamar de renovadores.
Sastre's work reflects his awareness of and influence
by foreign dramatists and theatrical techniques.

Leonard

Pronko says of Sastre:
Don Alfonso's masters are not the Spanish
dramatists of the late nineteenth century and
the early years of the twentieth, but the
great renovators of western drama:
Pirandello,
O'Neill, and "el gran maestro," Ibsen.
Toller,
Galsworthy and Kaiser have all influenced him
to some extent, and among living drama he feels
affinities particularly with Sartre and Arthur
Miller.
Such affinities and influences are
based upon style as well as ideas. The main
stream of artistic and literary_work in our
epoch has been described by Senor Sastre under
the name "social realism" ... Sastre finds
the beginnings of the most substantial current
of contemporary drama in the p’u rely descriptive
realism of the naturalist theater.
Passing
through the psychological theaters of O'Neill,
Pirandello, and Lenormand, taking always human
reality as its center of interest.5
Above all, Sastre is an existentialist, as Perez Minik
attests:
No cabe duda que su escenario muestra bien
ajustado gran parte de las formas de la obra
comprometida o existencialista, con su pensamiento que se discute a sf mismo, con su discurso que equivale al silencio y con esas
razones que no son sino la mascara de la
sinrazdn.o
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Sastre himself has made it clear on many occasions
that his preoccupations are existential:
Sentimos en el teatro la angustia que experimentamos en los momentos autenticos de nuestra
existencia, cuando se rasga el velo de la charlatanerfa cotidiana y se hace patente la verdadera realidad de nuestra existencia.7

E.

His Tragic Drama
To express existential anguish he has chosen the form

of tragedy, which he employs with singular effectiveness.
As he explains,

"La tragedia es una representacion lucida

de la existencia humana."®

Again, he writes,

"... la

sustancia metafisica de la tragedia es la existencia humana
en su modalidad (llamada por Heidegger)

'autentica.1"9

Sastre1s existentialism is reflected in the severe
tension and conflict generated between the agonist and his
environment.

It is marked by anguish, despair,

increasing struggle for self-expression,
liberty.

and an

for dignity and

He stresses the concrete existence of man, his

freedom to act, and the requirement of responsibility,
personal and social, for his actions.
P.

Christian Existentialism
Kierkegaard and his Spanish disciples, including

Sastre, might be called neo-Christian existentialists to
j

properly differentiate them from those traditional Chris
tian existentialists who trace their ideas to Thomas
Aquinas.

Jacques Maritain is a contemporary exponent of
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the Thomistic existentialism which also is based on faith
and Judeo-Christian revelation.

"...

The desire for

being and the anguish over the possibility of nothingness
is resolved by faith in God, the Free-Existent.

Through

this faith, love of humanity is reborn and manifests itself
in charity and self-giving."
Maritain explains Thomistic existentialism:
If the distinctive object of the intellect is
being, not only "essential" or quiddative but
existential, it is clear that philosophy must
be oriented to being in the same way.
It
seeks existence itself, though not, as is the
case with practical philosophy, to produce it,
but to know it. Where actual existence is
necessary and is thus able as such to perfect
a knowledge which is thus rendered complete—
science in the strict sense— philosophy pro
ceeds to actual existence.
It is natural
theology and tends to the Cause of being,
God, Whose essence is His own eternally actual
existence.H
Sastre's drama stems from Christian social conscious
ness and it demonstrates faith through purifying action.
As an intellectual he sees the tragic circumstances which
surround every revolutionary movement.

He overcomes logic

and restraint, placing confidence and initiative in the
strong and ethical man of action.

With the exceptions of

El cuervo. Ana Kleiber, and La sangre de D i o s . most of
Sastre's plays are devoted in this way to rectifying unjust
and oppressive aspects of contemporary society.

Despite

foreign influences, Sastre's mind, emotions, and ethics are
Spanish and Christian.

His goal is national rejuvenation
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through quixotic idealism.

He is passionately committed to

the spiritual integrity of the individual Spaniard and his
continued residence and dramatic effort in Spain indicate,
better than words, his commitment to Christian freedom in
fact as well as word.

Sastre, like the three Spanish

authors previously considered,

is an agnostic whose exis

tential doubt makes his quest for the Christian ideal more
relevant, personal, and painful.

A great distance sepa

rates Sastre from the atheistic existentialists who envi
sion man as one isolated from external ethics and relegated
to absurdity and ultimate failure.

Sastre1s hope springs

from faith which makes struggle more important than a
transient victory.

Sastre's struggle is Spanish and Chris

tian; it is the intuitive quest for faith, for God, and
for eternity.
Sastre's drama reflects his quixotic struggle for
faith against odds that appear impossible.

In an article

entitled "Teatro imposible y pacto social" he advocates a
theater that defies the r u l e s . ^

Buero Vallejo responded,

in a polemic that has attracted much interest in Spain,
with an article titled "Obligada precision acerca del
1imposibilismo . 1"^

Sastre answered this with "A modo de

r e s p u e s t a . B u e r o contends that Sastre's drama is, for
the present, at least, impossible in Spain, and Sastre's
rebuttal is that nothing is impossible until forever proven
to be so.

Sastre has faith, patience, and determination.^
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G.

Censorship
Sastre1s social-problem themes and existential solu

tions have resulted in censorship which makes his drama
"impossible" in Spain.

Sastre himself explains:

La situacion es^esta:
el teatro espanol
es un negocio de caracter privado, dirigido
por los empresarios. ^Pero no solo eso: es
un mal negocio, y de el se^empenan en vivir y
obtener beneficios dos o mas empresas en cada
caso. ... En este panorama, el minisculo
sector "oficial"— los teatros nacionales— no
se ha movilizado nunca en un sentido que compensara las limitaciones que impone a nuestro
teatro interior de lo que hemos llamado, al
referirse a los privados, el "contexto," de,
modo que lo que para estos es una limitacion
mas desde fuera--la censura— ]oara los
nacionales es una determinacion interior
mucho mas compleja y que los incapacita para
ese trabajo profundo y arriesgado de la
revitalizaci(5n, y m^s teniendo en cuenta el
caracter inconformista del nuevo teatro.
The problems go beyond management and censorship to
the society which produces them.

"... El teatro espanol

actual es, en terminos generales, una cosa tan triste,
chata, e improvisada, como la sociedad que lo produce.
H.

Agitation and Revolution
Sastre's drama subordinates esthetics and ideas to

social action.

"Lo social, en nuestro tiempo ... es una

categoria superior a lo a r t i s t i c o . G i v e n this orienta
tion and motivation, a dramatist can communicate his mes
sage in various wayk, which he enumerates:
... formas de agitacion (ante pueblos dormidos
y embrutecidos por el sueno), formas de propa
ganda (segtfn la confesionalidad religiosa o
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politics del dramaturgo), formas de puro testimonio apolitico, formas de denuncia mas o menos
cargada de intencicfri polftica ... .19
In any case, for Sastre the social purpose of his work
"... es una de mis mas fundamentales convicciones, aunque
no se me oculta que hay que hacer desde luego obras teatralmente buenas."2®
Sastre's dramatic format is tragedy, designed to
"... dirigirse a cada uno sin perder de vista la generalidad y a todos sin perder de vista al hombre de carne y
h u e s o ."21
If tragedy is always the preferred form, revolution is
often the context and goal of his drama.Concibo en estos dramas, y desde ellos
... la Revoluci<Sn como una realidad tr^gica.22
This revolution must be personal and existential, as
well as social.

Man, himself, must change.

... Je m'efforce d'observer un r^alisme
non naturaliste, un realisme soucieux de
l'actualite et du probleme de l'homme en
general. ... Je cherche toujours a provoquer
une double prise de conscience:
celle du
moment historique que nous vivons, et celle
de notre situation en tant qu'hommes.
Telle
est ma m^taphysique, telle est ma politique
actuelle.23
Sastre's revolution, based on vivid realism which
accurately reflects our unhappy world, is "... sustentada
en los postulados del realismo.

Es el teatro que recoge

la existencia como un tremendo desgarrarse temporal sin
magias ni fantasticas evasiones."2^
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If his theater is not evasive, neither is it specific,
for he does not usually identify, concretely, one problem,
one solution, one geographical or political area.

Avoiding

propaganda for an ideology he sees himself rather, as a
social moralist, humanist, and advocate of social renewal
through authentic personal existentialism.

Of his work he

says:
... estoy haciendo un ^teatro cuyo tema funda
mental es, la Revolucion.
Me refiero a la
revolucion social de nuestro tiempo; tema que
recojo en mi teatro segiln distintos planteos
y en diferentes grados de aproximaci^n al
fondo moral y metaffsico del tema:
es decir,
del problema.
/
La Revolucion es el ^ema explicito de
cuatro de mis dramas:
Prologo pat^tico. El
pan de todos. Tierra ro.ia. y Guillermo Tell
tiene los o.ios tristes. ^oncibe en ellos y
desde ellos, la Revolucion como un gran
sacrificio, como un hecho muchas veces cruento.
Pero estos dramas no son— o yo no creo que lo
sean— inmovilazadores.25
Man, society, even the dramatist, must make a choice.
Queda claro en estos dramas que si toda
revolucidn es un hecho tragico, todo orden
social injusto es una tragedia sorda inaceptable. Trato de poner al espectador ante el
dilema de elegir entre las dos tragedias.
Parece evidente, en efecto que la tragedia
sorda del orden social injusto solo puede ser
destruida por la tragedia revolucionaria.
La
esperanza esta en el desenlace feliz de esta
tragedia que es, o debe ser, aguda y abierta,
frenta a la otra, sorda, cronica, c e r r a d a . 2 6

I.

Repetitive Aspects
As has been mentioned, the underlying impetus for

Sastre's drama is authentic existence.

It takes many forms
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but all of them incorporate existential freedom, action,
and responsibility.
justice and freedom.

The goal is always personal or social
His early work, the one-act plays,

deal with man, existence, and social justice in abstract
terms.

His later, full-length, plays deal with more con

crete characters in realistic settings.
A number of plays deal with a single individual or
force which is powerful, ruthless and basically unjust.
Marcos, the apoderado in La cornada. exploits and destroys
the matador lured to his service by promises of wealth and
fame.

Krappo in La mordaza is the intransigent old soldier

still capable of the casual murder and the attempt to
seduce his own daughter-in-law.

Pear, power, authority,

all serve to convince him that he is above the laws of
ordinary men.

Goban,

the corporal commanding the death

squad in Escuadra hacia la muerte represents still another
abuse of authority as he relieves his own guilt by putting
his men through a disciplined,

but senseless, hell.

Dr. San jo in Muerte en el barrio has a position of impor
tance but his disdain for it makes him callous,
negligent.

cruel, and

The Governor in Guillermo Tell tiene los o.jos

tristes. is powerful, ruthless, oppressive, cruel, cynical
and evil, an archetype of the recurrent, evil, authoritar
ian figure.

The empresario, Cohen, in Ana Kleiber is

another exploiter who uses his wealth and position of
authority, to satisfy his lust for women.

The company
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representatives in Tierra ro.ia, and the police in En la red
represent as a single force, the same misuse of authority.
Sastre provides violence as a means to the goal of
social justice, and the oppressive authoritarian figure
often dies violently,, at the hands of his victims.
Goban, Dr. Sanjo,

Krappo,

the Governor, the Company engineer, and

Cohen, all die by violence, and all at the hands of their
victims except Krappo who is shot by police while attempt
ing to escape.

Only Marcos survives to be rejected by his

next victim.
Sastre's hero, in contrast,

is an existential life-

size man whose greatest strength lies in his willingness
to sacrifice himself and his loved ones to achieve his
ideal.

The loved one is a willing victim who encourages

the agonist, not
love for him.

out of the same conviction, but out of

The hero

of En la red is Pablo, the clandes

tine man, an underground leader who routinely accepts
responsibility for murdering innocent people via terrorist
bombs, and who sacrifices his own partisans, such as
Celia's husband, the intellectual Leo.

Pablo sacrifices

himself for the cause when that too, becomes necessary.
The existential hero in Escuadra is Pedro who insists on
sacrificing himself to make the record of Goban*s death
clear.

While others flee, he calmly awaits the relief

force which will

arrest him.

It is a matter of principle.

In La cornada it

is the young outstanding, Pastor, who
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sacrifices a promising career, wealth, and fame, because
working for Marcos would go against his ethics and ideals.
David in El pan de todos sacrifices himself for the revolu
tion which has dictated the death of his mother.
sacrificed his mother and then took his own life.
mother was a willing victim out of love.

He
The

The son in

Guillermo Tell tiene los o.ios tristes is another willing
victim out of love for his father.

The father accidentally

kills the son and the incident triggers the successful
revolution sought by the father.

Professor Parthon sacri

fices his son Ben out of love and obedience for God,
La sangre de D i o s .

in

As luck, or miracle, would have it, Ben

was spared and the family dog slain.

Ben bowed to death

at his father's hands out of love for the old man who felt
his faith was being tested.

Aside from these consciously

cooperative victims there are ma,ny helpless ones caught
between both sides in the struggle against oppression.
The existential hero is generally not heroic in the
romantic sense of the word.

What sets him apart is his

acceptance of the challenge thrust at him by his environ
ment and by his willingness both to act and accept respon
sibility.

He symbolizes resistance and serves as a rally

ing point for those less brave.

He is usually defeated,

but hopeful that others who follow will succeed by building
on his example.

Sastre himself says:

"Seguiremos

esperando, pero nuestra espera sera ya una espera sin
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esperanza; una espera desesperada.
Again he writes,
Si se cree, como yo lo creo, que la tragedia
significa, en sus formas m£s perfectas, una
superaci<5n dialectics del pesimismo ... y del
optimismo ... en este sentido propongo como
fundamental determinacion de lo tr^gico la
esperanza— , es claro que la disoluci<£n de
uno u otro de los t^rminos acarrea la decadencia y la defuncion de la tragedia.28
Another repetitive aspect of Sastre's drama is groupconscience, group-action, and group-responsibility.

It is

a collective existentialism and is best expressed in four
plays.

In Muerte en el barrio the neighbors rise against

the irresponsible Dr. Sanjo, strike him down, and collec
tively admit guilt.

This Fuenteove.iuna theme again appears

in Tierra ro.ja where the whole town admits collective guilt
but refuses to single out an individual or leader.

In

Escuadra hacia la muerte, all the men present (Luis is on
guard duty) collectively attack and murder Goban and,
though they admit guilt collectively, only one assailant
remains to report the collective murder.

In Guillermo

Tell tiene los o.1os tristes. there is a collective revolt
of workers who later escape detention because the entire
group acted in concert.

The old and blind minstrel is

shot, however, because he incited the workers.
Sastre makes frequent reference to weather as an empha.
sis to mood and, more often, as a factor which affects
human conduct.

In La mordaza. it is the oppressive heat
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which heightens the emotions and lends itself to tragedy.
It is the stifling heat again in La muerte en el barrio
which contributes to the momentary outbreak of anger,
frustration, and violence.

Escuadra hacia la muerte pre

sents a terrible cold which feeds their frustration.

La

Cornada offers the rain which helps to create the mood and
the miscalculation of the rain, by Alba and Marcos, which
leads to the matador's appearance and inevitable death in
the Plaza de toros.

Cold weather emphasizes the poverty

and misery of the chief characters in El -pan de todos.

En

la red has the merciless North African heat which provides
the metaphor of quiet misery endured by the clandestine
group in hiding.

La sangre de Dios has a terrible night

wind that suggests and maintains the ominous mood of
incipient horror.
Torrente Ballester speaks for those who resent
Sastre's use of weather as a catalyst to violence.
about La. mordaza he says:
Acude Sastre en la primera parte de su drama
a una especie de fatum que "La Madre" expresa
y el protagonista acepta, posteriormente, como
explicacidn:
el calor del verano lleva a los
hombres al crimen. El calor de una noche
estival ... empuja aqui, primero, al crimen;
m£s tarde, hecho tension de tormenta, a la
terrible y vacilante escena en que los hijos
acusan a su padre. Es verosimil que asf sea
en la realidad, pero, como recurso dramatico,
yo hubiera preferido que esa escena final de
la primera parte fuese la consecuencia de una
tension psicologica y moral en la que no
influyese para nada la presi&i atmosf£rica.29

Writing
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One of the more salient and repetitive aspects of
Sastre's drama is the importance of time and the author's
domination of chronological progression.

At times there

is a flashback which supports the author's inquest or
technique of investigation.

A play often ends on a

life-goes-on note or one which advises that history is
repeating itself.

In Uranio 235. for example, the use of

atomic power and the bomb are discussed in terms of poten-

j

tial service to or destruction of humanity.

The one-act

play spans the lifetime of Mara and Benjamin and, as the
old bomb victims die, the doubt and hope for the future is
presented in the person of their twenty-year-old son.
In El cuervo there is a flashback in which the events
of an evening one year earlier are experienced in both the
past and present time dimensions.

The end of the play

returns us to the situation existing at the beginning of
the drama and, at the same time, advises that life must go
on.

In Cargamento de suenos the allegorical plot of the

one-act drama foreshadows the full-length concretized ver
sion that is Ana Kleiber.
dering across Europe.

In Cargamento Man is found wan

He recounts the story of his love

for Frau, a woman of the street, and traces their love,
happiness,

separation, frustration, and his assassination

of Prau, explaining that everyone kills what he loves.
flashback inquest over, life goes on.

The
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In Ana Kleiber Merton similarly saves Ana, finds hap
piness briefly,

suffers from separation and her infidelity,

and then loses her to death just before their scheduled
meeting.

The play is recounted by flashback in which the

author as a character personally conducts the investiga
tion.

The play ends as it began, with Ana appearing at the

hotel, while life goes on, making a full circle.
In La sangre de D i o s . the sacrificial murder of Ben
occurs on stage and the subsequent court trial and years of
detention are shown to have gone into history.

Then it is

revealed that none of this happened, that Parthon actually
killed his old, sick dog and there has been no time lapse.
This ambiguous miracle, or accident of imagination, takes
place in suspended time, and the incident has a salutary
effect on all the characters involved.
Escuadra hacia la muerte is a time-dimensional exis
tential situation.

The squad is isolated for a specific

period and abandoned to death if and when the enemy
attacks, as expected.

The closed situation, compounded by

extreme cold and a dictatorial leader, result in murder and
then a new fear governed by time:

their relief from duty

by a new squad and eventual trial and punishment.

Time

always threatens them; the deadline approaches and there is
no security.
La cornada is another of Sastre1s full-cycle plays.
The matador is brought in dead at the beginning and then we
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are given the flashback inquest which returns us to the
present and carries us into the future, when Marcos offers
Pastor a proposition to manage him.
En la red presents time as the precious commodity
which runs out on the clandestine group hiding from the
police.

If they avoid being caught in the police dragnet

overnight,
tion.

then they will be able to move to a safe loca

They do have enough time to get an Arab couple away

safely but the police close in on the principal characters
before they can move.
Tierra ro.ia reveals how history repeats itself in
three generations, with the latest revolt promising to be
the most successful.

Each revolt takes place' against the

background of a deadline, for the rebellion occurs on the
day when the miner's family is required by the company to
vacate the house, because of his retirement..
J.

Repetitive Themes
Revolution is necessary when all else fails.

This is

the theme of some plays and the background of others.
is the central theme of Tierra ro.ia.

It

The playwright draws

a realistic picture of the tragic circumstances which
accompany revolution and reveals how man can, and must,
overcome logic and restraint in order to act and effect
change.

Good men are trapped between their own integrity

and desire for peace and, on the other hand, an unjust,
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oppressive system.
tify the means.

The end is revealed by Sastre to jus

It is acceptable if some innocent men die

so that justice may be achieved for all.

The evil is not

easily ended but each defeat brings man closer to justice
and vindication.

The central existentialist in Tierra ro.ia

is the young miner who rebels at the idea of an old miner
being evicted from his company house upon retirement.

The

rebellion fails although the company is made more vulner
able.

As the young miner discovers another leader in his

future father-in-law, so also he discovers one in his
future son-in-law, at the end of the drama.

Thus the third

revolution led by a member of the same family appears
likely to succeed.

It is the miners'

solidarity, their

collective conscience, action, and existential responsibil
ity which assures ultimate success.
The Christian existentialist's "leap of faith" is the
theme of a play inspired by Kierkegaard:
Dios.

La sangre de

The plot is a modern version of the Biblical tale

wherein Abraham is instructed by God to kill his son,
Isaac, as a sacrifice.
the son.

Abraham is willing but God spares

Professor Parthon believes, as does the audience,

that he has killed Ben on instructions from God.

It is

later revealed that God spared Ben, that Parthon had really
killed his old and sick dog.

Ben's sweetheart reveals that

she was instructed by the same saintly messenger to inter
cede.

By making her a witness, Sastre clearly indicates

2kQ

divine intervention and the validity of Parthon's extra
ordinary faith.

Sastre*s dedication reads:

un homenaje del autor a Soren Kierkegaard.'

"Este drama es
Leyendo su

Temor £ temblor, tuvo la idea de escribirlo."3^
The Professor's wife lacked faith when the first son
died, and subsequently she has been unable to speak.

By

inference, the reader might deduce that her present physi
cal and mental state was the result of her questioning of
God's will.

As Parthon tells it, his wife,

Aquella noche gritc^, lloro y hasta ... hasta
llegar a blasfemar de Dios. ... "Si Dios
existiera," me dijo, "no podria permitir. ...
Nuestro hi jo es inocente y esta sufriendo mas
alia de todo limite.
0 Dios no existe ... o
es un monstruo."31
The Professor then explains his view.
Yo pienso que con cada gota de sangre que se
derrama en este mundo, se derrama la sangre
de Dios. ... Y que Dios se retorcia y gemia
con mi hi jo en la cama, y que de los ojos de
Dios brotaban las l^grimas de mi mujer y
las
l^grimas de todas las mujeres del mundo.
...
Dios es el primero que sufre en el sufrimiento
de los hombres.32
When he believes he has killed the second son on orders
from God, as a test of his faith, Parthon recalls his trial
and confinement, and hears his wife, whose speech has now
returned, promise to make his life hell for the rest of his
days.

Despite all this he cries out:

"Y yo me ofrezco a

todo, y esta noche, ante ti, ante todo el sufrimiento que
me espera,
Dios!

solo puedo decir:

JCreo en D i o s ! T h e

creo en Dios ...

S Creo

en

next scene is are-enactment
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of the events, in the past, leading up to his sacrifice of
Ben.

This time Ben's sweetheart arrives, as instructed by

the divine messenger, and Parthon sacrifices his mad dog in
place of Ben.

This expiation changes Ben's outlook and

restores his mother's voice and sanity.
The recurrent theme of social existentialism is per
haps best illustrated by Muerte en el barrio.

Dr. Sanjo

offends the collective conscience of the barrio and they
act simultaneously in concert to punish him by death.
Later collective guilt exonerates them because they thus
demonstrated the will and justice of the people.

The

Fuenteove.iuna theme is an illustration by Sastre of the
strong existential tradition in Spain's history and litera
ture.

Dr. Sanjo was an official who neglected his respon

sibility.

The barrio despaired of justice through legal

channels.

They took the law into their own hands and were

willing to accept the consequences.

The existential act

was aided by the hot, humid, weather but this only incited
them to do what was already in their minds.
The recurrent theme of personal existentialism is well
demonstrated in Escuadra hacia la muerte. which for Sastre
marks "... el comienzo de mi vida de autor t e a t r a l . " ^

Of

this play Jos! Marfa de Quinto says, "... no hay que
olvidar ... que Escuadra era,

sin duda, el primer grito

existencial y profundo del teatro espanol de postguerra."35
Five soldiers with Goban, the corporal, are isolated in a
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remote cabin in winter.

In the event of attack the outpost

will be overrun and they will be killed, but not before
warning their main force to the rear.

Their period of duty

is two months, after which they will be relieved.

Each man

was chosen for this hazardous duty because of a crime of
commission or omission, some for killing against the rules
and others for not killing according to the rules.

Like

Beckett's anti-heroes in En Attendant Godot they must wait
for the inevitable without knowing what to expect.

And

like Sartre's characters in Huis clos they are guilty and
trapped by their own efforts to survive as individuals.
Goban provides a temporary and superficial security, so
long as they obey him.

The important thing to him is that

a man know how to die and resign himself to it.

He

.'i

advises his men:
Un soldado no es mas que un hombre que sabe
morir y vosotros v^is a aprenderlo conmigo.
Es lo i£nico que os queda, morir como hombres.
Y a eso ensenamos en el ejercito. ... Para
luchar y veneer, antes es preciso renunciar
a esta perra vida. ... Necesito una escuadra
de ^oldados para la muerte.
Los tendre. Los
hare de vosotros. ... Voy a morir con vosotros.
Pero vais a llegar a la muerte limpios, en
perfecto estado de revista. Y lo ultimo que
v^is a oir en esta tierra es mi voz de mando.
Me vais a aguantar hasta el final.3©
The men rebel against the rigid routine and the
implacable corporal and, after getting drunk, they murder
him when he
They

strikes one man and forbids continued drinking.

murder him as a group, each one sticking his knife

2^3

into Goban.

Pedro attempts to assume command and to

restore order but is rejected.

The murder has freed them

from authority but has forced them to think for themselves,
and they find the enlarged boundaries of their new situa
tion even more difficult to bear.

They are now caught

between death from the enemy and death from their own
forces when they

are relieved.

They

had a chance to sur

vive earlier but

now there is no relief, no safety.

As the

day of the relief squad!s arrival draws near, only Pedro,
of the guilty ones, plans to remain and explain the circum
stances of the murder.
puede matar a un hombre.

"Yo soy de los que creen que se
Lo que pasa es que luego hay que

enfrentarse con el crimen como hombres."3?

Young Luis was

on guard duty at the time of the murder but offers to con
fess his guilt with Pedro since he would have participated,
if present.

Pedro will not permit it.

Andres and Adolfo

flee into the forest while a third, the intellectual
Javier, hangs himself.

Only Pedro and Luis remain on duty

the night prior to being relieved.
their duty.

They wish to fulfill

Pedro believes their sacrifice serves for

something; it is

even like praying: "Si,

Puede que sea lo

unico que nos queda ...

es como rezar.
un poco de tiempo

aun para cuando ya parece todo perdido ... , rezar ... ."38
Pedro tells Luis that he alone will survive:
Tu te quedas aqui, en este mundo.
Quiza sea
ese tu castigo.
Quedarte, seguir viviendo y
conservar en el corazon el recuerdo de esta
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historia ... Luis, no tienes que apenarte por
nosotros. Ap^nate por tf ... , por la larga
condena que te queda por cumplir:
tu v i d a . 3 9
Luis is Pedro's and the world's hope for a better
future because he has learned the meaning of authentic,
personal existentialism.

The lesson is that one must

accept life and serve it honorably even though it appears
absurd and represents a trap from which there is no escape
except to fulfill what is given one to do.

One can only

act according to his conscience and accept the consequences,
and that, according to Pedro, has the value of prayer and
redemption for the existentialist who is also Christian.
Sastre's theater is fundamentally concerned with the
how and why of life and death.

Sastre forces his charac

ters to define their lives and ideals by action or the
avoidance of action and commitment.

The answers are

exacted in terms of sacrifice, of oneself and one's loved
ones.

In so doing the characters are intended to teach us

how to live and how to die.
success:

Valbuena Prat attests to his

"Sastre es un poderoso tragico esencial, cuyas

inquietudes y sentido esencial del nuevo teatro le constituyen en la gran experanza efectiva de la joven generacion."^®

At the same time the critic indicates his

reservations concerning Sastre's drama,
echoed by other critics:

some of which are

"Muchas de sus obras son breves,

en un acto, llenas de augustia existencial y de interrogantes, desgarradas y en momentos ironicas; llenas de
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juveniles intentos y de audaces trucos al descubierto.
Sergio Nerva, however,
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is perhaps more accurate when he

finds that Sastre's drama is universal, not juvenile.
... Se aparta radicalmente de ese teatro
topico, falso, impuntual, indiferenciado
y anodino que asoma, por lo general, a
nuestros escenarios.
Toca problemas
universales.
Problemas comunes al hombre,
sea cual fuere su latitud y su c u l t u r a l 2
In the process,

"... gritos, llanto, risa, suenan con

fuerza y con verdad,

como en el ambito de las verdaderas

creaciones t r a g i c a s . " ^
Sastre has not had the general acclaim of critics and
audiences, as has Buero Vallejo.
that his work is controversial.

He is the first to admit
"Me atrevo a pensar que

soy el autor espanol que con menos estrenos y representaciones ha alcanzado mayor proyeccion para la adhesion o la
protesta.It

may be that the themes that are found are

objectionable, but it is the dramatist's technique which
the critics cite.

Torrente Ballester believes his drama

lacks poetry:
Si ... me preguntase ... por que sail del
teatro con un fondo de insatisfacci^n ...
solo se me ocurriria decir:
(a La mordaza)
le falta belleza ... de que podemos llamar
poesia.
Un quid que nos permite ser
traidores con Yago, cobardes con Hamlet,
soberbios con Coriolano, y nos^mpide, en
cambio, identificarnos con Isaias Krappo.
... Alfonso Sastre la ha evitado cuidadosamente por exceso de sentido m o r a l . ^5
Victor Auz Castro condemns his cold intellectualism,^
while Juan Guerrero Zamora characterizes Sastre's drama as

political and social melodrama, calling it also partisan
and outmoded . ^

Despite this harsh criticism, and leaving

aside its degree of validity, critics and audiences readily
admit that Sastre's drama is a force to reckon with in con
temporary Spain.

Sastre believes he is not more generally

and enthusiastically accepted because tragedy is viewed in
Spain as a social sin.

He points out in Drama jr socie-

dad,^® that tragedy wounds or uncovers painful, forgotten
wounds.

He believes this is necessary in order to get the

audience involved and committed to remedial action.

Trag

edy brings clarity to man's understanding of himself and
his world.

While the public seeks evasion and entertain

ment, tragedy instead gives voice to anguish and to a plea
for justice, compassion, and integrity.

Sastre views art

as arising from reality and acting upon it.
he explains in Anatomia del realismo.^9
mild or revolutionary.
as posibilism, populism,

The goal, as
change, whether

In his discussion of such movements
objectivism, vanguardism, and

naturalism, he is critical of middle-class values and
bureaucratic optimism.

He again emphasizes the value of

tragedy to communicate anguish and urge reform.

He also

discusses some of the dramatic experiments of the G.T.R.
(Grupo de Teatro Realista) in which he was involved during
I960 and 1961.
Kessel Schwartz is perhaps more objective and accurate
than the other critics quoted, when he says:
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Sastre, in spite of his ambiguities, apparently
favors a closed situation of existential
anguish but one which encourages social action.
. . . Sastre finds that tragedy, in addition to
its artistic formality and metaphysical sub
stance, functions as a part of social dynamics.
. . . In the present, although dramatic tragedy
runs afoul of bureaucratic optimism and van
guard nihilism, it attempts to propose to the
spectator the double theme which Sastre feels
is fundamental, that of an existing concrete
condition in which man is surrounded by anguish,
pain, and death, and that of historical reality,
where man participates in the development of
humanity towards more just conditions.50
To conclude this chapter it would be appropriate to
review the essential characteristics and repetitive aspects
of Sastre's drama.

His philosophy is one of social agita

tion and revolution.

He offers no happy endings or final

solutions for life is a continuing struggle.

Tragedy is

his dramatic form, and his characters and situations are
clearly existential.

This requires an emphasis on freedom,

on personal conscience and deliberate action and, finally,
on the acceptance of the consequences, no matter what the
personal or social sacrifice.

His existentialism is

clearly Christian and, like that of the three Spaniards
previously discussed,

it exhibits agnostic doubt, personal

faith, commitment to quixotic idealism, and rejuvenation of
the Spanish nation.

He differs from the Spaniards previ

ously discussed' in that he is a social activist and his
suggested reforms are more specifically conceived and
stated.

He differs from them also in his group-ethic

existentialism, his idea and ability for arousing a group

to act in existential concert.

Naturalistic techniques,

particularly his emphasis on weather and physical environ
ment as factors determining conduct, also sets him apart.
Most of all, it is the non-Spanish influences in philosophy,
dramatic ideas, and theatrical technique which suggest that
he is yet another step toward innovation in the Spanish
tradition of Christian existentialism.

On the other hand,

he shares with the previously discussed Spaniards a commit
ment to the external Christian ethic, to the rejuvenation
and liberalization of Spain,

to Spanish tradition as a key

to the future, and to qui.iotismo. or the pursuit of an
impossible dream.

The Spaniards' Christian pursuit of

their impossible dream for Spain sets them apart from
atheistic and self-sufficient existentialists in the rest
of the world.

The Spaniards'

faith is not orthodox, to be

sure; it rejects the ritual of religion and goes straight
to the relationship of man to God, giving witness through
action, through a leap of faith.
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CONCLUSIONS
Existentialism has a valid claim to our attention
inasmuch as it reacts philosophically to the existent world
and attempts to respond to the needs of our time.

It deals

with man as an individual rather than an anonymous member of
a group in a world growing more complex.

One voice can

lose itself in the din of a multitude, or it can be a con
structive force by which society preserves its humane char
acteristics.

There is little doubt that technology and

overall efficiency play increasingly important roles in
determing social organization and interaction and in
accelerating the process of dehumanization.

The material

istic man is inclined to abdicate personal responsibility
in the name of profit,

security, and leisure.

The existen

tialist sees himself as a self-appointed conscience for
others, a reminder that man alone, of all creatures,

is

called to determine his own beliefs, to make his own deci
sions, and to create his own life.
and responsible,
latter.

Man alone is both free

the former implying and necessitating the

To grasp the significance of life and freedom one

must be, therefore, cognizant of its limits, pitfalls, and
problems:

death,

suffering, guilt, anxiety, and despair.

To be existentially human entails awareness of others and
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consideration of their needs as expressed by compassion,
cooperation, and peaceful coexistence.

These are often

difficult to achieve in a society overcrowded, confused,
and indifferent to human needs.

Man's task is to create

the best life possible under the circumstances.

Happiness

is transitory and the worldly man pursues it tirelessly to
justify his life, to bring order out of the chaos of his
environment, to reward his vitality, but the existentialist
knows that security and happiness,

if achieved, cannot be

sustained because man himself is forced to change to
achieve goals which are ever in the future.

Failure is

personal and inevitable when the goals are temporal.
Christians, unlike atheists, are saved from the despair
dictated by reason because they believe in the immortality
of the soul and their lives reflect a faith which defies
reason.

All existentialists tend to view the world as

absurd because conventional men pursue superficial goals
that are socially acceptable,

even sacred, but goals which

are also personally unnecessary and undesirable.
tialists oppose rituals of habit and tradition;

Existen
they look

beyond cant and cliche in daily life and see death waiting
at the end of all the frantic,

senseless activity.

They

therefore react to life selectively, consciously affirming
or negating aspects of it, so that at death they can at
least claim to have lived their own life, and to have
willingly accepted responsibility for it.
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The Christian Kierkegaard,

founder of modern existen

tialism, maintains that Christian individualism is the only
way to save one's soul because it requires of man that he
turn from prescribed social and religious practices, and
examine his conscience as a prelude to seeking truth.

One

is not born a Christian but becomes one through choice and
will, thus living his religion subjectively and being
transformed by it.

Kierkegaard's passion is directed to

the authentic action, or ethical individualism, which
results from this introspection.

Action thus becomes

essential even if it implies or includes error, because the
mistakes of a passionate and sincere man will serve to pre
vent future mistakes.

This type of individual suffers from

isolation and anguish, tending toward despair, because of
self-insufficiency.
guarantees.

He yearns for eternity and can find no

A leap of faith must be made, one which tran

scends human reason, institutions, and above all, conven
tional, collective, mediocre human beings.

Por the Dane,

Christ is the supreme individual, and God is the supreme
goal for all men.
The German Nietzsche voices even greater disgust for
the multitude and assigns to it the role of serving and
supporting men of genius in positions of leadership.

The

elite minority must seize the initiative, and then suppress
and dictate to the masses.

Individualism and freedom,
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according to Nietzsche, pertain only to the minority capa
ble of leadership and control, because the goal is mastery
of the material world.

An atheist, he places no value on

faith or eternity, and he views religion as a desirable
opiate to pacify the multitude.

Nietzsche advocates

intense individualism for the few existential men of
genius and opposes abstract speculation,

individual pre

tense, complacency, and belief in God.
Heidegger, unlike Nietzsche,

is more inclined to

introspection than action, his primary goal being a
rational basis for all metaphysical Being, and not for
imperatives of existential action.

His contribution to a

philosophy of existence is the rational development and
justification of ideas first suggested by Kierkegaard.
elaborates,

He

for example, the problem of transcendence as

cause, and analyzes the concepts "the world," "Being in the
world," "nothingness," death, fear, dread, freedom, choice,
decision, anxiety, and the projection of self from exis
tence rather than to it, as was claimed by Hegel and the
classical philosophers.

Heidegger's approach is analyti

cal; his goal is to understand metaphysical Being, of which
man is only a part, because the understanding of Being in
its entirety is a reasonable goal for man as the ultimate
limit of his comprehension and freedom.

Jean-Paul Sartre takes the rationale of Heidegger and
focuses it on temporal, existential man to achieve an
anthropocentric view of human consciousness and freedom.
Man is made the sum of all meaning and practical functions.
Sartre's philosophic and literary work is self-oriented, a
composed reflection of his own beliefs and experiences.
The quantity of his production and scope of his literary
efforts have established him "as the best-known contemporary
existentialist.

The man and his philosophy are one, the

latter arising from a particularly unhappy past life.
Human activity is a useless passion, he believes, because
there is no God to give it meaning and purpose.
man can do, therefore,

The best

is to unify his ideas and actions

in an effort to deceive no one, least of all himself.

Man

is an object cast into the world and this "in-itself"
(en-soi) being then projects itself consciously toward what
it can be, the "for-itself"

(pour-soi).

The useless effort

ends with death, but up to the end man is totally free to
create himself and shape his world.

The individual is

expected to be honest, to be "authentic," and to assume
responsibility for himself and the world insofar as he
caused them to exist.
Existential drama is characterized by intellectual
self-consciousness.

It is a reaction against pure

rationalism and naturalism because these limit the role of
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the individual and shelter him from responsibility.

Exis

tential plays deal with the disintegration of social order
and attempt to discover new or hidden truths.

Each

dramatist tends to be doubtful and distrustful of accepted
truths and,

in consequence, forces his characters to live

intensely personalized lives.

Environment is always

oppressive but man can rise above it in life or achieve
victory through death.

Truth is subjective and life a

matter of personal action based on one's own convictions.
Existential dramatists may be categorized according to the
dominance of technical devices and the method of presenting
ideas which each prefers.

The categories suggested by this

writer are the theaters of ideas, imagination, and the
absurd.

The first signifies the forthright presentation of

ideas while the second implies the suggestion of similar
ideas through the medium of allegory, fantasy, poetry,
music,

song, dance, mime,

or any imaginative device which

tends toward the extraordinary.

The theater of the absurd

is characterized by the absence of concrete ideas and by
the ambiguity of those ideas which are implied.

Imagina

tive elements may also be present but the basic thesis is
that the world is either absurd or incomprehensible.
Spanish existentialists differ from one-another and,
as a group,

share distinctive features which separate them

from other European existentialists.

The four Spaniards
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considered here:

Unamuno, Ortega, Buero, and Sastre, all

represent different generations and, consequently, distinct
stages in the evolution of Spain's Christian existential
ism.
Unamuno, a contemporary of Nietzsche, reveals, unlike
the German, a thorough knowledge of Kierkegaard and desire
to pursue the same or similar ideas.

Unamuno is concerned

with the Christian as a social force as well as being a
man of integrity and personal action.

The proper goal for

the Christian existentialist is a faith which defies reason
and demands eternal life.

Unamuno is the archetype Span

iard because of his primitive strength and virility, his
strong sense of personal honor and justice,

the heroic

energy and ego to match the indomitable idealism of Don
Quijote, the faith of the mystics, and the boldness of the
conquistadores.

His goal is nothing less than a complete

renewal of the Spanish spirit, a resurgence of its ideal
ism, daring, and resourcefulness.

Unamuno's ideas are

sometimes contradictory or ambiguous, but always chal
lenging.

Few men would say as he does that his religion is

to seek life in truth and truth in life, and to wrestle
with God.

He is pugnacious, audacious, and passionately

sincere in developing such fundamental themes as:

the man

of flesh and bone; Christian faith and the hunger for
eternal life; passionate doubt; the deception of rational
ism and materialism; the importance of love, pity,
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suffering and emerging personality; the existence of God;
conflict as the undercurrent of conduct; the Spanish soul;
and Don Quijote as a Christian idealist and man of action.
The themes just named are but a few which reveal the scope
and seriousness of his concern for the existential man
whose goal is, or should be, God.
Unamuno's Christian existentialist is one thrown into
a world not fully explained by reason.

By nature he is

inquisitive and persevering; he yearns to know the meaning
of life and to defeat death.

He must act because inaction

also results in change, but negatively.

Man must act posi

tively to leave his imprint on society, to give witness of
his faith and his passionate,

intuitive idealism.

The

existentialist stands alone, bearing his life as Christ
bore his Cross, and looking to Christ as the proper
example.

One thus learns to put aside materialism and to

make a leap of faith, as did Don Quijote, in search of the
impossible dream:

to know God.

Jose".Ortega y Gasset resembles Unamuno in that both
are famous as philosophers, writers, and educators.
Ortega's success at the University of Madrid rivals that of
Unamuno at the University of Salamanca.

Ortega belongs to

a later generation, however; he is more concerned with the
rational basis for existential philosophy and its applica
tion to existing social and political institutions.
Heidegger, whom he preceded in methodical philosophic

Like
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development, Ortega is a man of reflection rather than
action.

He attempts to raise the cultural quotient of the

Spanish people rather than to arouse them to passionate
action in the manner of Unamuno.

Ortega's voluminous

writings embrace all aspects of Spanish life, viewed his
torically to help overcome or circumvent the inertia which
traditionally resists innovation.

He describes human

activity as razrin vital. or reason dynamically applied to
the action of living.

Man is viewed as a combination of

personality and circumstance,
ded in a human being who,

that is, consciousness imbed

through assimilation,

is the

culmination of the factors which have produced him and
defined his present limitations.
the past.

Man is the end product of

Ortega adds a dimension to the existential dic

tum, that a man is what he does, when he affirms that man
is also what he believes since beliefs are the unconscious
basis for action and are not normally reconsidered or sub
ject to frequent change.

Ortega finds in Don Quijote the

ideal for human behavior because he is the symbol of rest
less spirit, of courage,

fortitude, and high ideals.

It is

necessary to be quixotic if one is to humanize the world.
Like Unamuno, Ortega draws a parallel between Don Quijote
and Christ.
Ortega is particularly concerned about mediocrity and
the values imposed upon democratic societies by the masses.
Nietzsche advocates suppression and domination of the
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multitude but Ortega's more enlightened view is that the
elite should rise freely from the masses and earn respect
and obedience by demonstrating both the ability and desire
to serve others.

The unit of measurement for multitudes of

people is the lowest common denominator but ideas must be
judged by the highest standards of excellence as these are
uncommon.

Ortega endorses the new technology but urges

caution and close observation to prevent wanton destruction
of the existing culture.

Progress should free man to per

fect his humanity and to proceed from that high point where
the previous generation ceased its work.

The effort of

each new generation should pursue a trajectory to a higher
plateau.

When the masses rule, culture declines because

multitudes consume but do not create, and their appetite is
insatiable and irresponsible.
mass culture thus go together.

Progress and the problems of
Each generation must avail

itself of improved techniques to deal with emerging prob
lems of increasing complexity.
According to Ortega, the greatest danger to society
represented by mass man is the expectation that the state
will intervene to solve all his problems and assume his
responsibilities.

The existentialist,

this complacency and irresponsibility.

in contrast, rejects
He sets his own

goals and defines himself in his efforts to attain them.
man at any given age is a member of a generation,
which corresponds to about fifteen years.

each of

There are five

A
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generations in all:

childhood, youth, initiation, domi

nance, and old age.

The third and fourth generations are

those when a man exerts his most effective action and
influence on the world.
Ortega warns against extremism, in contrast to
Unamuno,

and he is careful to distinguish between it and

qui.iotismo.

He says further, that man's freedom does not

imply that all choices are equal or acceptable.

Each

individual at any given moment has one choice or action
that is more appropriate than any other, even if it be
imperfect.

Man,

in choosing, creates his own drama of

existence.
The conclusions to be drawn from Ortega's Christian
existentialism are as follows.

He proposes ratio-vitalismo

or reason rooted in life to reflect man as both thinker and
doer.

He defines man as a historical synthesis of the past

and present and this applies to his society also.

Man

needs historical perspective to avoid past errors and to
utilize proven accomplishments.

A man is at any moment a

member of one of five generations in the course of his
life.

He exists not alone but in relation to his circum

stance or environment and must act accordingly.

Society

should be porous to permit the capable existentialist to
rise to a position of deserved leadership.

Government is

best if led by an oligarchy, a select minority both able
and willing to lead the masses.

Spain's new identity and
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rejuvenation depend on Christian existentialists who see
the parallel between Christ and Don Quijote.

Life is

tragic because reason opposes it, but reason does serve to
establish limitations.

Identity is achieved through strug

gle, even rebellion, and it must overcome ridicule.
Tragedy accompanies the existentialist because he lives by
aspiration and seeks beyond himself.

He is threatened by

nihilism and degeneration induced by mass-man and his low,
common values.

All things considered, the Christian exis

tentialist must be heroic and self-sacrificing.
Antonio Buero Vallejo is a dramatist with a philoso
phy, and his plays present existential characters reacting
to the world as described by Unamuno and Ortega.

Compared

to the theaters of ideas, imagination, and absurdity men
tioned in Chapter II, Buero1s theater may be said to over
lap between ideas and imagination, with the latter serving
the former.
plays.

There is nothing of the absurd in any of his

Buero uses history, as suggested by Ortega, to

point out man's mistakes,

the destructiveness of an imper

sonal society, and the mediocrity of the masses in rebel
lion against order and reason.

Buero's drama isolates

existential characters who stand at a crossroads in life.
They are less than heroic individuals who try to rise above
their own faults and the oppression generated by environ
ment or enemies.

They seek some measure of happiness in

the form of peace, love, understanding, and justice, but
their goal is achieved only by great effort and unyielding
will.

Such characters contribute to their fate because

each one proceeds on his own merits and the contest is won
only by the strong and able.
and punishes the oppressor.
ness in his own way.

Death redeems the oppressed
Every agonist pursues happi

Those who succeed realize and accept

the fact that the past is a guide, the present a task, and
the future a promise.

There can be no assurance of success

because, to achieve his goal, man must change himself and
his environment according to his will.

The great force of

Buero's drama, after the motivating ideas, is the depth and
scope of the world realistically presented as a challenge
to characters as normal as the audience.

He achieves an

imitation of life in which the spectators also experience
a personal reaction to the challenge portrayed on stage.
Through his plays Buero reaffirms his faith in quixotic
idealism, compassion for others, and the need for constant
effort to achieve worthy goals.

One need never bow to

life's hypocrisies, according to Buero Vallejo, nor compro
mise with evil.

Death has different faces:

punishment for

evil, release from a hopeless existence, or the price
exacted for brave and honorable conduct.

This goes along

with the Christian idea that death is not terminal but a
step toward final judgment through which each man passes
into eternal life or damnation.

Buero’s drama also reveals the traditional duality of
faith and reason, good and evil,

idealism and realism.

Character development is emphasized by contrast and con
flict until each agonist emerges victorious or defeated.
The ideas presented are easily understood and graphically
presented to make the thesis undeniable.

In this way he

conditions the conscience of the audience to accept his
point of view.

The agonist is always honorable and inno

cent, a victim of oppression who determines his fate
through conflict with himself and his environment.

The

problems are unavoidable because they arise from person
ality, past life, and environment.

The author achieves

startling insights by concentrating his field of vision on
intimately related characters who are compelled to inter
act with personal intensity.

Buero thus causes technique

and creativity to r srge with moral themes to produce per
haps the most significant theater of twentieth-century
Spain.
Buero's existentialism is Christian, national, social,
and quixotic.
Sastre.

He shares this with Unamuno, Ortega, and

His own personal existential ethic emphasizes the

necessity for love and compassion, as well as integrity, if
the existentialist is to succeed,

Buero's goals are simi

lar to the others but his means are different.

His exis

tentialist is a man of peace and compassion, one who con
quers others by his good example, after conquering himself.
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It is the way advocated by Christ.
Less subtle, more urgent, activist, and rebellious, is
Alfonso Sastre, representing the youthful postwar genera
tion.

He has more in common with the youth of many coun

tries than he does with the older generation within Spain.
His activism distinguishes him from the other Spaniards
discussed here.

His reforms are more specifically con

ceived and stated.

Non-Spanish influences in philosophy,

ethics, dramatic ideas, and theater technique all suggest
that he is yet another innovative step in the Spanish
tradition of Christian existentialism.

Unlike the others,

he poses a group ethic drawn from Spanish tradition
(Puenteovejuna) which exhibits collective conscience,
action, and acceptance of the consequences.

The existen

tialist remains an individual but he is no longer isolated
because so many in his generation share similar views of
self and society.

The alienated individual has become a

disaffected generation.
Sastre's format is tragedy.

There are no happy end

ings or final solutions because life is a continuing strug
gle.

Naturalistic techniques, particularly the emphasis on

weather and physical environment as contributing causes of
conduct, at times mitigate the impact of existential
action.

He shares with the previously discussed Spaniards

a commitment to external Christian ethics, the rejuvenation
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and liberalization of Spain, and qui.lotismo, or the pursuit
of impossible dreams.

Like them he exhibits agnostic

doubt, agonistic faith, the importance of self-sacrifice
for an ideal, and the willingness to stand alone against
injustice, absurdity, and ridicule.
Unamuno, Ortega, Buero Vallejo, and Sastre are here
shown to be Spanish existentialists committed to an inter
pretation and awakening of Spain.

The first is a man of

passion; the second, one of reason; the third, a man of
peace and compassion; and the fourth, one of social agita
tion and rebellious activism.

All four respond individ

ually to the same motivating ideas which may be categorized
as Christian, national,

social, and quixotic.

As individ

uals they stand alone, and as a group they stand apart from
other European existentialists.

The distinctions cited are

essential to an understanding of Spanish existentialism.
Their avowed pursuit of Christian ideals in and for Spain
sets them apart from atheistic existentialists elsewhere
who are both self-sufficient and self-serving.
Spaniards'

The

faith is agnostic and agonistic, to be sure, for

it goes straight to the relationship between man and his
God, and it is realized by a leap of faith which defies
reason.
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